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Hochfrequente Verbrennungsinstabilitäten bestehen aus Druckschwankungen, die an 
instationären Verbrennungsprozessen koppeln. Wenn es die richtigen Bedingungen gibt, können 
die instationären Schwankungen unkontrolliert ansteigen, die Betriebsbedingungen der 
Brennkammer beeinträchtigen und im schlimmsten Fall zum Ausfall des Triebwerks führen. Das 
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, Methoden zu entwickeln, um die Flammenantwort auf hochfrequente 
akustische Anregungen, die den Rahmenbedingungen beim Auftreten von 
Verbrennungsinstabilitäten entsprechen, zu untersuchen. Ein Einzelinjektormodell der BKH wird 
verwendet, um die Flammenantwort auf longitudinale und transversale Anregung sowie den 
Einfluss der Randbedingungen auf die Resultate der numerischen Simulationen zu untersuchen 
und diese mit vorherigen Simulationen und experimentellen Daten zu vergleichen.  

Eine Randbedingung für die Beschreibung des physikalischen Verhaltens des externen 
Anregungssystems von BKH wird implementiert und getestet mit einer Kaltgas-Simulation 
getestet. Die Resultate werden mit vorherigen numerischen Simulationen verglichen, die das 
Verhalten des Anregungssystems in einer vereinfachten Form beschrieben hatten.  

Ein Algorithmus wird entwickelt, der einen besseren Vergleich von Bildern der von 
Hochgeschwindigkeitskameras erfassten OH*-Strahlungsintensität und mit Ergebnissen der 
CFD Simulationen in einem post-processing-Schritt ermöglicht. Die Spektren von OH* werden 
zuerst modelliert. Danach werden mit Hilfe eines Ray-Tracing Algorithmus aus der CFD-Lösung 
pseudo-OH* Strahlungsbilder erzeugt, die dann mit den Bildern der 
Hochgeschwindigkeitskameras verglichen werden können. Die numerischen Resultate zeigen 
eine gute qualitative Übereinstimmung mit den experimentellen Daten. Selbstabsorption und 
Lichtbrechung, die in vorherigen Arbeiten nicht berücksichtigt wurden, sind hier beachtet.  

Eine stationäre Simulation der BKH wird unter Verwendung von im Vergleich zu früheren Arbeiten 
veränderten Geometrie, Netz und Randbedingungen durchgeführt. Die Resultate werden mit 
vorherigen Simulationen und experimentellen Daten verglichen und der Ray-tracing-Algorithmus 
wird auf die Lösung angewendet. Die akustische Analyse wird mit einem LNS Solver auf 
Grundlage der stationären Lösung durchgeführt, um die Hauptresonanzmoden der 
Brennkammer zu ermitteln. Die Resultate werden mit vorherigen Helmholtz-Simulationen und mit 
Experimenten verglichen. Der LNS Solver ergibt für die Moden Werte, die trotz der 
Vereinfachungen vergleichbar mit Experimenten sind. 
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High frequency combustion instabilities in liquid propellant rocket engines are a phenomenon 
which is not yet completely understood. They consist in pressure fluctuations which couple with 
unsteady combustion processes. When the right conditions are present, the unsteady fluctuations 
can grow uncontrolled and affect the operation conditions of the chamber and in the most extreme 
cases lead to the failure of the engine. When designing a new combustion chamber, 
understanding and predicting combustion instabilities becomes crucial in order to prevent their 
occurrence and reduce the risk of failure.  
The goal of this work is to develop methods for investigating the flame response to high 
frequency acoustic forcing which represents the conditions of occurrence of combustion 
instabilities. 
A single injector model of BKH is employed to investigate the flame response to longitudinal 
and transverse excitation and the influence of the boundary conditions on the simulation results, 
comparing them also with previous simulations and experimental data. A boundary condition for 
the description of the physical behavior of the external excitation system of BKH is implemented 
and tested on a cold flow run. The results are compared with previous numerical simulation 
describing the behavior of the excitation system in a simplified way. n algorithm is developed to 
allow a better comparison of images form high-speed cameras and CFD simulation results 
using OH* radiation intensity in a post-processing step. The spectra of OH* are first modelled 
and then a ray-tracing algorithm is applied on the CFD solution in order to obtain pseudo-OH* 
radiation images comparable with high-speed camera images. The results show a good 
qualitative agreement with experimental data taking into account self-absorption and refraction 
phenomena which have been not considered in past works.  

A steady-state simulation of BKH is performed considering a different geometry, mesh and 
boundary conditions with respect to previous work. The results are compared with former 
simulation results and experimental data and the ray tracing algorithm is applied on the 
solution. The acoustic analysis using a LNS solver is performed on the steady-state solution in 
order to identify the main resonant modes of the chamber. The results are compared with 
previous results using a Helmholtz solver and with experimental data, showing that the LNS 
solver gives values comparable with experiments despite the number of simplifications 
introduced. 
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Abstract
High frequency combustion instabilities in liquid propellant rocket engines are a
phenomenon which is not yet completely understood. They consist in pressure
fluctuations which couple with unsteady combustion processes. When the right
conditions are present, the unsteady fluctuations can grow uncontrolled and affect
the operation conditions of the chamber and in the most extreme cases lead to the
failure of the engine. When designing a new combustion chamber, understanding
and predicting combustion instabilities becomes crucial in order to prevent their
occurrence and reduce the risk of failure.
The goal of this work is to develop methods for investigating the flame response to
high frequency acoustic forcing which represents the conditions of occurrence of
combustion instabilities.
A single injector model of BKH is employed to investigate the flame response to
longitudinal and transverse excitation and the influence of the boundary
conditions on the simulation results, comparing them also with previous
simulations and experimental data.
A boundary condition for the description of the physical behavior of the external
excitation system of BKH is implemented and tested on a cold flow run. The
results are compared with previous numerical simulation describing the behavior
of the excitation system in a simplified way.
An algorithm is developed to allow a better comparison of images form high-speed
cameras and CFD simulation results using OH* radiation intensity in a
post-processing step. The spectra of OH* are first modelled and then a ray-tracing
algorithm is applied on the CFD solution in order to obtain pseudo-OH* radiation
images comparable with high-speed camera images. The results show a good
qualitative agreement with experimental data taking into account self-absorption
and refraction phenomena which have been not considered in past works.
A steady-state simulation of BKH is performed considering a different geometry,
mesh and boundary conditions with respect to previous work. The results are
compared with former simulation results and experimental data and the ray
tracing algorithm is applied on the solution. The acoustic analysis using a LNS
solver is performed on the steady-state solution in order to identify the main
resonant modes of the chamber. The results are compared with previous results
using a Helmholtz solver and with experimental data, showing that the LNS solver
gives values comparable with experiments despite the number of simplifications
introduced.
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Zusammenfassung
Hochfrequente Verbrennungsinstabilitäten bestehen aus Drückschwankungen, die
an instationären Verbrennungsprozessen koppeln. Wenn es die richtigen
Bedingungen gibt, können die instationären Schwankungen unkontrolliert
ansteigen, die Betriebsbedingungen der Brennkammer beeinträchtigen und im
schlimmsten Fall zum Ausfall des Triebwerks führen. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es,
Methoden zu entwickeln, um die Flammenantwort auf hochfrequente akustische
Anregungen, die den Rahmenbedingungen beim Auftreten von
Verbrennungsinstabilitäten entsprechen, zu untersuchen. Ein Einzelinjektormodell
der BKH wird verwendet, um die Flammenantwort auf longitudinale und
transversale Anregung sowie den Einfluss der Randbedingungen auf die Resultate
der numerischen Simulationen zu untersuchen und diese mit vorherigen
Simulationen und experimentellen Daten zu vergleichen. Eine Randbedingung für
die Beschreibung des physikalischen Verhaltens des externen Anregungssystems
von BKH wird implementiert und getestet mit einer Kaltgas-Simulation getestet.
Die Resultate werden mit vorherigen numerischen Simulationen verglichen, die das
Verhalten des Anregungssystems in einer vereinfachten Form beschrieben hatten.
Ein Algorithmus wird entwickelt, der einen besseren Vergleich von Bildern der von
Hochgeschwindigkeitskameras erfassten OH*-Strahlungsintensität und mit
Ergebnissen der CFD Simulationen in einem post-processing-Schritt ermöglicht.
Die Spektren von OH* werden zuerst modelliert. Danach werden mit Hilfe eines
Ray-Tracing Algorithmus aus der CFD-Lösung pseudo-OH* Strahlungsbilder
erzeugt, die dann mit den Bildern der Hochgeschwindigkeitskameras verglichen
werden können. Die numerischen Resultate zeigen eine gute qualitative
Übereinstimmung mit den experimentellen Daten. Selbstabsorption und
Lichtbrechung, die in vorherigen Arbeiten nicht berücksichtigt wurden, sind hier
beachtet. Eine stationäre Simulation der BKH wird unter Verwendung von im
Vergleich zu früheren Arbeiten veränderten Geometrie, Netz und
Randbedingungen durchgeführt. Die Resultate werden mit vorherigen
Simulationen und experimentellen Daten verglichen und der
Ray-tracing-Algorithmus wird auf die Lösung angewendet. Die akustische Analyse
wird mit einem LNS Solver auf Grundlage der stationären Lösung durchgeführt,
um die Hauptresonanzmoden der Brennkammer zu ermitteln. Die Resultate
werden mit vorherigen Helmholtz-Simulationen und mit Experimenten verglichen.
Der LNS Solver ergibt für die Moden Werte, die trotz der Vereinfachungen
vergleichbar mit Experimenten sind.
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1 Introduction

Combustion instabilities have always represented a challenge for liquid rocket
propellant engines (LPREs) . In LPREs, a great amount of energy is released
during combustion and this can lead to the occurrence of coupling phenomena
which may have influence on the stability of the operating conditions of the
engine, since also a small percentage of energy trasnferred from the combustion
process to the system may cause instability phenomena. This can in turn lead to
the failure of the engine and, in some cases, of the whole mission. It is then easy
to understand that in many practical cases, combustion instabilities are an
undesidered phenomenon, and in particular thermoacoustic instabilities are
extremely dangerous for LPREs, if not properly handled. A widely accepted
classification of combustion instabilites has been made based on the frequency of
the pressure oscillations observed in the system: low frequency (LF) combuston
instabilities, also called chugging, and high frequency (HF) combustion
instabilities. LF instabilities are generally associated to the propellants feed system
and have a frequency less than 1000 Hz and have not destructive consequences for
the engines. HF instabilities occur at a frequency greater than 1000 Hz and are
the most dangerous and potentially damaging. Other criteria than the frequency
value can be adapted to distinguish LF and HF, based for example on the
Strouhal number, in which the frequency is scaled with a characteristic length of
the engine, and here one can say that one is talking about LF when the Strouhal
number is smaller than one, and HF instabilities when it is greater.
HF combustion instabilities are not fully understood because of the complexity
and number of phenomena involved. The occurrence of the phenomenon is
triggered by the coupling of pressure oscillations and unsteady energy release
which derives from the combustion process.The coupling leads to an unsteady heat
release rate and the phenomena close in a loop. This could lead also to unexpected
high temperatures at the walls of the chamber, adding a critical point in the
design of a new combustion chamber.
Due to the extreme environment which develops inside the combustion chambers
at typical operating conditions in LPREs, it is difficult to investigate
experimentally the HF instability phenomenon. Full scale tests are not only
difficult, but also expensive, and this is the reason why in research centers
experimental combustors and numerical modeling are used. The increased
computational capabilities developed in the last years helped a lot in the study of
this phenomenon, but there is still much to do because of the variety of processes
which should be simulated and are involved in the occurrence of combustion
instabilities: injection, atomization, vaporization, mixing and reaction of
propellants. The detailed numerical simulation of all these processes is extremely
complex and expensive, and it cannot be applied for industrial applications.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools have been then developed through
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1 Introduction

the years to try and have a better understanding of the different phenomena.
These CFD tools have anyway to be validated against experimental data in order
to build effective means to improve the predictive capabilities of the codes.
The focus of this work is the combustion chamber operated at DLR, named
Brennkammer-H (BKH). BKH is an experimental combustors used to investigate
HF instabilities and work at operating conditions representative of upper-stage
rocket engines. It is equipped with optical systems and windows, which allow the
recording of optical data by high-speed cameras and the observation of the flame
zone during operations. The equipment of this combustors is crucial for the
purposes of this work, which aims not only to study numerically the flame
response during acoustic excitation, but also the comparison of images from the
experiments and from CFD simulations. BKH is provided with a toothed wheel or
siren, which periodically interrupts the flow through a secondary nozzle and
excites the different chamber modes.

1.1 Motivation and goals
This work aims to simulate the acoustic response of a flame subject to different
excitation conditions and compare and validate the results with experimental data
collected by sensors and cameras. This is done by simulating the aforementioned
combustion chambers’ in different operating conditions and comparing the results
with previous simulation results and experiments, in order to validate the models
used. The validation of the models can play a crucial role in order to investigate
the underlying physics of combustion instabilities and flame-acoustics interaction.
The comparison between experimental data and simulation results is sometimes
difficult because of the extreme environment which develops in a combustion
chamber, in which a fundamental quantity which is used to investigate combustion
instabilities, the heat release rate, is not directly measurable. A physical quantity
which is directly observable with the use of high speed cameras is the OH*
radiation produced during the combustion of liquid oxygen (LOx) and H2.
Therefore, a model for the flame and ray-tracing algorithms have been developed
in order to simplify the comparison beteen two-dimensional images recorded by
the cameras and three-dimensional results obtained with CFD simulations. In the
next subsection, the steps used to achieve the goals described here are presented
more in detail.

1.1.1 Logical flow and thesis structure
Before proceeding with the simulation of a full 3D combustion chamber, some
preliminary work was needed. The first step is the simulation of a single injector
domain representative of the central injector of BKH subject to a more realistic
acoustic forcing profile with respect to the previous work of Beinke [15], both for
longitudinal and transverse forcing. An aspect which was not investigated so far
was the influence of the numerical setup on the simulation results, and this was
done by changing the geometry of the domain, the mesh and the boundary
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conditions for the simulation of the flame response when subject to transverse
excitation in a single injector configuration. Then, a first step towards the full 3D
modeling was done, simulating a BKH operating point with cold flow in order to
test a new boundary condition which reproduced the behavior of the toothed
wheel when interrupting the flow through the secondary nozzle of BKH. Once this
boundary condition was validated and the influence of the numerical setup
estimated, the necessary setup to start the full chamber simulation with excitation
was ready. In order to have a tool to compare optical data from the high speed
cameras and CFD results, a flame radiation model and ray-tracing algorithms
producing pseudo-OH* images was developed. This tool was first tested on an
existing test case by [56] and then applied to an existing steady-state solution of
BKH by [15]. The same tool was then applied to a BKD test case without optical
access, in which a probe collecting the radiation coming from the flame had to be
also modelled. After testing the tool on these different test cases, it was then
applied to the transient simulation of BKH on a region of the limit cycle where
steady-state acoustic pressure and velocity fluctuations were reached, and
compared with the corresponding data coming from the experiments.
Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background on the relevant topics of this work:
oxygen-hydrogen combustion, fundamental equations of acoustics and combustion
with a focus on the Rayleigh criterion, together with a literature overview on
combustion instabilities and radiation modelling. In chapter 3, the CFD solver
used for this work, the in-house DLR TAU code is described. Chapter 4 is
dedicated to BKH single injector modelling. Chapter 5 introduces the toothed
wheel boundary condition and its application on a cold flow BKH run. Chapter 6
is dedicated to the full chamber simulation with hot flow and acoustic excitation
applying the siren boundary condition. Chapter 7 is dedicated to the tool which
has been developed to produce pseudo OH* images to be compared with
experimental optical data, first describing it in detail and then showing the
application to BKH and BKD simulations. Chapter 8 provides conclusions and
outlook for future work.
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2 Theoretical and experimental
background

The investigation of combustion instabilities has always been a challenge since the
start of research in the field of space propulsion. They were observed for the first
time in the 1930s both in liquid and solid propellant rocket engines. This chapter
aims to provide the state-of-the-art knowledge of theory and experiments which
are fundamental to understand the scope of this work. First, an overview of the
LOx/H2 propellant combination is presented, together with the fundamental
equations describing the combustion instability phenomenon, which involve
acoustics and combustion processes. Then a literature overview is given, which
summarizes the research work done from different groups, both numerical and
experimental. Another topic which will be considered is the modeling of OH*
emission from the flame, with an introduction to the problem of modeling OH*
and the strategy used to try and fill the gap of knowledge of this phenomena in
cryogenic high pressure combustion. The last part of the chapter describes the
experimental combustors used for the investigation of instabilities both
numerically and experimentally.

2.1 Oxygen-Hydrogen Combustion
The focus of this work is on a combustion chamber operated with LOx/H2, so an
introduction on why this propellant combination is chosen and the underlying
combustion reaction is needed.
There are different propellant combinations which can be used in bipropellant
LPREs. The most common used oxdizers are:

• Oxygen (O2): It is cryogenic. The evaporation temperature at ambient
pressure Tev is 90 K and its density is quite high (ρ = 1140 kg/m3). When
great quantities are needed, it should be produced close to the place of use.

• Fluorine (F2): It is cryogenic (Tev = 85 K) and with very high density (ρ =
1509 kg/m3), it is extremely energetic and gives high performances. The
main drawbacks are that it is extremely toxic, reactive and corrosive, with
related toxicity of combustion products.

• Nitric acid (HNO3): It is liquid between Ts=232 K and Tev=356 K. It is
highly corrosive and it is used generally mixed with other species. It has
very high density (ρ = 1549 kg/m3 at T = 293.15 K).

• Nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4): It is liquid between Ts=262 K and Tev=294 K.
It is the most common storable oxidizer but it requires tight housings
because of its high vapor tension. Density is ρ = 1447 kg/m3 at T = 293.15
K
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On the other hand, fuels are:
• Hydrocarbons (CHx): They are relatively cheap, available and easy to

transport.In the USA RP-1 (CH1.96, similar to cherosene,ρ = 800 kg/m3)
has been used for a long time (for example in the F-1 engine). One of its
advantages is that it minimizes the phenomenon of fouling (formation of
sticky sediments in the cooling channels). A strong research effort is now on
methane (CH4), which is cryogenic (Tev=112 K), but being more dense and
cheaper than hydrogen.

• Hydrogen (H2): It is cryogenic (Tev=20 K) with very low density (ρ = 70
kg/m3). It is not easy to handle due to the very low evaporation
temperature and it needs big tanks to be stored. Nevertheless, it has the
advantage of having the highest specific impulse (Isp above 400 s) with
respect to other propellants’ combinations.

• Hydrazine (N2H4): It can be stored and remain stable for long periods of
time (also 15 years), it has a high freezing point (Ts = 275 K), Tev=387 K
and ρ = 1023 kg/m3 at T = 293.15 K.

• Unsymmetrical Dymethyhydrazine, UDMH ((CH3)2NNH2): It is an organic
derivative of hydrazine with similar properties but lower freezing
temperature (Ts = 216 K), Tev=336 K, lower Isp and ρ = 850 kg/m3 at T
= 244 K.

• Monomethylhydrazine, MMh (CH3NHNH2): It is an organic derivative of
hydrazine but with a wider temperature range of the liquid state (Ts = 221
K, Tev=361 K).

• Aerozine: Its components are 50% UDMH and 50% hydrazine.
The LOx/H2 propellant combination presents important technical challenges due
to the fact that they are both cryogenic propellants 1. To prevent evaporation and
boiling off, insulation from heat sources present in a rocket engine (e.g., exhaust
and air friction during atmospheric flights) must be accomplished. In space, the
rocket engine must be protected from the heat coming from sun radiation. When
liquid hydrogen absorbs heat, it expands rapidly; thus, venting is necessary to
prevent the tank from exploding. Metals exposed to the extreme cold of liquid
hydrogen become brittle. Moreover, liquid hydrogen can leak through minute
pores in welded seams. Despite all the difficulties that hydrogen can present, the
great advantage that it presents is the extremely high specific impulse Isp, which is
one of the performance parameters used for rocket engines. The specif impulse is
defined as the thrust integrated over time per unit weight-on-Earth of the
propellant:

Isp = ve

g0
(2.1)

where ve is the effective exhaust velocity measured in m/s and g0 is the standard
gravity, 9.80665 m/s2.

1gases that can be liquefied only at extremely low temperatures
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Figure 2.1: Equilibrium vacuum Isp for different propellants’ combination
[181]

Moreover, products of the combustion reaction between oxygen and hydrogen is
mostly water vapor, representing a big advantage in terms of environmental
pollution. Liquid hydrogen is reacted with liquid oxygen to form water with a
stoichiometric heat of reaction of 286 kj/mol:

2H2(g) + O2(g) → 2H2O(l) + 572kJ (2.2)

When pure hydrogen reacts with pure oxygen, the flame produced emits in the UV
spectrum, being therefore invisible to the human eye. However, it results often in
ice crystals in the exhaust plume with a white trail. As already mentioned, in
terms of Isp there is practically no competitor with this combination because of
the low exhaust molecular weight and high combustion temperature. It should be
mentioned however that also if the maximum Isp is obtained at a mixture ratio of
4.7, the practically used mixture ratios are bewtween 5.5 and 6 because of
difference in density between the fuel and the oxidizer. Figure 2.1 shows the
comparison between different type of propellant combinations, where it is clear the
advantage in using the hydrogen/oxygen combination.
The performances in terms of Isp of liquid hydrogen, typically associated with
liquid oxygen, have made hydrogen to be the choice for fueling many launch
vehicles, both booster and upper stages with different engine cycles. Examples are
the SSM RS-25E of the Space Shuttle which operated with a staged combustion
cycle , The Vulcain engine and the HM7B of Ariane which are gas generator
engines and LE-7/A of H-II Series which uses again a staged combustion cycle.

2.1.1 Supercritical conditions and injection
As already mentioned before, the evaporation temperatures of liquid oxygen and
hydrogen are 90 K and 20 K, respectively, so at the ambient temperature and
pressure they are in a gaseous state. To prevent the propellant from boiling-off,
the tanks must be equipped with release valves to avoid explosions caused by the
pressurization. Liquid hydrogen is typically used in rocket engines to cool the
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combustion chamber walls, being then heated and passing from a liquid to a
gaseous state, and then injected in the combustion chamber. Oxygen is typically
injected in a liquid state at temperatures of about 100 K. Figure 2.2 shows a
generic phase diagram.

Figure 2.2: Generic phase diagram of a pure substance [146].

Phase diagrams typically plot pressure on the y-axis and temperature on the
x-axis. The labels in the plot indicate the stable state of a system in equilibrium.
The combinations of pressure and temperatures at which the phases can exist in
equilibrium are represented by the lines. Crossing the lines in the right or left
direction represent a different change of phase. Sublimation (solid to gas) and
deposition (gas to solid) are represented by the S-G boundary. Melting (solid to
liquid) and freezing (liquid to solid) are obtained by crossing the S-L line.
Vaporization (liquid to gas) and condensation (gas to liquid) are represented by
crossing the L-G boundary . In the phase diagram, two points are highlighted: the
triple point and the critical point. The triple point represent the pressure and
temperature combination at which the three phases (solid,liquid, vapor) coexist in
thermodynamic equilibrium. The critical point is represented by a critical pressure
(pcr) and a critical temperature (Tcr) at which the liquid and gaseous phases are
no more distinguishable one from another and merge together. In the region close
to the critical point the characteristics of the liquid and vapor phases change
dramatically and and the phases become more and more similar. At temperatures
and pressures above the critical point, the substance is called supercritical fluid. A
supercritical fluid has properties which are in between a liquid and a vapor phase.
An important feature of a supercritical fluid is the absence of surface tension and
latent heat. A supercritical fluid is also a good solvent: as the density of the fluid
at constant increases, the solubility in the supercritical fluid increases. Density
increases with pressure, therefore the solubility in a supercritical fluid increases
with pressure. The behavior when varying the temperature is slightly different.
When increasing the temperature at constant density, solubility increases.
In the proximity of the critical point, it can happen that the density drops with a
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small increase of temperature, and then in this region solubility often drops with
increasing temperature. This phenomenon was discussed by Oschwald et al. [132],
and named "pseudo-boiling" because of the similarity with the vaporization which
occurs at subcritical conditions. For the purposes of this work, we are interested in
the characteristics of oxygen and hydrogen, which are summarized in Table 2.1

Critical temperature [K] Critical pressure [bar]
O2 154,6 50,4
H2 33,1 13

Table 2.1: Critical properties of oxygen and hydrogen

Combustion chambers of typical rocket engines are characterized by high pressures
to maximize thrust and specific impulse. This translates into the fact that the
chamber pressures of operating engines are typically higher that the critical
pressure of one or both propellants. The SSME operated at p/pcr=4.4, H-II Series
had p/pcr=2.40 and the Vulcain had p/pcr=2.28. Figure 2.3 shows the
characteristics of supercritical injection [8]. The pseudo-boiling line is also called

Figure 2.3: Features of supercritical injection. TP and CP indicates the triple
point and critical point, respectively [8].

Widom line and it is the extension of the coexistence line in the supercritical
region, separating the liquid-like and gas-like phases. In LPREs fuelled with
LOx/H2 it is possible to have transcritical injection. This term refers to a fluid in
subcritical conditions which is injected in a supercritical environment. The fluid it
is then rapidly heated at supercritical temperatures before combustion occurs.
Looking at the values in Table 2.1, it is easy to understand that in modern
LPREs, hydrogen is injected at supercritical conditions, whereas oxygen can be
injected at both subcritical or supercritical conditions. In this work the considered
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combustion chambers are operated at pressures above the critical pressure of the
oxygen, and then oxygen experiences transcritical injection.
It is important to say that a classification based solely on the critical pressures of
the components of a mixture is too simplified because the critical pressure of a
mixture can exceed the one of the pure propellants [172]. An injection process can
be supercritical with respect to the injected fluid and the gas could still show
subcritical features in the break-up of the jet. Experimental work from Mayer
[141] and Manin [136] and numerical work from Dahms [40],Qui [170] and Gaillard
[63] demonstrated this phenomena. Figure 2.4 shows the difference between
injection at subcritical and supercritical pressure for LOx/H2 [9, 10]. Banuti

Figure 2.4: Subcritical and supercritical injection characteristics [10].

investigated the thermodynamic structure of supercritical LOx/GH2 diffusion
flames with coaxial injection at representative conditions for LPREs performing
both 1D and LES simulations [10]. The real fluid effects are restricted to the
region in which the LOx stream enters the chamber in a liquid state. The mixing
process takes place almost completely outside of this region, where the conditions
can be then compared to ideal gas conditions. Mixing of real fluids occurs in a
zone which wraps the liquid oxygen, and the product which mixes with oxygen
under real fluid conditions is only water. This way, the supercritical injection is
similar to a subcritical flame, where a clear distinction between oxygen and
hydrogen stream and the surrounding ideal gas can be made. The thermodynamic
transitions which can be identified are the pseudo-boiling from a liquid to a
gaseous state and then the transition to a supercritical ideal gas state outside the
flame zone. This shows how important is to have an efficient chemistry model for
the transcritical injection conditions, which not only allows to correctly resolve the
chemistry but also to save considerably computational resources.
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2.2 Fundamental equations
In this section, the equations of the physics which is relevant for this work are
addressed. The acoustics of the combustion chamber is related with the
combustion processes and the two phenomena close in a feedback loop and the two
are closely bounded together. This underlines the importance of introducing the
fundamental equations of these processes in order to better understand the physics
and to put them in relation presenting at the end of the section the Rayleigh
criterion, which has been the most important description about the occurrence
and mechanisms of combustion instabilities. The next section presents a short
overview of the main processes occurring in a rocket combustion chamber.

2.2.1 Main processes in a LPRE combustion chamber
2.2.1.1 Injection
The goal of the injection system and the combustion chamber of a LPRE is to
convert the liquid propellants injected in the chamber into gaseous products at
high temperatures and pressure. The gases are then expanded through the
exhaust noozle, converting the thermal and potential energy into kinetic energy in
order to produce thrust. Although the role of the nozzle is clearly fundamental in
rocket, for the purposes of this work it will not be discussed because the nozzle
doesn’t play an active role in high frequency transverse combustion instabilities.
The role of the nozzle is essentially setting the downstream boundary conditions
on waves in the chamber depending on its position, and attenuating longitudinal
instabilities [50].
The sequence of the processes occurring in a combustion chamber starts with the
injection of the propellants. Injection is a fundamental process in the analysis of
combustion instabilities and the design of the injectors plays a major role. The
injectors configurations and operating conditions are responsible about how the
propellants mix and burn in the chamber, and consequently of its static and
dynamic behavior. Injection meters, distributes and atomizes propellants for
efficient combustion within the chamber. Many of the two phase flow and jet
atomization characteristics are still not yet fully understood and so the injection
design is still a challenge in the rocket propulsion field.
Several types of injectors can be identified, but in the frame of cryogenic
propellants the coaxial injectors are the most used [181]. In the LOx/H2 engines,
liquid oxygen flows through the central channel and is isolated form the outer
annulus by a LOx post. The design of the LOx post is another critical aspect,
because it has to isolate the flame anchoring region at the post tip from pressure
waves in the combustion chamber. The stability of the anchoring region is
influenced by the hydrogen injection temperature, so a hydrogen temperature
ramping test is often done to check the range of temperatures over which the flame
anchors without instabilities. Hulka and Hutt [105] compiled an extensive review
of coaxial injectors used in LOx/H2 rocket engines stability tests with the goal to
identify the type of injector design and operating conditions which could contribute
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to the onset of combustion instabilities. They found that the outer-to-inner-jet
exit velocity ratio played a key role in many of the studies defining stability, and
that high-velocity ratios tended to extend the engine stability range. For most of
the investigated injector designs and operating conditions, a velocity ratio of about
10 was the maximum value where combustion instability occurred. Section 2.2.2.3
will explain in detail the influence of this parameter on some engine processes.

2.2.1.2 Atomization
After being injected in the chamber, the propellants’ fluid streams experience
break-up. When dealing with LOx/H2 at subcritical pressures, the velocity
difference between the two streams is considerable and this generates fluctuating
accelerations. The onset of these accelerations triggers the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability which can eventually grow and cause the peeling of the main LOx jet.
This processed is referred to as primary atomization. The liquid structures
produced by this process are then ejected towards the outer gas flow, experiencing
a secondary break-up when the liquid surface tension cannot balance inertia forces
anymore. The liquid jet is then reduced in even smaller liquid droplets, which
increase the surface area of the jet and enhance a higher kinetic energy in order to
increase heat exchange and mixing. However, the atomizaton process is different
when dealing with supercritical or transcritical jets, where no real atomization
takes place, but rather a mixing of fluids with different densities. Mayer and
Tamura [140] observed that at supercritical pressure conditions, during ignition
and combustion the interface between the propellants is always separated and
affected by a layer of hot reacting gas, but as the pressure approaches and then
overcomes the critical value, then droplets do not exist anymore and the jet shows
thread-like structures that rapidly dissolve. Candel and Pons [27, 165] and
Oschwald et al. [133, 156] independently demonstrated differences between
subcritical and supercritical pressure conditions in cryogenic flames of
fundamental quantities such as liquid core lengths, turbulent length scales and jet
breakup regimes.

2.2.1.3 Vaporization
When the propellants are heated from the surrounding combustion processes and
evaporate to turn into the gas state vaporization occurs. Heat is convected from
the high temperature environment of the chamber. As already discussed before,
supercritical conditions are slightly different from subcritical ones because the
surface tension drops and no droplets are formed. Sirignano et al. [106, 225, 226]
discussed and investigated droplets and spray vaporization at subcritical and
supercritical pressures to study combustion and dynamic responses to oscillatory
ambient conditions. Those studies established that the vaporization process can be
a rate-controlling process for driving combustion instabilities.

2.2.1.4 Mixing
As the propellant are in a gaseous state they mix so that they can react and
chemical reactions can take place. The mixing is achieved with convection or
diffusion of the species. Convection takes place because of two combined effects:
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the heterogeneity of the fluid and the forces acting on it, typically buoyancy forces.
Convection is typical of impinging injectors. Diffusion is the movement of species
from a zone at higher concentration to a zone with lower concentration, driven by
free Gibb’s energy gradients. In coaxial injectors, the forces driving the mixing are
the shear stresses between the two fluid streams with different velocity and
molecular and turbulent diffusion brings oxidizer and fuel in the reaction zone.
The flames investigated in this work are non-premixed flames, also called diffusion
flames and this is explained by the fact the mechanism driving the burning rate is
diffusion. In diffusion flames, combustion takes place only at the shear layer
between oxidizer and fuel. Turbulence helps the mixing of the propellants,
resulting in a more efficient combustion.

2.2.1.5 Combustion
Combustion is an exothermal chemical reaction between a fuel and an oxidizer
which releases energy in form of heat. In order to react, fuel and oxidizer have to
be in a suitable oxidizer-to-fuel ratio (ROF) and an activation energy limit has to
be overcome to trigger the reaction. An ignition system is then necessary to give
the needed energy for the reaction to take place.

2.2.2 Non-dimensional numbers
In the short review of the fundamental processes related to operational combustion
chamber, several key points were underlined when talking about injection ad
atomization of the propellants which could trigger combustion instabilities. In this
section, an overview of non-dimensional parameters which are typically used in
fluid dynamics will be presented. These non-dimensional groups give the measure
of the behavior of fluids under different conditions, which will be highlighted for
each quantity.

2.2.2.1 Reynolds number (Re)
The Reynolds number describes the behavior of a fluid flow, indicating if it can be
classified as laminar or turbulent and indicating the transition from one regime to
the other. It is particularly useful when dealing with boundary layers and shear
layers. The Reynolds number (Re) is defined as the ratio of the inertial forces and
the viscous forces acting on a fluid which is subject to internal movement caused
by different fluid velocities. The difference in the velocity of the streams generates
friction, which is one of the causes of turbulent flows. On the other hand, the
viscosity of the fluid inhibits turbulence. The Reynolds number weights these two
phenomena and can be an indicator whether turbulence occurs or not in specific
conditions.
The Reynolds number is defined as

Re = uL

ν
= ρuL

µ
(2.3)

where ρ is the density of the fluid in kg/m3, u is the flow speed in m/s, L is a
characterstic linear dimension of the element in m and ν is the kinematic viscosity
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of the fluid in m/s2, defined as ρ/µ, where µ is the dynamic viscosity in Pa·s or
N·s/m2 or kg/(m·s). For a boundary layer over a flat plate, typically the
instability arises for Rex 5x105, where x is the distance from the leading edge of
the flat plate and the flow velocity is the freestream velocity outside the boundary
layer.
In a turbulent flow, a range of scales of the time-varying fluid motion is present
and the size of the large scales of the flow, also called eddies, depend on the
geometry of the flow itself. In this case, Re is an indicator which tells at what
scales viscous dissipation is present. This happens when viscous forces become at
least of the same order of magnitude of the inertial forces, and the energy
dissipation by viscous forces can take place.

2.2.2.2 Weber number (We)
The Weber number (W e) is often used in analysing fluid flows where a shear layer
between two streams is present. It compares the inertial and surface tension forces
of the fluid.
The Weber number is defined as

W e = ρu2L

σ
(2.4)

where ρ is the density of the fluid in kg/m3, v is the flow speed in m/s, L is a
characteristic linear dimension of the element in m (typically a diameter) and σ is
the surface tension in N/m . For coaxial injectors, where two streams with
different velocities are present, typically a gas and a liquid, the expression for the
Weber number varies as follows.

W e = ρg(ug − ul)2dl

σ
(2.5)

The subscripts l and g indicate the liquid and gaseous streams, respectively, and d
is a diameter . Farago and Chigier [52] used the Weber number to classify the
atomization process depending on the morphology of the liquid jet. They found
three different types of jet break-up and classified them based on different ranges
of the Weber number: the Rayleigh break-up regime (W e<25), membrane type
break-up (25<W e<100) or fiber break-up
(100<W e<500).
The liquid Reynolds number has also an influence of the disintegration of the jets
as Eroglu and Chigier [49] pointed out for W e<300, being Re the ratio between
inertial and viscous forces. Yang et al.[235] observed the effects of the momentum
flux ratio and Weber number on the atomization processes of LOx/H2 and
LOx/CH4 flames, observing that the Weber number mainly influences secondary
atomization and flame angles.
In BKH, Hardi [104] observed a fiber break-up regime according to the
corresponding liquid Reynolds number and Weber number, but fibers were not
observed in high-speed camera images, since probably these structures vanish
rapidly when a hot flame is present.
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2.2.2.3 Momentum flux ratio (J)
In coaxial injectors, the injection of the propellants is different for the fuel and the
oxidizer. The velocity ratio give the relative velocity of the two jets and it is
defined as :

V R = uf

uox
(2.6)

Hulka and Hutt [105] observed that in near- and supercritical injection conditions,
small changes in temperature can results in important changes in density, also if
the temperature is measured at the exit of the injection plane. This strongly
affects the accuracy of the measurements of the velocity ratio.
The momentum flux ratio takes into account not only the relative velocity of the
two streams, but also the differences in the density, being defined as :

J = (ρu2)f

(ρu2)ox
(2.7)

Engelbert et al. [48] observed that the momentum flux ratio has an impact on the
breakup length of the liquid core, typically the oxidizer. Davis et al. [42, 43]
derived an experimental correlation between J and the lenght of the intact core L
for supercritical jets:

L

dl
= 12

J0.5 (2.8)

Young et al. [235] observed that J mostly influences the primary jet break-up of
the liquid and so determines the intact core length .

2.2.2.4 The Strouhal number (St)
The Strouhal number is a dimensionless value which is extremely useful when
analysing unsteady fluid flow dynamics problems. It represents the ratio of the
inertial forces due to the local acceleration of the flow and the ones due to
convective accelerations. In periodic flows, the Strouhal number is related to the
oscillations of the flow due to the inertial forces inherent to changes in velocity by
convective transport. It is defined as:

St = fL

u
(2.9)

where f is the frequency of the vortex shedding2 in s−1, L is a characteristic
length (for example the hydraulic diameter) in m and u is the flow velocity in m/s.
There is a correlation between St and Re and for low Re (typically in the range
from 35 to 1100) [232], described by Roshko[177]:

St = A + B

Re
(2.10)

2Vortex shedding is an oscillating flow that takes place when a fluid past a bluff (as
opposed to streamlined) body at certain velocities, depending on the size and shape
of the body. In this flow, vortices are created at the back of the body and detach
periodically from either side of the body forming a Von Karman vortex street, which
can be generated only for a certain range of Re. The fluid flow past the object creates
alternating low-pressure vortices on the downstream side of the object. The object will
tend to move toward the low-pressure zone.
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where A and B are curve fitting coefficients depending on the geometry of interest
(for a cylinder A=0.2175 and B=-5.106). When the Reynolds number grows, the
wake is deeply influenced by the underlying more complex physical phenomena
and a more complex model is needed to describe the correlation between the two
numbers.
Gutmark and Ho[78] showed that the interaction between the acoustics and the
jets is stronger for 0.2<St<0.64. In rocket science, St has a number or various
applications in different motor types. Its importance has been investigated by
Tonti [51] in the field of hydrodynamic instabilities in a finocyl grain, observing
that the high St excite the onset of pressure oscillations. In a recent work,
Armbruster [4] studied the variation of St for BKD , outlining the influence of the
frequency of the vortex shedding in exciting the longitudinal eigenmodes of the
LOx post due to orifice whistling and the possible coupling between the
longitudinal modes and the first tangential mode of the chamber, which would
then lead to resonance and consequently sustain combustion instabilities.

2.2.3 Acoustics
Thermoacoustic instabilities represent a major challenge when dealing with the
design and development of a new combustor. They are induced by the coupling
between the combustion processes and the combustion chamber acoustics. The
non-linear acoustics-flame interaction causes pressure fluctuations. These pressure
fluctuations can be neglected when their amplitudes are relatively small with
respect to the mean pressure of the chamber, but when they reach values of the
order of a fraction of the mean chamber pressure they can lead to serious
consequences: the flame can propagate towards the upstream fresh gases at a
speed higher than the incoming flow speed and burn part of the injection system
and the chamber can be destroyed, leading to the failure of the mission itself.
Therefore, the understanding of the underlying mathematics is extremely
important for the study of the resonant acoustic modes of the chamber.
Most of the acoustics research for combustion instabilities focuses on linear
acoustics because the initial amplitude of the perturbations is initially limited.
Moreover, the characterization of the linear response can indicate if the system has
a stable behaviour or not. Assuming this statement applicable to the test case
investigated in this work, only linear acoustics will be considered, and relative
mathematical formulation is outlined in the next sections.

2.2.3.1 Conservation equations and wave equation
In fluid dynamics, liquid and gases are considered as a continuum and the fluid
motion can be described using the laws of mass, momentum and energy
conservation. The conservation laws are written here in the differential form,
assuming that fluid properties are continuous and that the derivative exists.

• Mass conservation:
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = m (2.11)
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In general we will consider situations where mass is conserved and so the
source term m equals zero. In some cases however the source term can be
present, for example when heat is injected in the system.

• Momentum:
ρ

∂u

∂t
+∇ · P + ρu · ∇u = f (2.12)

where P is the tensor of viscous forces and f are the external forces acting
on the system . The fluid stress tensor is related to the pressure p and
viscous stress tensor by the following relation:

P = pI − τ (2.13)

where I=(δij) is the unit tensor and δij is the Kronecker delta . A fluid
opposes a rate of deformation rather than a deformation itself. When this
relation is linear, the fluid is Newtonian and the resulting momentum
conservation law is Navier-Stokes equation. Another simplification that can
be introduced is the Stokes’ hypothesis3. It gives:

τ = µ(∇u + (∇u)T )− 2
3µ(∇ · u)I (2.14)

Eq. 2.14 is the constitutive equation. At high frequencies, the assumption of
thermodynamic equilibrium can partially fail resulting in a dissipation due
to volume changes. This is described by a relation between the volume
viscosity parameter and µ which is not straightforward as observed in [224]
and [160].
Considering m=0, the energy conservation law is expressed as:

• Energy:

∂

∂t
ρ
(
e+ 1

2u2)+∇·
(
ρu(e+ 1

2u2)) = −∇·q−∇·(pu)+∇·(τ ·u)+f ·u (2.15)

where u = |u|, e is the specific internal energy and q is the heat flux due to
conduction . The linear equation for heat conduction is the Fourier’s law,
expressed by:

q = −K∇T (2.16)
where K is the heat conductivity, depending on the pressure and
temperature.

Under the following assumptions:
• No combustion;
• No volume forces;
• No heat sources;

3The fluid is in local thermodynamic equilibrium, so that the pressure p and the thermo-
dynamic pressure are equivalent.
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• Negligible viscous forces, implying that no viscous stresses are present in the
considered volume and slip wall condition is present4;

• Linear acoustic assumption: acoustic variables (p′, u′, ρ′) are supposed to be
small with respect to reference values 5 (p0, c0, ρ0);

• Isentropic variations. Under the previous assumptions, if the flow is
isentropic and homogeneous at t=0, it will remain isentropic. The energy
equation then is simplified and replaced by the isentropic relation :

s0 = Cvln(p/ργ) (2.17)

or in another form:
p = ργes0/Cv (2.18)

where s0 is the entropy of the flow, which is constant under these
assumptions ;

• Low-speed mean flow: u0=0.
The conservation equations (2.11), (2.12) and (2.15) then simplify as:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (2.19)

ρ
∂u

∂t
+ ρu∇u = −∇p (2.20)

p = ργes0/Cv (2.21)
Following the approach of Poinsot and Veynante [163], the wave equation is
derived :

∇2p′ − 1
c02

∂2p′

∂t2 = 0 (2.22)

2.2.3.2 Acoustic modes
The characterization of the acoustic behavior of a rocket combustion chamber
requires the identification of the eigenfreqencies and eigenmodes of the combustion
chamber volume. Solving the wave equation for complex geometries is not trivial
and an analytical expression can be found only for simple geometries, such as
cylindrical and rectangular domains. In general, for a statistically stationary flow,
the pressure perturbation can be decomposed in a sum of orthogonal Fourier
components [176]:

p(x, t) =
∞∑

h=−∞

ph(x) cos(ωht− ϕh) (2.23)

where ωh is the hth component of the Fourier angular frequency and ϕh is the
phase angle at t=0 . This formulation allows to describe the acoustic variables in
terms of frequency instead of time and displacement. Imposing that each Fourier

4Only the normal component of the velocity goes to zero at the wall
5The reference speed is not the speed of the mean flow u0, but the speed of sound c0.
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component satisfies independently Eq.(2.22) at all times, Eq.(2.23) can be
substituted in Eq.(2.22), obtaining the Helmholtz equation:

(∇2 + k2
h)ph(x) = 0 (2.24)

where kh=ωh/c0 is the wavenumber of the hth Fourier component . The
eigenfrequencies of the systems can be derived as fh=ωh/2π . The Helmholtz
equation is a second order partial derivative equation, meaning that to solve it two
boundary conditions are required for each spatial dimension.

2.2.3.3 Boundary conditions and fundamental acoustic parameters
To correctly model the physical behavior of waves in a complex geometrical
domain such as rocket engines where different elements such as injectors,
combustion chamber and nozzle are present, it is important to model transmission
and reflection of waves. Reflection and transmission coefficient should be
calculated for each boundary, where the boundary represents interfaces with
medium or geometrical changes. With reflection and transmission coefficients, it is
possible to describe each section of the domain in terms of a transfer function.
Acoustic impedance quantifies the opposition that a system presents to the
acoustic flow resulting from an acoustic pressure applied to the system expressed
in Pa·s/m3 and it is related with reflection coefficients. It is defined as:

Z = p′

u′ (2.25)

where p′ and u′ are acoustic pressure and velocity fluctuations, respectively . This
ratio represents the acoustic resistance. More often, the specific impedance z is
used, defined as:

z = 1
ρ0c0

p′

u′ = Z

ρ0c0
(2.26)

The impedance of a boundary or a medium is typically frequency-dependent, so
another way to express specific acoustic impedance is as the Fourier transform of
acoustic resistance:

z(ω) = F[r](ω) = F[p](ω)
F[u](ω) (2.27)

where r denotes the specific acoustic resistance. Specific acoustic resistance r 6

and specific acoustic reactance x are the real and imaginary part of the specific
acoustic impedance, respectively.

z(ω) = r(ω) + ix(ω) (2.28)

Modeling the acoustic impedance of subsystems of LPRE is still an open
challenge. In some cases, simple boundary conditions can be imposed, as open or
closed ends, but more in general the modeling is still difficult. In particular, an
impedance model describing nozzles and feed lines is still a research topic. It has

6Note that r(ω) is not the Fourier transform of the time domain specific acoustic resistance
r(t). z(ω) is the Fourier transform of r(t).
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been investigated both in experimental [17, 108–110, 134, 162, 180, 245] and
numerical works [123, 184, 197–200, 234], in particular in relation to the damping
effect nozzles and feed lines have on the resonant frequencies of the system.
Acoustic reflection quantifies the ratio of incoming and reflected acoustic
disturbance from boundaries. It is represented by the reflection coefficient R ,
expressed as:

R = A−

A+
(2.29)

where A− and A+ are the amplitudes of the reflected and incoming wave ,
respectively, and it is related to he specific impedance as:

R = z + 1
z − 1 (2.30)

The boundary conditions of a system can be imposed as an impedance or
reflection coefficient.
Figure 2.5 shows the first tangential (1T) and first radial (1R) mode of a cylinder
calculated imposing an impedance boundary condition to represent the nozzle.
The cylinder can be representative of a combustion chamber volume. It can be
used to perform a first analysis of the acoustic behavior of a cylindrical combustor.

(a) 1T mode (b) 1R mode

Figure 2.5: First tangential (a) and first radial (b) mode of a cylinder calcu-
lated with an impedance boundary condition to model the nozzle.

2.2.4 Basic concepts of turbulence
The focus of this work is on turbulent diffusion flames. Here, some fundamental
concepts of turbulent combustion will be given. More details about the main
numerical approaches used to model turbulence in combustion will be given in
Section 2.3.1. Combustion is described by the Navier-Stokes equation presented in
Section 3.1. Turbulence is characterized by fluctuations of local properties and
occurs for high Reynolds numbers, depending on the configuration of the system.
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Local properties are usually split in an average7 and fluctuating value:

f = f̄ + f ′ (2.31)

Turbulent intensity is defined as:

I =
√

f ′2

f̄
(2.32)

where
√

f ′2 represents the root mean square of the fluctuations f ′.
Turbulent intensity is not sufficient to describe turbulent combustion, where
turbulent energy is distributed over different length scales present in the flow field
and where it must be considered which scales have enough energy to interact with
the flame front. The largest length scales present in a turbulent field are the
integral scales lt , whereas the smallest are the Kolmogorov scales ηk . For each
turbulent scale, a Reynolds number is defined as:

Re(r) = u′(r)r
ν

(2.33)

where u′(r) in the characteristic velocity of the motion of size r and ν is the
kinematic viscosity. Typically, the largest scales of a turbulent flow are mainly
controlled by inertial forces and not affected by viscous dissipation.
For homogeneous isotropic turbulence, the energy of the large scales transfers to
the smaller scales by the Kolmogorov cascade [95, 119] due to the presence of
non-linear velocity terms. The flux is given by the dissipation ϵ of kinetic energy
k. The dissipation ϵ is estimated as:

ϵ = u′2(r)
r/u′(r) = u′3(r)

r
(2.34)

When Re(r) decreases towards 1, inertia and viscous forces go towards balance
and this represents the limit where the smallest turbulence scale ηk is found in the
flow field, controlled by viscosity and dissipation rate as follows:

ηk =
(

ν3

ϵ

)1/4

(2.35)

which corresponds to Re=1. The ratio between the integral and Kolmogorov
length scales represents a comparison between the largest and smaller eddies of the
flow field and can be then expressed as:

lt

ηk
= u′3/ϵ

(ν3/ϵ)1/4 = Re
3/4
t (2.36)

where Ret is the turbulent Reynolds number.

7For steady mean flow fields, the average is defined as f̄= 1
T

∫ t

0 f(t) dt, where T denotes
the period
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Another important factor in turbulent combustion is how turbulence affects the
flame length by the flame strain, measuring the rate of increase of the flame front
area. In fact, strain is directly related to velocity gradients in the field.
Considering a first-order approximation, the strain κ(r) induced on a flame front
by an eddy of size r scales as u′(r)/r :

κ(r) = u′(r)
r

=
(

ϵ

r2

)1/3
(2.37)

and the characteristic time scale τm of an eddy of size r is:

τm(r) = r

u′(r) =
(

r2

ϵ

)1/3

(2.38)

The strain values produced by integral lt and Komlogorov scales ηk are given by:

κ(lt) = ϵ

u′2 ≈
ϵ

k
(2.39)

κ(ηk) =
√

ϵ

ν
(2.40)

Comparing the strain induced by the eddies of the Kolmogorov scale and integral
scale:

κ(ηk)
κ(lt)

=
√

ltu′

ν
=
√

Ret (2.41)

from which it can be seen that although Kolmogorov scales have the smallest size
and velocity and the shorter lifetime, they produce the highest stretch.
In turbulent diffusion flames, the flame length can be qualitatively estimated as a
function of the Reynolds number Re=ud/ν, where u is the initial velocity of the
flow, d is the diameter of the jet and ν is the kinematic viscosity. Figure 2.6 shows
the length of the flame Lf in relation to the Re. The flame length linearly

Figure 2.6: Length of a turbulent diffusion flame Lf as a function of Re [163].

increases with Re until it reaches the value which triggers the transition to
turbulent regime. After the transition regime, in the turbulent phase the length of
the flame remains constant independently of the value of Re. The transition point
between the laminar and turbulent regime shifts closer to the injection plane and
for sufficiently high injection velocities the flame is lifted from the burner and can
be blown off. The flame length remains constant with the increase of injection
velocity and the reaction rate per unit volume must be enhanced by turbulence. In
general, combustion becomes more efficient with increasing turbulence level, unless
blow-off phenomena occur.
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2.2.5 The Rayleigh criterion
The Rayleigh criterion is based on the definition of acoustic energy in reacting
flows:

e = 1
2ρu′2 + 1

2
p′

ρc2 (2.42)

Considering the wave equation for reacting flows [163]:

1
γp

∂p′

∂t
+∇ · u′ = γ − 1

γp
q̇′2 (2.43)

where γ=Cp/Cv is the ratio of specific heats and q̇′ is the heat release rate
fluctuation multiplied for p′ and the equation for the acoustic velocity

∂u′

∂t
= −1

ρ
∇p′ (2.44)

applying the scalar product by u′, it gives [163]:

∂e′

∂t
+∇ · f ′ = r1 (2.45)

with
r1 = γ − 1

γp
p′q̇′

and
f ′ = p′u′

where r1 is the correlation between p′ and q̇′, which is due to combustion and can
represent a sink or source of the acoustic energy. The Rayleigh criterion
formulated by Lord Rayleigh [174] states that when r1 is positive, pressure and
heat release rate fluctuations are in phase, the instability is amplified and r1 is a
source term. On the other hand, if r1 is negative, pressure and heat release rate
fluctuations are out of phase and the instability decreases. However, this is not
sufficient to determine the stable or unstable behavior of the system because r1 is
a local parameter and depends on time and location of the measurement. There
can be zones where the instability is amplified and other zones where it damped.
The overall effect can be evaluated only integrating Eq.2.45 over space and time.
Following the approach of Poinsot and Veynante [163] and expressing pressure,
velocity and heat release rate fluctuations as harmonic fluctuations, where τ
denotes the acoustic period, the final equation becomes:

d

dt
E ′ + F ′ = R1 (2.46)

where

E ′ =
∫

V

EdV and E = 1
τ

∫ τ

0
e′dt = 1

4ρc2 pωp ∗ω +1
4ρuωu∗ω (2.47)
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F ′ =
∫

A

F · ndA and F = 1
τ

∫ τ

0
f ′dt = 1

τ

∫ τ

0
p′u′dt = 1

2R(pωu∗ω) (2.48)

R1 =
∫

V

RdV and R = 1
τ

∫ τ

0
r1dt = (γ − 1)

τγp

∫ τ

0
p′q̇′dt = (γ − 1)

2γp
R(pω q̇′∗ω)

(2.49)
Here R1 correctly represents flame/acoustic interaction: the space-averaged
integral of the period-averaged value of unsteady pressure multiplied by unsteady
heat release must be positive to increase the acoustic energy of the oscillation.
The growth rate of the acoustic energy can be expressed assuming that the
acoustic perturbations vary slowly in comparison to the acoustic time. Introducing
the growth rate g and given that gT «1, Eq.2.46 becomes:

g = (R1 −F ′)/(2E ′) (2.50)

This form of the equation can be interpreted as a generalized Rayleigh criterion.
In fact, unstable behavior is observed if g>0. Consequently:

R1 > F ′ with R1 = γ − 1
τγp

∫
V

∫ τ

0
p′q̇′dtdV and F ′ = γ − 1

τγp

∫
A

∫ tau

0
p′u′dtdA

(2.51)
where R1 represent combustion source terms and F ′ represents acoustic losses at
the boundaries. Figure 2.7 shows a graphical representation of the extended
Rayleigh criterion. The region where gain exceeds losses, the modes corresponding
to the range between f1 and f2 will be linearly unstable.

2.3 Combustion instabilities
When pressure and heat release rate oscillations couple and closes in a loop as
stated in the Rayleigh criterion, self-sustained pressure oscillations can take place
and grow uncontrolled. This phenomenon is referred to as combustion instabilities.
Thermoacoustic instabilities are of particular interest for rocket engines. The
perturbations that grow and modify the flow field are acoustic perturbations. The
associated pressure oscillations can have well defined frequencies with amplitudes
high enough to lead to the failure of the engine. There are four main physical
processes which can identify the onset of thermoacoustic instabilities:

• Feedback between heat-release fluctuations with the combustion chamber
acoustics;

• Coupling between the aforementioned processes;
• Strength of coupling in comparison with acoustic losses;
• Physical mechanisms behind heat-release fluctuations.

Figure 2.8 summarizes the mechanisms behind thermoacoustic instabilities.
For full-scale rocket engines, combustion instabilities are particularly dangerous.
When observed, it is necessary to modify the design of the engine, since often the
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Figure 2.7: Representation of the extended Rayleigh criterion [39]

Figure 2.8: Thermoacoustic instabilities description [161].

same phenomena cannot be observed in small-scale or experimental rocket
combustors. In particular, the complex geometries of real engines are not
encountered in laboratory test-cases. Power density is an important parameter to
consider when studying combustion instabilities and in smaller combustors or with
increased power densities, it will be easier to observe their onset. High-pressure
systems in particular are more difficult to study in laboratory scales. A typical
example is the onset of transverse modes which are observable in real engines but
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are difficult to trigger in sub-scale engines because of reduction of pressure and
power densities [214]. Therefore, experimental investigations are difficult and
expensive. Numerical simulations are a tool which can help to decrease the costs
of the analysis and give further insights in the physics involved.
In this work the focus is on LPRE combustion instabilities, which can be
essentially divided in two categories: low- and high-frequency combustion
instabilities. Low frequency oscillations are often called chugging and result from
the coupling between combustion processes and the feed system. They occur at
frequencies below 1 kHz and less than 100 cycles per seconds [157]. Typically, the
fluctuations in the feed system lead to fluctuations in the propellant flow rate.
This will bring in turn a change of the chamber pressure and consequently in a
response of the rate of delivery of the propellant, where the process becomes
self-sustained depending on the dynamic behaviour of the components of the
system. Chugging is relatively well understood and can be avoided by a greater
injection pressure drop, which tends to make chamber pressure oscillations small
relative to pump-delivery pressure. This requires higher pump pressure and power,
and so it is not desirable to have an arbitrarily large injection pressure drop.
High frequency combustion instabilities, also called screeching, are in turn not
fully understood. They are associated with one or more of the acoustic modes of
the chamber. This vibrational motion would be ordinarily damped by viscous
effects and carried out through the nozzle, but if the combustion process is
pressure sensitive, then non uniform energy release can feed energy to the system
and the oscillations will be self-sustained. In particular, when pressure oscillations
exceed 5% of the mean chamber pressure and the frequency of the oscillations is
higher than 1 kHz, HF instabilities are encountered. Differently from LF
instabilities, HF instabilities can develop entirely within the combustion chamber
and with steady inlet conditions.
In this context is important to take into account the fact that the combustion
process is sensitive to pressure, temperature and velocity changes. Combustion
instabilities are characterized by the fact that the transient changes of energy
release are not exactly in phase with the changes of flow variables. As a first
assumption, combustion processes are supposed to behave as first order dynamical
systems characterized by a relaxation time, or time delay. There are several causes
for the time delay: ignition of the reactants, vaporization and mixing times and
chemical kinetics reaction rates, which can be described as convective time delays.
Under unsteady conditions, thermodynamical variables also fluctuate, causing
non-uniform conditions in space and time. Consequently, the energy release rate
downstream in the chamber volume is also space and time dependent, and acts as
a source of acoustic. The n− τ model developed by Crocco [37] is a
one-dimensional model which relates the global heat release at time t to a time
lagged acoustic velocity at a reference position:

q̇′ = nu′(t− τ) (2.52)

where n measures the strength of the flame response and τ measures the delay
after which the flame responds to an upstream acoustic velocity fluctuation. n and
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τ must include all non-acoustic phenomena, like the vortex formation generated by
the acoustic velocity surge, the vortex convection and subsequent vortex
combustion. n and τ are frequency dependent. In recent studies, they have been
considered also amplitude dependent [158]. The n-τ model is the first example of
Flame Transfer Function (FTF), which will be discussed more in detail in Section
2.3.2. If the goal is to characterize the unsteady reaction rate as a function of the
acoustic field, the n-τ model is an incomplete formulation: it lacks of information
about pressure perturbations and at least two locations at which acoustic velocity
fluctuations is measured should be used to capture longitudinal acoustic waves.
In the next sections, a focus on the modelling on high pressure combustion and
combustion instabilities will be given, together with a literature review about the
state-of-the art of both modelling and experimental techniques.

2.3.1 Modelling high pressure combustion
It is still challenging to model near-critical mixing and combustion processes.
Modelling a reacting high pressure flow involves the problems of chemical kinetics,
subgrid scale velocity and scalar mixing interactions and highly non-linear source
terms. Other challenges are the classical closure problems and problems imposed
by the introduction of thermodynamic non idealities and transport anomalies[153].
Compressibility and inertial effects affect the flowfield evolution and this results in
different time and space length scales for the flowfield and the thermochemical
processes involved. Some scales are far too small to be properly resolved by any
numerical approach. The increasing pressure brings moreover other challenges
because of the inherent increase of Re, which leads to a further decrease of sub-grid
scale velocity interactions and difficulties when approaching the critical conditions.
Experimental studies require lot of effort, mainly because of the unfriendly
environment in which the setups should be working [128, 223, 227]. Nevertheless,
several works have shown a better qualitative understanding of the mechanisms
involved in high pressure combustion environments [32, 80, 101, 139, 236].
Satisfying quantitative assessment is still not reached, not having validated
theories, limited computational resources and numerical robustness. Anyway, the
limit cases of subcritical and supercritical injection can be identified and
characterized, as already seen in Section 2.1. Oefelein et al. highlighted the effect
of pressure on near-critical mixing, the impact of the momentum flux ratio on the
anchoring of the flame and above all the crucial role played by the density
gradients and the decrease in mass flux rates, which correspond to a liquid-like
behavior [153].
Numerical modelling of high-pressure combustion is still an open challenge. The
Navier-Stokes system of equation is well known and resolved for low pressure
systems. High-pressure systems are affected from the alteration of some physical
phenomena which require more effort to be solved, regarding in particular the
closure terms of the Navier-Stokes equations which require further modelling, such
as the viscous stress tensor τij , the heat flux vector Qi, the mass flux vector of
species, the reaction source terms, the internal energy and the partial molar
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enthalpy of the mixture. In addition, an equation of state is required. In the next
sections, the main solvers in use will be presented, underlining the pros and cons
of each one and giving the motivation of the choice of the solver used in this work.
In particular, three main categories of solvers are used nowadays: Direct
Numerical Simulations (DNS) ), Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS).

2.3.1.1 DNS
Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) solve the Navier-Stokes equation without
introducing any turbulence modelling. Simulations using DNS have been enhanced
with the introduction of massive parallel computing because of the grid resolution
required by this technique. In fact, the mesh resolution requirements for DNS are
stricter than the ones of LES and parallel computing has to be massively used to
solve domains with grids which achieve the order of billions of points. DNS grids
have to ensure that the calculations have been performed in the largest possible
domain to be sure that all the large scales are resolved and that the mesh is fine
enough to resolve the Kolmogorov scales and the inner structure of the flame.
Thanks to this increased computational capabilities, it has been possible to
simulate not only non-reacting flows but also turbulent premixed and
non-premixed flames with a high level of precision [163]. However, DNS
simulations are not always needed also because of a certain level of simplification
which is needed to understand specific fundamental phenomenon, isolating them
from the others.

2.3.1.2 LES
In LES, the smallest turbulence scales are spatially filtered whereas the largest
scales, which are the ones who contain most of the energy, are directly resolved.
Essentially, a low pass filter is applied to the Navier-Stokes equation system, where
the scales associated with the highest frequencies are filtered out so that the
largest scales of the flow are computed, whereas the smallest one are modelled.
Several type of filters are employed in LES. In a general form,

f(x) =
∫

f(x′)F (x− x′)dx′ (2.53)

where F is the LES filter [163]. Typically, three types of filter are commonly used:
a cut-off filter in the spectral space and a box and a Gaussian filter in physical
space.
When dealing with compressible flows, a Favre filter is introduced so that

ρf̃(x) =
∫

ρf(x′)F (x− x′)dx′. (2.54)

The filtered quantity f is resolved in the numerical simulation, f ′ is the subgrid
scale part due to the unresolved flow motion.
Filtering the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations is more complicated for LES
than for RANS, because unlike in RANS, the average value of a filtered LES
perturbation is not zero. This holds true also for the Favre average.
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To model the Reynolds stress tensor, the most popular subgrid-scale model in LES
is the Smagorinski model [206]. The Boussinesq equation gives the momentum
fluxes:

Tij −
δij

3 Tkk = −νt

(
∂ui

∂xj
+ ∂uj

∂xi

)
= −2νtSij (2.55)

where Tij is the Reynolds stress tensor, νt is the subgrid scale viscosity, S is the
resolved shear stress and Tkk is twice the subgrid scale viscosity, representing the
isotropic contribution usually absorbed in the filtered pressure.
LES simulation are more expensive than RANS simulations also because they
require more strict resolution constraints. In fact, LES of a reacting flow must
resolve both flow scales and flame scales. For the flow scales, a simple criterion for
the resolution can be applied based on the turbulent Reynolds number. On the
other hand, for the flame scales, the requirements of the mesh directly depend on
the chemical model and the chemical limits depend in turn on the subgrid scale
model used to describe combustion.
An alternative to the full LES modelling is using a hybrid RANS-LES approach
where the advantages of both models are taken, reducing the computational costs
of the simulation. The mesh with the finest resolution is used in the flame zone
where LES is used. Near the walls, the condition can be relaxed and a RANS
model can be used. This approach is called Detached Eddy Simulations (DES) .
This approach is becoming more popular since it overcomes some of the RANS
limitations giving the opportunity to study the behavior of the flow more in detail
in the zone where LES is applied, with the advantage of being less expensive than
a full LES approach.

2.3.1.3 RANS
The RANS equations are time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the starting
point to write the system is the Reynolds decomposition of the flow variables in a
mean and a fluctuating component. This decomposition is then inserted in the
Navier-Stokes equations and then the equations are time averaged, giving the
Reynolds stress tensor. The Reynolds stress tensor is the unknown term which has
to be modelled to solve the equation system. This is the key point in the problem
of the closure of the Navier-Stokes equations. Different models are employed for
the closure, namely the zero-equation, one-equation and two-equation models. The
first approach to the one-equation modelling came by Prandtl [167], putting in
relation the eddy viscosity with the turbulent kinetic energy by developing a
separate transport equation. Two equation models are also widely used, in
particular the k − ϵ one [83]. In this model transport equations are used both for
the turbulent kinetic energy and the energy dissipation rate. The weakness of
these models is to rely on the eddy viscosity concept as formulated by Boussinesq
[22] in which the Reynolds stress tensor is considered aligned with mean strain
tensor, leading to the lack of information about streamline curvature, body forces
and effects on the single components of the Reynolds stress tensor [1]. This led to
the introduction of second order models as the one of Haworth and Pope [92].
As already mentioned, the RANS model can be classified as zero-equation models,
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Figure 2.9: Sketch of the level of details of the different CFD solvers in terms
of computational costs and modelling complexity.

one-equation model and two-equations models. The zero-equation model solves
only a system of partial differential equations for the mean fields. These closures
are also called mean velocity field (MVF) closures [1] . The one-equation model
features an additional transport equation for the calculation of the turbulence
velocity scale. The two-equations models add also a turbulence velocity length
scale, usually expressed as scalar dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy.
Another class of model are the stress-tensor models, or mean Reynolds stress
closures, which consider an additional number of equations for the transport of the
components of the Reynolds stress tensor τij . When dealing with transient
simulations, Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations are
used.

2.3.1.4 Comparison of the solvers and motivation of the URANS
choice.

Figure 2.9 summarizes the complexity of the different solvers in terms of modelling
and computational costs. RANS approach corresponds to the lowest level of detail
of the simulations. However, it is still the most popular for industrial applications
because of the limited computational cost with respect to LES and DNS. If we
consider an unsteady simulation looking at the local evolution of a physical
variable over time, in a RANS approach the values of the variable remain constant
over time, whereas for LES and DNS it will vary, showing in DNS the highest level
of detail resolving the smallest scales of the variation. Figure 2.10 summarizes the
properties of the three approaches in terms of energy spectrum. DNS computes all
the scales of turbulence, whereas LES computes only the scales with the largest
frequency content. When the cutoff frequency kC is reached, LES models the
smallest turbulence scales as described in section 2.3.1.2. The RANS approach
models turbulence through the whole spectrum.
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Figure 2.10: Energy spectrum as a function of the wave number in logarithmic
scale [163].

In this work, RANS and URANS solvers are used because of the lower
computational costs but also because of the goal to be reached. In fact, if it is
intended to have information about the acoustic response of the flame to
excitation without investigating in detail the small structures of the flame a
URANS approach is appropriate, because the overall behavior of the flame can be
simulated. In Chapters 4 and 5 it will be shown that results are in good agreement
with experimental data are obtained and that the flame behavior is well
reproduced. In particular, when investigating the acoustic response of the flame,
the level of detail of LES and DNS can be too expensive. Once the tools used for
URANS simulations are validated, which is another goal of this work, then this
can further show the importance of simulations when developing new combustion
chamber and be attractive also for the industry, which can then use simulations as
a fundamental tool for design and evaluation of a new engine, without facing the
prohibitive costs of LES and DNS, which for these reason are mainly used for
scientific and research purposes.

2.3.2 Modelling combustion instabilities
Combustion instabilities modelling is a challenging topic because it involves
phenomena which are highly non-linear, together with the fact that also having
available experimental data is complex and difficult, so it is challenging not only to
develop the models but also to validate them. A first approach is the use of CFD
codes without any other reduced model, which can give further insights on several
topics but need sometimes a complex post-processing to extract all the relevant
fields from the numerical simulation. As already mentioned in the introductory
part if this section, acoustics plays a key role in triggering combustion instabilities.
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For this reason, Computational Aero-Acoustics (CAA) methods are often
employed to simplify the calculations, combined with a CFD approach, in order to
gain further insights in combustion instabilities.
CAA develops numerical methods to simulate acoustic waves propagation in
three-dimensional regions with non-uniform mean flows when dealing with complex
geometries. There are several fields of application of CAA: the first has been in
aeronautics to analyze the flow around wings and planes and more in general all
the features of an aircraft which are affected in some way by acoustic noise, such
as jets, fans, propellers, landing gears and high-lift devices. A comparison between
different numerical methods in this kind of applications can be found in the work
by Manoha et al.[137]. In this work, both a linearized and non-linearized Euler
system of equation is used with finite difference high order scheme on a multi-block
structured grid and discontinuous Galerkin methods on unstructured grids.
In the frame of rocket engines, combustion noise is the main focus of CAA
methods because it can trigger combustion instabilities [24]. Combustion noise can
be classified as direct and indirect. One refers to direct combustion noise when
noise is generated by heat release rate fluctuations in turbulent flows, which in
turn excite the acoustic fluctuations. Direct combustion noise is then an intrinsic
characteristic of turbulent flames, which should be considered as a distributed
monopole source [26, 28, 103, 211]. With indirect combustion noise one refers to
the generation of acoustic fluctuations due to entropy inhomogeneities in the flow
field.
The unsteadiness introduced from turbulence requires it to be taken into account
and this can be done coupling CFD and CAA tools. An interesting study in the
field of rocket combustion chamber is the one of Schulze [192]. He performed a
high frequency stability assessment of DLR thrust chamber BKD using a single
injector model with a hybrid RANS/CAA approach. The procedure was able to
describe the acoustic propagation in the combustion chamber including nozzle and
propellant domes based of an axially distributed mean flow. The main advantage
of this methodology is the flexibility of use, allowing to use relatively coarse
meshes for the calculation of the acoustic field because of the separation of the
acoustics and chemistry scales. The use of LEE gives a significant advantage over
time domain calculations for complex acoustic analysis in the linear regime.
All these studies show that to describe the interaction between the acoustic and
the flow field also cheaper and more flexible approaches are possible, overcoming
the important computational costs of LES and DNS when the focus are not the
finer structures of the flame but the overall flame behavior when subject to an
acoustic disturbance.
Another approach to describe the behavior of the flame to give a mapping for
different operating conditions is the Flame Transfer Function (FTF), or Flame
Describing Function (FDF) when dealing with non-linear response of the flame.
The very first FTF was introduced by Crocco [37], as already mentioned in Section
2.3 and expressed by Eq.2.52. The FTF relates the spatially integrated fluctuating
heat release rate oscillations q̇′ to an acoustic variable, usually the fluctuating
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velocity u′ at an upstream location of the flame, normalized with mean quantities :

q̇′

q̇
= F T F

u′

u
(2.56)

On each side of the flame only one variable is involved and so this approach
requires only one measurement. The closure can be obtained using the linearized
Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations for a compact flame at low Mach numbers[33,
34, 212]:

u′
2 = u′

1 +
(

T2

T1
− 1
)

u1

(
q̇′

q̇
− p′

1
p1

)
(2.57)

p′
2 = p′

1 −
(

T2

T1
− 1
)

ρ1u1
2
(

q̇′

q̇
− u′

1
u1

)
(2.58)

The behavior of the flame usually depends on the excitation frequency, so that:

q̇′(ω)
q̇

= F T F (ω)u′(ω)
u

(2.59)

where ω denotes the excitation frequency.
Using the complex notation and expressing heat release rate and velocity
fluctuations in a sinusoidal form with a real amplitude, the FTF can be expressed
as:

F T F (ω) =
ˆ̇q(ω)
û(ω)

u

q̇
ei[ϕq̇(ω)−ϕu(ω)] (2.60)

where ˆ̇q and û denote the real amplitudes and ϕ are the complex phases. The
amplitude and the phase of the FTF are determined by:

F̂ T F (ω) =
ˆ̇q(ω)
û(ω)

u

q̇

ϕF T F (ω) = ϕq̇(ω)− ϕu(ω)
(2.61)

Freitag [60] used the FTF approach to a generic burner and an industrial burner
to study the influence of mixture fraction and pressure perturbations on the
behavior of a premixed flame, noting that the mixture fraction pertubations follow
the same behavior of the flame dynamics and that the influence of pressure on the
flame transfer functions is limited to the pressure-dependence of the flame form
and location. Heat release rate fluctuations were determined from the
experimental data taking fluctuations of OH* chemiluminescence as in indicator.
For premixed flames and low pressure conditions this assumption is acceptable,
but it becomes highly inaccurate when dealing with high-pressure combustion, as
will be explained in detail in Chapter 6. For turbulent and laminar premixed
flames, FTFs have been successfully applied in many studies regarding combustion
instabilities, being in good agreement with experimental data regarding the flame
behavior [3, 46, 116, 150, 164, 169, 173, 189]. Schuller et al. [190] investigated the
dynamics of a premixed combustion system using two approaches, both with a
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FTF and FDF, putting stress on the difference and the limitations of the two
approaches. As suggested by Noiray et al. [149], replacing an FTF with a FDF
allows to take into account the effects of a perturbation level and to predict the
limit cycle oscillation amplitude and frequencies. The FDF is derived from a set of
FTF derived for a certain forcing level. The most significant limitation of the FTF
is that, although it can roughly give an estimate about the stability of the system,
it lacks of information about hysteresis, instability triggering level and amplitudes
and frequecies of the limit cycle. The describing function methodology aims to
model the combustion dynamics where the flame response to flow perturbations is
nonlinear, but the resulting acoustic perturbations through the system remain in
the linear range. In this case, the harmonics of higher order are filtered out by the
combustor acoustics, so that the system stability is essentially governed by the
fundamental frequency component. Boudy et al. [21] analysed a generic burner
experimentally deriving a FDF to take into account the non-linear combustion
dynamics. For limit cycles with constant amplitude, this methodology provided a
quantitative estimation of the amplitude and frequency of the excitation
frequency, whereas for unstable oscillations the limit cycle is not attained but the
unstable mode in terms of frequency and oscillations is identified and the results
are found to be in good agreement with the experimental data. The FDF
approach has been refined over the years, but the methodology remains the same,
giving anyway good predictions about the limit cycle oscillations and frequency
shift of the flames of different combustors [19, 36, 82, 94, 120, 158, 201]. For
turbulent non-premixed flames, there is not much literature available regarding
the FDF application. A work by Tamanampudi et al. [215] applied a multi-mode
FTF methodology together with LES simulations and a non linear Euler solver to
investigate the flame response of the CVRC combustor. The agreement between
the model and reference results improves with an increase of the number of modes
included in the FTF. The inclusion of very high-frequency modes leads however to
numerical instability and can predict the growth and behavior of combustion
instability only in a weakly non-linear regime.
The main drawbacks of the FDF methods are that it can describe only harmonic
limit cycles where only a dominant frequency of the thermoacoustic instabilities is
present and the fact that the determination of the FDF is very expensive, since a
configuration of a combustor is normally forced with harmonic signals at a large
number of frequencies and amplitudes. It can be easily understood that this
approach is prohibitive for industrial configurations.

2.3.3 Modelling OH* radiation
Excited hydroxyl radicals (OH*) radiation is a key quantity in the frame of the
investigation high pressure combustion and combustion instabilities because it can
be relatively easily measured if compared to other variables in a combustion
chamber, such as temperature and heat release rate. This is mainly due to the
extreme environment which develops inside a combustion chamber to which
sensors and measurement tools are exposed. OH* radiation can be instead
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detected using adequate optical setups. In particular for oxygen/hydrogen flames
the OH* radiation has been often used to identify flame zones due to its central
wavelength (310 nm) which is clearly distinguishable from black body sources,
being the most distinct in the UV range. However, measuring flame radiation is
not trivial. Radiation consists of essentially three components: the flame
radiation, which results from high temperature combustion products and optically
active gases, the radiation emitted from the walls of the chamber and the flame
radiation reflected by the walls of the chamber. When the wall temperature is
high or the walls are highly reflective, the radiation emitted from the walls can be
comparable or even greater than flame radiation itself. Filters have then to be
used to limit the collection of the radiation to the one emitted from the flame to
the narrow band of the UV range.
Gaydon [65] and Mavrodineau [138] provided extensive studies of OH* radiation
and spectra. One of the most used and investigated sources of OH* radiation is
chemiluminescence. Chemiluminescence originates from the relaxation of
electronically excited species produced during the chemical reaction in the flame
and the study of light emission in the reaction zone gives information about the
energy release in the flame zone.
Early experimental works used emission of radicals as an indicator of heat release
rate to investigate experimental combustors and real engines [97, 168]. More
recently, the effect of varying some properties of the flame (such as the flame
strain rate or ROF) on chemiluminescence has been studied [64, 113, 142, 147,
207]. A considerable research effort has been made to understand if OH* radiation
(also CH* for hydrocarbon flames) could be an indicator of the heat release rate of
the flame, also to study combustion instabilities as was done by Hardi at DLR [86]
and by Sisco at Purdue University [202]. Many studies which want to verify if a
correlation between heat release rate and excited radicals produced by combustion
is possible [44, 53, 59, 79, 85, 93, 99, 115, 124–126, 228, 230, 240, 242] assume that
chemiluminescence takes place where the heat release rate is defined by chemical
reactions, but the degree of correlation highly depends on the physical variables
considered such as strain rate of the flame, propellant combinations, pressure,
turbulence, equivalence ratio and degree of mixing. However, most of the studies
involved low pressure and temperature environments with hydrocarbon flames.
For high pressure non-premixed O2/H2 flames, the only experimental work which
investigates the relation between heat release and OH* radiation is the one from
Burrows [25], where he used it to determine the reaction zone. This is important
because at high temperatures and high pressure, the behavior of OH* radiation
changes significantly. For relatively low temperatures, below 2700 K at 50 bar
pressure, chemical excitation is the predominant mechanism, which produces OH*
radiation. For temperatures above 2700 K, thermal excitation overcomes chemical
excitation and OH* is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with OH molecules.
This is the main assumption of the Equilibrium Filtered Radiation Model (EFRM)
from Fiala [56], which will be described more in detail in the next section.
Not only temperature, but also pressure has an important influence on OH*
radiation, because the phenomenon of self-absorption becomes more and more
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important with increasing pressures [56, 243, 244]. The term self-absorption
indicates that the radiation emitted from the molecules is subject to absorption by
the same molecules at ground state. Not taking this into account can lead to
important errors when OH is present in high concentrations as a combustion
product, as will be described in Chapter 6. Modelling these aspect becomes then
crucial in the study of OH* radiation and numerical simulations play an important
role to give insights in the physics of radiation, also because CFD is not limited to
line-of-sight measurements, as it is when processing data from experiments.
Numerical simulations can also give quantitative measurements of OH* radiation,
taking into account also the radiation originating from the walls.
The starting point is solving the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) and the
different modelling approaches solve the equation on the basis of several
assumptions. If the equation is directly solved, no assumption on the thickness of
the flame is needed and this approach can be considered as an absorption and
emission model, with the name of optically thick flame model. The other limit
case is the optically thin flame assumption, where the optical thickness of the
flame tends to zero and the RTE can be simplified. This assumption is valid only
if the intensity of the radiation coming from the surroundings of the flame is much
lower than that of the flame itself, but it becomes wrong if the flame is attached to
a hot surface or surrounded by an environment where the radiation coming from
other sources is not negligible, which is typically the case of rocket flames. In the
optically thin assumption approach, self-absorption is neglected. However, also if
this approach is less computationally expensive, solving the RTE is still not
feasible for industrial applications. An alternative approach to save computational
resources is to consider the flame as emitting solid surface and use the grey
medium approximation, which considers a medium in thermal equilibrium with an
emissivity smaller than one and independent of the frequency. This simplification
works if assuming the surface emitting on a broadband wavelength range, while it
fails if the considered domain emits at only one wavelength.
This work aims to fill the gaps in modelling and visualizing OH* thermal
radiation, adapting a spectral modelling program developed by Potter [166] and
using a reverse ray-tracing algorithm in order to produce pseudo-OH* images
starting from RANS and URANS CFD solution. This is done in a post-processing
step in order to save computational time, not having to solve a separate equation
for the production of OH* radicals at run time but starting from the concentration
of OH molecules, assuming that they are in thermal equilibrium because the
temperatures developed in rocket flames are well above 2700 K. Nevertheless, the
tool takes into account both self-absorption and refraction, which are two key
phenomena in the frame of high-pressure combustion when dealing with measuring
OH* radiation. The algorithm and the corresponding OH* spectrum will be
described and discussed in detail in Section 6.1 and 6.3.
The next sections describe the approaches used to model the OH* radiation:
Detailed Chemistry (DC), Spectral Model (SM) and EFRM. Advantages and
disadvantages of each approach will be discussed, giving the motivation for the
choice of the model adopted in the present work.
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2.3.3.1 Detailed Chemistry Radiation Model (DC)

This model considers the radiation as directly proportional to OH* concentration
and directly implies the optically thin flame assumption, not providing any
information about the emission and absorption spectra. This method can be
applied only to CFD simulations featuring a detailed chemistry raction scheme
where OH* radicals as a product of combustion as a separate species is included.
This increases the computational costs, but on the other hand the post-processing
of the data is extremely simple as OH* radiation is considered directly
proportional to OH* concentration. The most evident advantage of this approach
is that chemical excitation mechanisms can be included and non equilibrium OH*
concentration can be calculated. In O2/H2 flames, the dominant reaction in the
formation of OH* is [56, 114, 118, 159]

O + H + M↔ OH∗ + M (2.62)

where M indicates the third body. This model depends essentially only on two
parameters: the reactions considered to produce OH* as a separate combustion
product and the thermodynamic data of OH*.

2.3.3.2 Spectral Model (SM)

The Spectral Model (SM) gives a representation of the radiation of OH* as a
function of the wavelength and the emission and absorption spectra are the main
outputs. The main assumption of the spectral model is local thermal equilibrium,
so that rotational, vibrational, electronic and translational temperatures are equal.

Fiala [56] adapted a spectral model of the HITRAN/HITEMP database for
temperatures above 3000 K to calculate emission and absorption spectra of a
laminar counterflow flame. Goebel [68] examined the radiative heat transfer in a
real rocket combustion chamber combining the simple radiation transfer model P-1
in combination with the Weighted Sum of Grey Gases Model (WSGGM) [208].The
P-1 radiation model is described in detail by Sazhin et al. [185], considering the
advantages and disadvantages. The description of the model in detail is outside
the scope of this work. Here, it is sufficient to say that the P-1 model gives reliable
predictions in the case of 1D plane geometry in both optically thin and optically
thick media, while it overestimates the radiation heat fluxes from localized heat
sources in optically thin media. Thermal radiation is modelled by the expanding
the radiation intensity in terms of first order spherical harmonics. It is particularly
useful for accounting for the radiative exchange between gas and particles.
The main advantage of the SM is that it can give details of the OH* spectra and
resolve it at the requested wavelengths and takes self-absorption into account. On
the other hand, it can be complex to implement and requests an integration
procedure in order to obtain the total radiance, which is not directly given by the
model.
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2.3.3.3 Equilibrium Filtered Radiation Model (EFRM)
The EFRM model was developed by Fiala [56] and it is based on the assumption
that OH molecules are in equilibrium with OH*, so that chemical excitation can
be ignored. The advantage is that no reaction rates have to be considered and
OH* does not have to be included in the chemical kinetic scheme. Assuming the
gas as optically thin, self-absorption is neglected and OH* concentration is
considered as directly proportional to OH concentration. The qualitative relation
to describe OH* emission spectrum is

eOH∗ ∼ [OH∗] ∼ [OH]e
hc

kBλT , (2.63)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, λ is the dominant wavelength of the
radiation and T is the temperature.
Although being computationally advantageous, the limit of this model is not to
take into account self-absorption. The model has been extended to approximate
self-absorption while keeping the complexity low with the EFRM-A model [57].
Nevertheless, this extension does not take into account self-absorption in the
calculation of OH* spectra, but rather identifies when self-absorption is relevant
and has to be considered. A SM is still necessary to describe self-absorption
correctly.

2.3.4 Experimental and Numerical Test Cases
In order to study combustion instabilities, several research combustors have been
developed. They are not only used to collect and analyse experimental data but
also to be employed as numerical test cases for validation of numerical tools. The
key feature of the experimental combustion chamber is that they can provide data
about both acoustic and combustion processes which cannot be observed in real
engines. This is due to the fact that in experimental combustors, instrumentation
which could not be built inside a full scale engine can be instead installed in
research combustors.
Experimental combustors can be divided into two main categories: self-excited
and externally excited. In self-excited or naturally excited experiments combustion
instabilities occur spontaneously, whereas in externally excited combustors the
acoustic disturbance is triggered by an external acoustic excitation system. In the
next sections the characteristics of several combustors will be described, together
with the numerical work done to investigate more in detail their behavior.
The focus of this work is BKH, which has unique characteristics, being te only
external excited experiment to work with LOx/H2 in transcritical and
supercritical conditions.

2.3.4.1 BKH
BKH (Brennkammer H) is an externally excited combustor fed with LOx/H2
developed and operated at DLR Institute of Space Propulsion Lampoldshausen at
the European Test bench P8. It features a rectangular cross section, five main
coaxial injectors inserted in a cluster of secondary injectors fed with hydrogen and
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a secondary nozzle. The secondary nozzle provides the external excitation, where
a toothed wheel, or siren, passes over the outlet surface, periodically interrupting
the flow and generating the acoustic disturbance. The velocity of the wheel
determines the excitation frequency, so the response of the flame to a various set
of conditions can be investigated.
Lecourt and Foucaud [127] were the first to employ a toothed wheel to interrupt
the flow through nozzles and since then this approach have become the most
common.
Hardi [86] conducted several experiments to study the behavior of the flames to
longitudinal and transverse acoustic excitation, the breakup of the LOx core and
the response of the chamber to acoustic excitation. Further experiments were done
by Webster [229], focusing on the damping using a modified sector wheel to
impose a discontinuous acoustic excitation, observing that the damping rates vary
considerably between cold and hot runs giving a motivation to further investigate
instabilities at suitable representative conditions.
BKH features tow windows for optical access. This allowed Hardi [86, 87, 89] to
investigate the LOx core break-up length under transverse acoustic excitation
using high-speed camera data. The LOx core length was detected manually using
shadowgraph data and it was observed to retract towards the injection plane
during the transverse excitation. This allowed also to observe a qualitative
relation between the amplitude of the excitation and the shortening of the LOx
core length. However, the line-of-sight images collected with the shadowgraph
technique allowed limited insights in the flame structure, also because of the
presence of turbulent structures in the instantaneous images, which imposed some
difficulties in the definition of the features of the flame.
The optical access of BKH gives also the possibility to investigate OH* radiation
fluctuations in BKH. Hardi at al. [86, 89] and Fdida at al. [54] investigated the
flame response to transverse and longitudinal excitation using OH* radiation data
to identify the flame zone and the flame behavior. It was found that during
transverse mode excitation OH* radiation peaks where the pressure disturbance
maximum amplitude is observed. This led to the conclusion that the transverse
acoustic velocity transported the flame towards a pressure antinode, satisfying
then the Rayleigh criterion and leading to sustain combustion instabilities. Also
this observation were line-of-sight integrated data. Hardi et al. [87] investigated
also the flame response to longitudinal excitation by visualizing OH* radiation. It
resulted that the flame is not deformated during longitudinal excitation but
resulted in intensity fluctuations.
For the acoustic analysis, Hardi [86] produced phase distribution maps showing
regions in phase and out of phase with the acoustic disturbance. This was reached
by a pixel-by-pixel cross-correlation of the optical data of intensity fluctuations
and the local acoustic disturbance following the approach of Sliphorst [205].
Beinke [15] used Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) taking as input the
optical data to analyse the flame response to local acoustic disturbances. This was
achieved by isolating the mean coherent acoustic and optical intensity fluctuations,
providing a phase distribution of the local intensities for comparison. Rayleigh
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indices were computed and used to produce results representative of the flame
response under certain excitation conditions.
The uniqueness of the data provided by BKH make it a suitable test case for
numerical studies. Beinke [15] studies BKH extensively, using RANS and URANS
simulations run with the in-house DLR TAU code to investigate the acoustic
response of the flame subject to longitudinal and transverse excitation. In
particular, the single injector configuration was investigated giving good
agreement with experimental data recovering the trends of the experiments, but
with some discrepancies regarding in particular the length of the LOx core, which
was underestimated. An analysis of the OH* radiation was also conducted, using
both line-of-sight integration and the EFRM starting from the steady state
solution of RANS calculations. The results qualitatively reproduced the OH*
distribution, but did not take into account correctly the self-absorption.
Morii et al. [145] investigated the response of the dense LOx core of BKH to the
1T mode excitation with LES. The pressure in the combustion chamber was
slightly overestimated because of the boundary conditions used in the simulation.
Consequently, the frequency and amplitudes of the acoustic modes of the chamber
differed from the experiments, and a method was developed to compare the
equivalent acoustic response of the simulation to the experimental data, finding
then good agreement with the experiments. The LOx core was observed to retract
towards the injection plane during the 1T mode excitation, spreading and
flattening along the direction perpendicular to the one of the transverse velocity.
The same phenomenon was not observed during longitudinal excitation.
Horchler et al.[96] investigated flame-acoustics interaction using the DLR TAU
code by performing DES simulations. In particular, the flame behavior at
non-resonant and resonant transverse excitation was investigated. A numerical
bombing test was conducted in order to compare the obtained eigenmodes with
the Helmholtz eigenmodes. The comparison with experimental data showed an
overestimation of the calculated frequencies with respect to the experimental data.
As in previous research work, the transverse excitation showed to influence the
flame shape by flattening and retracting the LOx core towards the injection plane.

2.3.4.2 CRC

The CRC (Common Research Chamber) is an externally excited combustion
chamber developed by DLR and ONERA. It features a flat disc shape and single
injector element. The CRC is combustion is fed with both LOx/H2 and LOx/CH4.
The pressure of the chamber can reach up to 10 bar and propellants are injected
radially towards the center of the chamber. The flow exit perpendicular to the
injection direction, since the main nozzle is located in the center of one side of the
disk. Multiple interchangeable modules are installed around the circumference of
the chamber in order to host the instrumentation for measurements. One of the
modules can be substituted with a secondary nozzle and the acoustic excitation
system. Optical access windows are located at the sides of the chamber in order to
provide data downstream from the injection. A sketch of the cross-section of the
chamber is shown in Figure 2.11. In the CRC the orientation of the acoustic
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Figure 2.11: Cross section of the CRC [155]

modes can be fixed due to the presence of the secondary nozzle. Therefore, the
interaction of acoustics with several chamber processes, like injection, mixing,
atomization and vaporisation can be investigated. Many experimental studies have
investigated the acoustic behavior of the chamber [73, 117, 154, 155, 204],
identifying the main resonant modes and their effects on the flame using OH high
speed camera visualization techniques. Oschwald et al.[155] analysed the effect of a
mounted resonant volume on the acoustic eigenfrequencies of the coupled acoustic
system. It was observed that the eigenfrequency values are systematically shifted
to a lower value and additional resonance phenomena are present at frequencies
which do not correspond to the originally identified eigenfrequencies. Comparing
the shape of the acoustic field with images coming from the OH radiation, it was
concluded that the flame response was due to pressure sensitive processes. The
energy transfer from the flame to the acoustic system was examined, observing
that the OH∗ intensity and acoustic pressure are in phase, satisfying the Rayleigh
criterion and confirming that the energy released during the combustion processes
can be transferred to the acoustic field, feeding the feedback loop.

2.3.4.3 CVRC
The Continuously Variable Resonant Combustor (CVRC) is a single element
cylindrical combustor operated at Purdue University [202, 203]. The combustor is
fed with CH4 or JP-8 and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). H2O2 is fed through a
catalyst bed for decomposition in order to reach representative conditions of an
oxidizer-rich staged combustion. The main feature of the combustor is the variable
length of the oxidizer post in order to control the frequency of the acoustic modes
by changing the longitudinal modes frequencies. The combustor is provided with
an optical access which allows the visualization of the flame with high speed
imaging of OH* and CH* radicals. Dynamic pressure sensors are mounted in the
chamber to monitor the acoustic field. Figure 2.12 shows a longitudinal cut of
CVRC.
Yu et al. [237, 238] experimentally investigated high-frequency combustion
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Figure 2.12: Section of CVRC [195]

instabilities changing the length of the post between stable and unstable
configurations, varying the acoustic length of the tube between a quarter and
half-wave resonator. They observed that when the system becomes unstable,
higher harmonics appear simultaneously and instantaneously. When the system
becomes stable, the harmonics disappear sequentially. The results were compared
with analytical results obtained by applying LEEs, showing good agreement but
also the necessity of a more accurate combustion response submodel.
Sardeshmuk et al. [183] and Bedard et al. [12] observed the emission spectra of
OH* and CH* chemiluminescence to assess a correlation between radiation
intensity and heat release rate fluctuations. The relation was investigated taking
into account the phase difference between acoustic and optical intensity
fluctuations. Sardeshmuk et al. [183] observed that the quasi-steady state
assumption used to model the transport of OH* chemiluminescent radicals and
time resolved heat release rate is not completely adequate, whereas for CH*
radicals this hypothesis is acceptable. For OH*, the optical thickness of the flame
should be considered as it may affect the estimation of self-absorption. For CH*,
the optical thickness should not have a negative impact on measurements. This is
due to the shorter duration of CH* peak concentration with respect to OH*.
Experimental results were compared with CFD simulation results, which aimed to
calculate the concentration of OH* and CH* and compare the phases of
chemiluminescent intensity fluctuations and heat release rate. CFD simulations
recovered the experimental trend but for OH* quantitative values were
overpredicted by five times. Bedard et al. [12] quantified the phase difference of
line-of-sight integrated OH* and CH* intensities to the pressure signal. The
experimental data were phase averaged. The pressure peak lags the CH*
chemiluminescence peak of 50° in the experiments, while in the simulation the
value raises to 60°. The phase angle of peak OH* chemiluminescence intensity
signal lags pressure of 40° in the experiment, while in simulations the lag is
reduced to 7°. This shows that neither CH* nor OH* can be used as an indicator
of heat release rate at the prescribed conditions. Simulation results showed a
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complex flame front and the heat release zones vary considerably in axial and
radial direction. These effects cannot be observed with line-of-sight measurements.
Bedard et al. [12] suggest that improvements in the simulations could be achieved
by modelling transport of excited species and other chemiluminescent species such
CO∗

2

and by extending the simulation domain to a 3D configuration improving also the
boundary conditions. Concerning the experimental setup, the suggestion is to
employ quantifiable signal measurement which include varying line-of-sight
measurements for a better comparison with the emitting species, together with a
deeper understanding of the optical probe geometry and opacity of the combustion
gases to the emission signals.
Hardi et al. [90] used DMD techniques to CVRC optical images in order to
qualitatively compare the flame response between experiments and simulations.
The reconstructed images obtained were then directly compared with CFD results.
The experimental data provided by CVRC make it a suitable test case for
numerical simulations, using several approaches. Frezzotti et al. [62] used CVRC
as a test case to extract the flame response to longitudinal acoustic excitation
starting from a 2D hybrid RANS/LES apporach and to investigate numerical
problems in a low order model approach using a quasi 1D eulerian approach [61].
In order to get results in agreement with experimental data, this model required a
tuning of the parameters required as inputs for the model.
A recent work from Sharma et al. [196] performed a RANS simulation to assess
the acoustic boundary conditions to be used as boundary conditions for the
subsequent LES simulations. The intermediate oxidizer post length was chosen,
corresponding to combustor acoustic modes maximum power spectral density. The
results are presented in the form of peak-to-peak pressure oscillation amplitudes
and power spectral density, compared then to the experimental data. Acoustic
waves along with the convected flow in the reactive flow simulation were captured.
The limit cycle was qualitatively and quantitatively reproduced. A clear indication
of the onset of instability is reasonably well captured in dominant resonant
frequencies, although showing an underestimation of peak-to-peak pressure
amplitudes.
Harvazinski et al.[91] studied the interaction between hydrodynamics, acoustics
and turbulent combustion in CVRC with a hybrid RANS/LES approach
investigating the three different configurations of the oxidizer post. Assuming a
half-wave corresponding to a closed-closed acoustic boundary condition for the
combustion chamber, the tube lengths approximately correspond to quarter-, three
eights, and half-wave resonators that serve to vary the phasing between the
acoustic modes in the tube and the combustion chamber. A comparison between
simulations and experimental data was made based on the amplitudes and spatial
distribution of the modes, obtained applying DMD techniques. Looking at the
pressure field, the stable and extremely unstable configurations simulation were in
good agreement with the experimental data. The simulation of the trans-stable
configuration showed amplitudes approximately twice the value of the unstable
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configuration and matched well with the power spectra of the experiments. The
simulation results were used to characterize and investigate the key features of each
regime. A common feature between instabilities predicted in both the repeatable
unstable regime and the bifurcated regime was an interruption in the fuel flow
caused by a local high amplitude compression, resulting in a detached flame. Two
types of reignition events were observed that led to high-amplitude instabilities.
The reignition was coincident either with the arrival of a downstream-running
compression from the post or an upstream-running compression in the combustor.
The DMD analysis employed for the first longitudinal model frequency showed a
good qualitative agreement for the unsteady combustion response, in particular at
the unstable post length, while at the shorter post length corresponding to the
stable configuration, the computational predictions indicate that the combustion
response extends further downstream compared to the experimental data.
Nguyen and Sirignano [148] used Delayed Detached Eddy Simulations (DDES)
with a flamelet model to gain further insights of the flame response and the
physical mechanisms which lead to instabilities using an axisymmetric domain for
the high-pressure highly unsteady configuration of CVRC, observing that a
standing half-wavelength pressure wave was present in the combustion chamber.
Pressure antinodes were located near the dump plane and at the exit of the
combustion chamber, with a pressure node in the middle of the chamber. The
upstream pressure antinode showed a strong coupling between the heat release
rate and pressure fluctuations. An adverse pressure gradient affects the reactant
streams when pressure peaks near the dump plane and the flame moves towards
the injection plane. Here, combustion was dominated by premixed burning whith
significant local extinctions and reignitions. As the pressure decreases through the
chamber, the flame moved downwards and combustion was dominated by diffusion
phenomena. Combustion dynamics were examined for the different configurations
of the oxidizer post. In the semi-stable case, the flame was lifted away from the
injector lip and weakly anchored at the dump plane. In the stable case, the flame
moved further downstream. In both cases, there was no strong axial flame
movement as previously observed in the unstable configuration of the oxidizer
post. A monotonic decrease in local extinction and reignition as the flow became
more stable with a decrease of pressure fluctuations was observed. However,
extinction and reignition still occured in the region of the dump plane even for the
stable burning. A flame index analysis identified the premixed burning regime as
dominant for all of the three cases.

2.3.4.4 BKD

BKD (Brennkammer D) is a naturally excited experimental combustor used to
investigate combustion instabilities. It is operated at the test bench P8 in
DLR-Lampoldshausen. The chamber has a cylindrical shape and has a diameter of
80 mm. LOx/H2 propellants are injected with 42 shear coaxial injectors and the
combustor operates at chamber pressures ranging from 60 to 80 bars, providing
supercritical injection conditions for oxygen and hydrogen. For the most unstable
load points, BKD eigenmodes reach resonant frequencies above 10 kHz. Figure
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2.13 shows a sketch of the combustor and experimental setup. Originally, BKD was

(a) BKD skecth (b) Measurement ring

Figure 2.13: BKD thrust chamber (a) and optical measurement ring (b) [7].

not designed for combustion instability investigation purposes and the diagnostic
tools were limited. Gröning [75] and Gröning et al. [72, 74, 77] implemented
additional instrumentation to identify and measure high frequency combustion
instability phenomena, such as high-pressure sensors and optical probes. Gröning
et al. [71, 74] identified the spinning tangential modes as source of the acoustic
disturbances. The use of a damping cavity on the side of the chamber fixed the
orientation of the acoustic modes. Gröning et al. [77] also observed that when the
tangential resonant frequencies of the chamber matched the longitudinal resonant
frequencies of the LOx injectors, high-frequency combustion instabilities were
triggered. This led to the conclusion that high frequency injection coupling is the
mechanism responsible of the onset of the instability on BKD.
The initial work performed by Gröning has been further developed by Armbruster
et al. [4–7], providing not only further physical insights about the mechanisms
driving instabilities in BKD, but also new measurement equipment which allows to
visualize the flame and and record OH* and blue radiation in order to further
study the flame dynamics. Blue radiation is characteristic of hydrogen flames,
which emit in a boradband radiation spectrum with a peak of about 440 nm.
While being relatively weak in cold and low-pressure flames, it can significantly
contribute on the overall emission when dealing with high pressure and
temperatures. The blue radiation is the most distinct radiation which can be
caught from a human eye and the most popular example comes from the plume of
the Space Shuttle Main Engine [56]. The new experimental instrumentation was
first presented by Armbruster et al. [7] together with the results of OH*
high-speed imaging. 2D flame visualization for highly representative combustion
chamber conditions were possible, including chamber pressures of up to 82 bar and
propellant mixture ratios up to 7. The flame dynamics was investigated for two
different load points, at 50 bar and 80 bar chamber pressure respectively. The
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same phenomena were observed both in OH* radiation and blue radiation images,
but a highest level of detail in detecting flame dynamics features was observed in
the blue radiation measurements due to the greater optical depth reached. High
intensity regions were detected around the central LOx core interacting with the
surrounding flames, indicating that flame-flame interaction effects cannot be
neglected when modelling combustion of industrial rocket chamber configurations.
BKD is extremely representative of operating conditions which are typical of
upper stage rocket engines, so it is also an interesting test case for numerical
works. Different approaches have been followed to analyse BKD stability behavior
and the flame response to combustion dynamics. Schulze et al. [191] assessed the
linear stability of four operating points by computing FTFs of the injectors subject
to acoustic pressure and velocity disturbances from URANS simulation results
using a real gas model. The obtained FTFs were then implemented in an acoustic
solver to create the stability map of BKD.
Tonti et al. [220] investigated the flame response of a 2D axysimmetric
configuration of the most unstable load point of BKD performing a URANS
simulation with the in-house DLR TAU solver. The results were then interpolated
on a cylindrical 3D domain in order to investigate OH* radiation emission. The
numerical results showed a wrinkling of the flame surface resulting in wave-like
structures in the shear layer between oxygen and hydrogen streams. To perform
this study, additional modelling of the optical probe which captured the intensity
of the OH* radiation signal was needed. This approach gave information about
the frequency content of the signal. highlighting that the main frequency
component is linked to the wake translation movement, corresponding to the
excitation frequency. Turbulent structures with a higher frequency component in
the shear-layer resulted in spatial scattering of the rays which alters their path
through the OH rich zones modifying the overall intensity of the signal.
Urbano et al. [221, 222] ran a LES simulation of the full 3D BKD domain,
including all the 42 injectors and propellant manifolds with the AVBP code. Real
gas properties were taken into account by using the transport properties described
by Chung et al. [35] and the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state. Equilibrium
chemistry for oxygen/hydrogen combustion was assumed and a β-pdf model to
describe the filtered mixture fraction as the progress variable. Two load points
were examined, a stable and an unstable one. The experimentally observed
instabilities were not directly reproduced by LES simulations, as the two load
points resulted both stable, but the instability was triggered by applying an initial
transverse acoustic disturbance distribution. This allowed to show that the
unstable load point resulted stable until an intial distrubance corresponding to the
8% of the initial chamber pressure was applied. It was stated that the instability
was not directly detected by the LES simulation because of the mesh size, being
too coarse to capture the spontaneously occurring instabilites. Urbano et al. [222]
analysed the spectrum and the acoustic disturbance in the LES simulation results,
showing that the first radial (1R) mode of BKD was simultanousely excited and
exciting the unstable behavior of the chamber. For each injection element, the
Rayleigh index was computed, in order to derive a FTF which was then
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implemented into an acoustic Helmholtz solver, which reproduced the 1T and 1R
mode identified by the LES simulations. Experimentally, the 1R mode was
identified by Gröning [76] studying the coupling between the resonant modes of
the chamber and the LOx post of BKD.
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This chapter is dedicated to the description of the in house code of DLR, TAU,
with a particular focus on the features used in this work.
The TAU code is a hybrid RANS/LES compressible solver with real gas
capabilities for Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. It uses a finite volume
Godunov-type method on hybrid structured-unstructured grids. This makes the
code capable of handling viscous and inviscid flows, complex geometries and flow
regimes from low subsonic to hypersonic. TAU code is also optimized for High
Parallel Computing (HPC) by grid partitioning algorithms. DLR TAU code has
been validated against different flow conditions and configurations, for different
applications ranging from aeronautics to hypersonics [66, 135, 193]. Schwamborn
et al. [194] give a detailed overview of the code features and the successful
applications both in industry and research fields.
A MAPS+ Riemann solver by Rossow [178] allows to deal with low Mach number
flows and high density gradients, which are particularly challenging for a
compressible flow solver. The integration is performed via an explicit third order
Runge-Kutta scheme. For the unsteady computations presented in this work, a
Jameson type dual stepping implicit time scheme and a one-equation
Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [210] are used. In the next sections, the
governing equations of the solver will be presented, together with the chemical
scheme and approach to supercritical propellants modelling and turbulence models.

3.1 Governing equations
For the simulation of BKH, the flow is treated as a reacting mixture of thermally
perfect gases and one real fluid component. For each chemical species a transport
equation is solved. Navier-Stokes equations for a mixture of compressible reacting
gases are employed. The integral form of the equations can be written as:

∂

∂t

∫
V

UdV +
∫

A

F inv · ndA =
∫

A

F visc · ndA +
∫

V

QdV (3.1)

where U is the mass flux vector, which becomes the vector of conservative
variables when considering thermal equlibirum conditions:

U =

(
ρs

ρV T

ρE

)
(3.2)
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where the subscript s denotes the chemical species. The matrix of inviscid Euler
fluxes is:

F inv =

 ρsV T

ρV V T

ρEV T

+

( 0
pIn

pV T

)
(3.3)

while the viscous fluxes are represented by:

F visc =

 ρD∇ ρs
ρ

τ
κ∇T T + ρD

∑
s

hs∇T ρs
ρ

+ (τV )T

 (3.4)

where κ is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, hs is the enthalpy of
the single species, V is the velocity vector, τ is the viscous stress tensor and D is
the diffusion coefficient given by :

D = µ

ρ

1
Sc

(3.5)

where µ represents the dynamic viscosity calculated as described by Karl and
Luedeke [112] and Sc indicates the non-dimensional Schmidt number which
describes the ratio between the momentum diffusivity and mass diffusivity.
The source vector describing the chemical reactions is given by:

Q =

(
ωs

0
q̇

)
(3.6)

where ωs is the source term representing the chemical species and q̇ is the heat
release rate.
The viscous stress tensor was presented in Eq.(2.14).
The closure equation of state for the chemical species is given by:

p =
∑

s

ρsRsT (3.7)

where Rs represents the gas constant of the species s .

3.2 Finite rate chemistry model
Hannemann [84] and Karl [111] describe the finite rate chemistry scheme used in
the TAU code. The chemical reactions are described as follows:∑

s

αr
sXs

kf ,kb←−−→
∑

s

βr
s Xs (3.8)

with αs and βs stoichiometric coefficients, Xs the species molar fractions and
kf , kb the reaction rate coefficients.
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The chemical source term ωs present in Eq.3.6 is given by:

ωs = Ms

∑
r

(βr
s − αr

s)
[

kf

∏
S

(ns)αr
s − kb

∏
S

(ns)βr
s

]
(3.9)

with Ms the molecular weight of the species and ns the number of moles, obtained
as ns = ρ/Ms. A modified Arrhenius law is used to determine the forward
reaction rate kf , and the backward reaction rates kb are determined from the
forward reaction rate and the equilibrium constant of the reaction. The
equilibrium constant is determined from the partition function of the species
taking part to the raction process and described by Hannemann [84].

3.3 Supercritical combustion
Cryogenic propellants show a different behavior with respect to ideal gases, and
this should be taken into account when simulating combustion chamber processes
fed with this kind of propellants [9]. Real gas effects are included in the real gas
release of the DLR TAU code to take into account these effects. The two main
features of the real gas implementation consist in a dedicated equation of state
(EOS) for each species and a multi-fluid mixing model which determines the
properties of the mixture [8, 10]. In this work, a six species seven reactions
chemical scheme for oxygen-hydrogen combustion by Gaffney et al. [171] is used.
This reduced mechanism model was compared to a more complex one using eight
species and seventeen reactions by Jachimowski [29] and Lempke et al. [129].
When HO2 and H2O2 were included in the mechanism, negligible differences were
found, and so the use of the reduced chemical scheme was justified. The chemical
scheme includes H2,O2,H,O,OH and H2O. In the multi-fluid mixing model, an
ideal gas equation of state is solved for H2,H,O,OH and H2O, while for O2 a real
gas equation of state is used. The real gas properties of O2 are described by the
high fidelity Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state [209].
The current release of the TAU code features an adaptive-tabulation of
high-accuracy equation of state. Dumbser et al. [47] first introduced the idea of an
adaptive tabulation based on a polynomial approach for cavitation flows. This
approach was then extended to be used in the tabulation of general fluids and in
viscous flows for a single component. The adaptive tabulation provides a speed up
of the code of about three orders of magnitude in comparison with to the direct
evaluation of EOS. Moreover, using a quadtree based approximation further
reduces the tabular size. The quadtree-based approximation is very efficient as
large changes in the EOS description are only present in the vicinity of the critical
point and close to the liquid and vapor saturation lines. Apart from these regions,
the behaviour can be well approximated by polynomials, using the cubic-type
approximations for super-critical flows and the simple ideal-gas approximations for
fluids far away from the critical point. Fechter et al. [55] extended the tabulation
approach for the mixing description in the TAU code in the application relative to
real gas mixture. The difference between the detailed EOS approach and ideal gas
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3 CFD solver: the TAU code

estimation is tabulated, allowing to easily switch to the ideal gas approximation in
the lower density regions. The use of a coarse approximation in the regions where
the ideal gas assumption is acceptable describes with sufficient accuracy the
behavior of the gas.
The validity of the assumption of ideal gas mixing of species properties is limited
to the situation in which all the species exist as real-gas only in a pure fluid state.
In supercritical oxygen-hydrogen combustion, this assumption is justified. The
flame produced by a coaxial injection element in an oxygen-hydrogen liquid
propellant rocket engine effectively isolates the fuel and oxidizer streams, as shown
in numerical studies by Oefelein [151, 152] and experimentally observed by
Oschwald et al. [156]. Mixing occurs in the hot reaction zone under ideal gas
conditions, as shown in numerical studies by Bellan [18]. Simulations of
counterflow 1D diffusion flames by Ribert et al. [175] and Lacaze et al. [121]. In
oxygen-hydrogen combustion at supercritical pressure, all real fluid effects are
limited to the LOx core, where transitions to a liquid-like to a gaseous state under
pure fluid conditions occur. For the flames considered in this work then the
multi-fluid mixing model is appropriate.
In the experimental combustor object of this work, other chemical species as
nitrogen (N2) and gaseous hydrogen are present. Nitrogen is used to pressure the
oxidizer tank, and so liquid hydrogen injected in the chamber could be slightly
contaminated by traces of N2. Acting only in third body reactions in
oxygen-hydrogen combustion, the effect on the reaction is small enough to be
neglected. Gaseous hydrogen is used to purge the chamber before each test.

3.4 Turbulence models
Turbulence-combustion interaction is a fundamental phenomenon to be taken into
account in the frame of rocket combustion and it is not yet fully understood. As
described in Chapter 2, different computational models are used for simulations,
each one modelling turbulence with different levels of accuracy, showing the
importance of this investigation in numerical works. Bray [23] approached the
problem from the modeller point of view, outlining the effect of turbulence and on
chemical reaction rates. He observed that the effects of turbulence on combustion
could be taken into account using a Probability Density Function (PDF) due to
the non-uniform mixing and scalar fluctuations, whereas the effects of combustion
on turbulence were not fully understood. Modelling real chemical kinetics was
conducted on the basis of empirical data, so a straight experimental validation was
not possible. Since the work of Bray, considerable progresses in modelling such
interactions have been made, considering also the increased computational
capabilities for CFD. Dahms [41] presented a turbulence-chemistry interaction
model for multi-zones technique, which was applied to premixed, partially
premixed and non-premixed flames. The model was built starting from
fundamental theories and empirical data for turbulent scalar mixing and so it was
suited for being used both in RANS and LES simulations. The
turbulence-chemistry interaction model is based on the assumption of fully
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3.4 Turbulence models

turbulent developed flow, where turbulent diffusivity is much higher than
molecular diffusivity. In multi-zone models, a zone represents a specific enclosure
which is connected to other enclosures by specific physical variables. Multi-zones
techniques are the most widely used method for engine combustion modelling.
As stated by Xiang et al. [233], with increasing Mach and Reynolds numbers in a
combustor, interaction between turbulent mixing and chemical reactions intensifies
significantly. Not only density and viscosity but also chemical reactions are
affected by the compressibility of the flow field since it can accelerate reaction rate
via increasing the collision frequency of molecules and changing the flame
configuration, which in turn affects the combustion mode.
In the frame of this work performed with TAU, interaction between turbulence
and combustion is implicitly included into the code adding a turbulent
contribution to the laminar diffusion coefficients and thermal conductivities. Fick’s
law is used to model the transport of each species. D is the averaged diffusion
coefficient used to model the species behavior considering the same dynamic
viscosity µ and Schmidt number Sc.

−ρD
ρs

ρ
= −

( µ

Sc

)
∇ρs

ρ
(3.10)

As stated by Beinke [15], the increase of the species diffusion velocity is led by
increased turbulence. Consequently, the rate of combustion increases due to
increased velocity of mixing between the species. Oxygen-hydrogen combustion is
essentially an equilibrium process at the selected load points and the infinitely fast
process is a reasonable assumption, so that temperature changes in unsteady
conditions have a limited effect on reaction rates. The consequence is that
turbulent mixing is the controlling factor of reaction rates, transporting the
species in the reaction zone. The rate controlling step is captured in TAU by
modelling the transport of the single species.
Thermal conductivity is also increased by turbulence. The influence on turbulence
of the thermal conductivity is taken into account in TAU by adding a turbulent
thermal conductivity factor kT to the laminar thermal conductivity klam.

kt = klam
µt

µlam

P rlam

P rt
(3.11)

In the former version of TAU, the ratio P rlam/P rt was a parameter of the model
to be prescribed, while in the current version is it possible to specify only P rt. In
this work, both approaches are used, the first for the single injector modelling, the
second for the full chamber simulation. P rlam/P rt has an important impact on
the flame length, as investigated by Beinke [15]. The comparison with the
experimental data led to set this value to 2 and in this work it was assumed the
same value not only because of the good agreement with the experimental data
but also to give space to coherent comparison between the two studies. The main
limitation of setting this value as a single parameter of the model is that it remains
constant over the entire domain. This approach did not work when performing the
full 3D simulation of BKH, where it had to be replaced with the P rt parameter
and computing kt starting from this value to avoid numerical stability problems.
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3 CFD solver: the TAU code

TAU is a hybrid RANS/LES code, so both turbulence models to perform RANS
and LES simulations are implemented. Here we will focus only on turbulence
models implemented in the RANS solver, since this is the main focus of this work,
in particular the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (SA) equation and the k-ω and
k-ϵ two-equation models. In particular, the choice of the Spalart-Allmaras one
equation model will be justified.

3.4.1 One equation turbulence models
The Spalart-Allmaras one-equation turbulence model and its variants are
implemented in TAU [216]. Here, the standard model and the Spalart-Allmaras
old implementation of SA-noft2 as described from NASA [98] and reported in
TAU User guide will be presented in detail, since they are the one-equation models
used in this work. The presented model all assume a linear eddy viscosity model,
represented by the Boussinesq equation:

τij = 2µt

(
Sij −

1
3

∂uk

∂xk
δij

)
− 2

3ρkδij (3.12)

where τij is the Reynolds stress tensor, µt is the turbulent dynamic viscosity, δij is
the Kronecker delta, k is the thermal conductivity and Sij is the shear stress. For
one-equation models, the last term in generally neglected as k is not always
straightforward available.
The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was originally developed for aerodynamic
flows [210] involving wall-bounded flows and has been shown to give good results
for boundary layers subject to adverse pressure gradients. It is also gaining
popularity in turbomachinery applications. The one-equation model is given by 1:

∂ν̃

∂t
+ uj

∂ν̃

∂xj
= cb1(1− ft2)S̃ν̃ − [cw1fw −

cb1

κ2 ft2]
( ν̃

d

)2+

+ 1
σ

[
∂

∂xj

(
(ν + ν̃) ∂ν̃

∂xj

)
+ cb2

∂ν̃

∂xi

∂ν̃

∂xi

] (3.13)

from which the turbulent kinematic viscosity ν̃ is directly obtained.
The turbulent dynamic viscosity is given by:

µt = ρν̃fv1 (3.14)

where:

fv1 = χ3

χ3 + cv1
χ = ν̃/ν (3.15)

The turbulent shear stress S̃ is defined as:

S̃ = Ω + ν̃

κ2 + d2 fv2 (3.16)

1Here the ã quantities denote the turbulent variables
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where Ω =
√

2WijWij indicates the magnitude of the vorticity, d is the distance of
the point to the nearest wall, κ=0.41 is a constant of the model and

fv2 = 1− χ

1 + χfv1
fw = g

[
1+c6

w3
g6+c6

w3

]1/6

g = r + cw2(r6 − r) r = min

[
ν̃

S̃κ2d2 , 10
]

ft2 = ct3exp(ct4χ2) Wij = 1
2

(
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂uj

∂xi

)
The boundary conditions are:

ν̃wall = 0 ν̃farfield = 3ν∞ : 5ν∞ (3.17)

where ν∞ indicates the freestream kinematic viscosity.
The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is considered as empirical, with the
following values of the constants of the model:

cb1 = 0.1355 σ = 2/3 cb2 = 0.622
κ = 0.41 cw2 = 0.3 cw3 = 2
cv1 = 7.1 ct3 = 1.2 ct4 = 0.5

cw1 = cb1
κ2 + 1+cb2

σ

Particular care has to be taken when evaluating the minimum distance d. As
stated by Spalart and Allmaras in [98], "searching along grid lines or by finding
the nearest wall grid point (or cell center) are incorrect, and are not the same as
computing actual minimum distance to the nearest wall (in general). Using the
former methods will yield grid-dependent differences in the results. [...]
Improperly-calculated minimum distance functions will particularly produce
incorrect results for cases in which the grid lines are not perfectly normal to the
body surface, or when the nearest body does not lie in the current grid zone".
Anyway, varying ν̃ linearly throughout the wall regions make the SA model
particularly robust from a numerical point of view. To reinforce numerical
stability, some correction should be made also to S̃. A correction method was
suggested by Allmaras et al. [2], which also prevent clipping for Ω ̸= 0.
A simplification of the SA model is obtained removing the ft2 term for suppressing
turbulence in laminar regions. Consequently, the model does not result to be
sensitive to ν̃farfield. The compressibility term is not included and the constraint
on S̃ regards only the strict positivity condition.
The first model is used in this work for the single injector configurations, while the
second is used to simulate the full chamber. A detailed discussion of the reasons
why the no-ft2 term is used in the full chamber simulation will be discussed in
Chapter 7.
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3 CFD solver: the TAU code

3.4.2 Two equation turbulence models
In this subsection, the main two equation turbulence models implemented in TAU
will be described: the Wilcox k − ω model [231] and the Menter BSL and SST
model [143].
The main features of k − ϵ models were briefly described in Section 2.2.4. Wilcox
[231] states that the accuracy reached by the k − ϵ models is lost when requiring
drastic simplifications during the modelling process and he replaced the ϵ
transport equation by a purely empirical relation for the transport of ω, which
represents the specific rate of dissipation of the turbulence kinetic energy k into
internal thermal energy. The ω equation can be solved without imposive particular
restrictive conditions on damping or bridging procedures down to wall, which
could reduce the accuracy of the model.

∂(ρk)
∂t

+ ∂(ρujk)
∂xj

= ρP − β∗ρωk + ∂

∂xj

[(
µ + σk

ρk

ω

)
∂k

∂xj

]
(3.18)

∂(ρω)
∂t

+ ∂(ρujω)
∂xj

= αω

k
P − βρω2 + ∂

∂xj

[(
µ + σω

ρk

ω

)
∂ω

∂xj

]
(3.19)

where µt = ρk/ω and P = τij
∂ui
∂xj

. Eq. (3.18) and (3.19) represent the equations
for turbulent kinetic energy and scalar dissipation rate, respectively. The values of
the constants are:

σk = 0.5 σω = 0.5
β∗ = 0.09 β = 3/40 α = 5/9

The α coefficient was chosen to match the value of the von Karman constant of
0.408.
Thw Wilcox two-equation model is preferred in external aerodynamics because of
its improved predictions when dealing with adverse pressure gradients.
Nevertheless, the solution depends on the ω value at the outer edge of a shear
layer, which cannot be controlled. This has a minor importance for boundary layer
calculations, while the influence of this factor on free shear layer is significant.
Several changes have been made to the Wilcox model, including for example the
vorticity source term, but in TAU the original version described here is
implemented.
Menter [143] demonstrated that the free-stream sensitivity of the Wilcox model is
due to the lack of modelling the cross-diffusion term in the ω equation (Eq.3.19).
The correction introduced by Menter [143] consisted in blending factor F1 which
modifies Eq.(3.18) and Eq.(3.19) as follows:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+ ∂(ρujk)
∂xj

= ρP − β∗ρωk + ∂

∂xj

[
(µ + σkµt

ρk

ω
) ∂k

∂xj

]
(3.20)

∂(ρω)
∂t

+ ∂(ρujω)
∂xj

= α

νt
P − βρω2 + ∂

∂xj

[
(µ + σωµt

ρk

ω
) ∂k

∂xj

]
+

+2(1− F1)ρσω2

ω

∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj

(3.21)
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The introduction of F1 changes the coefficient from the k − ω values near the wall
to the k − ϵ values at the outer edge of the boundary layer. F1 is a function
described in a way that major changes of the coefficient takes place approximately
in the middle of the boundary layer. This method is known as Menter Baseline
(BSL) model and it was used as intermediate step for the development of the
Menter SST model. The two models differ only for the σk constant, the expression
of the turbulent eddy viscosity and an additional term F2 added to the model to
restrict the limits on the eddy viscosity only to the near wall region where the
ratio between turbulent shear stress and specific kinetic energy is constant,
additionally modifying the values of k diffusion coefficient. This modifications
were based on the analysis of adverse pressure gradient flows. This model is
considered as a standard model in aerodynamics, where flows of applications are
particularly sensitive to separation.
In this work, the SA model was chosen due to its simplicity and robustness. It was
tested over different applications with RANS and URANS simulations in TAU [15]
giving reasonable agreement with the experimental data together with adjustments
of other parameters of the model such as Prandtl number ratio. The two-equation
models implemented in TAU for RANS and URANS are suitable for aerodynamics
application and have not been validated for combustion chambers and combustion
instability studies in the frame of the TAU code. Moreover, the use of the SA
turbulence model can highlight the differences between the results presented in
this work and previous results, showing how the results vary changing some
important aspects of the simulation, as the excitation profiles applied to reproduce
the flame response under acoustic disturbance, mesh and boundary conditions.
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4 BKH Single Injector Modelling
The first part of this work is dedicated to the single injector modelling of the BKH
experiment. Modelling the response of the flame under realistic acoustic excitation
profile is crucial to gain further insight into the flame dynamics that go beyond
the capacity of the experimental investigation to visualize the behavior of the
flame. Experimental data are collected in BKH via an optical setup which exploits
the optical access given from the windows which allow to visualize the flame, but
these data are limited to the line-of-sight access to the flame zone. Another
advantage is that this approach allows control of the imposed acoustic excitation
which acts locally on the flame.
The single injector modelling approach has been used from different research
groups both for non-reacting [69, 122, 187] and reacting flows[38, 81]. Single
injector models are used when calculating FTFs to be used in reduced order
modeling approaches, although often it is not possible to make a satisfying
comparison with experiments due to large amount of experimental data needed for
a wide range of load points (LPs).
In this chapter, the BKH experimental combustor will be presented more in detail.
Then, the 1L mode excitation case will be presented: first, the numerical domain
and boundary conditions employed to calculate the steady-state solution are
described. Successively, the setup of the excitation profiles is presented, together
with the results of the unsteady simulations and comparison with previous works
and experimental data. The same approach is followed for 1T mode excitation.
The last part of the chapter is dedicated to the study of the influence of the mesh
and boundary conditions on the simulation, showing substantial differences above
all in the calculated heat release rate, which is a key variable in the Rayleigh
criterion to assess the presence of combustion instabilities. The last part presents
a summary and discussion of the results.

4.1 The BKH experimental combustor
BKH is an externally excited combustion chamber developed and described in
detail by Hardi [86] and test campaigns covering several load points were led by
Hardi [86] and Webster [229]. Figure 4.1 shows a sketch of BKH. Figure 4.2 shows
a detailed drawing of BKH where the injection plane and relevant dimensions of
the chamber are displayed. Figure 4.3 shows the primary injectors configuration
with the relevant dimensions.
BKH has a rectangular cross section studied to fix the orientation of the acoustic
modes according to the principal dimensions of the chamber and to reproduce the
acoustic configuration of an upper stage engine. The chamber is provided with
optical access given by two windows on the sides of the chamber walls. The
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Figure 4.1: BKH [15]
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Figure 4.2: BKH section and injection plane with relevant dimensions[86]
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4.1 The BKH experimental combustor

Figure 4.3: BKH section and injection plane with relevant dimensions[86]

windows are placed to capture the flame directly after the injection plane and give
the possibility to have line-of-sight acess to the primary combustion zone.
Two nozzles are mounted in the chamber. The main nozzle is mounted parallel to
the flow, whereas the secondary nozzle is perpendicular to the flow. The area of
the secondary nozzle is about one-tenth of the area of the main nozzle, capturing
about 10% of the flow. The acoustic excitation is performed periodically
interrupting the flow through the secondary nozzle. A toothed wheel, or siren,
passes over the secondary nozzle outlet opening and closing it. The speed of the
siren determines the frequency of excitation, given the geometrical parameters of
the teeth, and it is controlled by an electric motor. The disturbance propagates in
the chamber as the teeth interrupt the flow through the nozzle.
The five primary coaxial injectors are hosted in the middle of the injection plane,
surrounded by a cluster of 50 secondary injectors, evenly placed above and below
the matrix of primary injectors. Primary injectors transport liquid oxygen as
oxidizer in the inner ring and gaseous or liquid hydrogen as fuel in the outer ring
of each single coaxial injector. A matrix distribution is used in order to investigate
the interaction of the five flames as it is in full scale engines. The central element
is surrounded by the four neighboring elements, being the most representative for
investigation and shielded by the surrounding flames.
The secondary hydrogen injectors feed the chamber with gaseous hydrogen and
they are employed to cool the walls and the windows from the high temperatures
of the hot gases produced by the combustion process. Another important function
is the prevention of flow recirculation at the top and bottom of the chamber since
it would not be representative of the behavior of a full scale engine.
The window cooling system is hosted on the sides of the chamber to protect them
during experiments. The cooling is performed by film cooling using hydrogen.
Diagnostic instrumentation is a key feature for all experimental combustion
chambers. BKH provides a variety of instruments, ranging from dynamic pressure
sensors to optical diagnostics. The key data to monitor and detect combustion
instabilities are the acoustic measurements and flame response imaging as a result
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4 BKH Single Injector Modelling

Figure 4.4: BKH cut with manifolds. Oxygen is displayed in blue, primary
and secondary hydrogen in red and window cooling in purple. The
chamber volume is in orange.[15]

of the acoustic forcing. BKH features dynamic pressure sensors and optical
diagnostics with high sampling rates. Mass flow rates of the propellants, chamber
pressure and wall temperature are monitored to control the operating points. The
mass flow rates of the propellants are measured upstream of the propellants
manifolds by sensors mounted at the test bench. Assuming equal distribution of
propellants along the injectors and continuity between the manifold and the
injection plane, the properties and mass flow rates of each propellant at the
injection plane are computed. Static pressure sensors and thermocouples monitor
the chamber pressure at the top of the chamber under the secondary nozzle and
the wall temperature, respectively. This equipment ensures that the operating
point conditions are controlled and that the structural limits of the chamber are
not exceeded.
High frequency piezoelectric unsteady pressure sensors are employed to capture
the acoustic disturbance produced by the BKH acoustic excitation system. The
sensors are mounted on the surface at various locations on the walls and
propellant manifolds. The distribution of the dynamic pressure sensors is shown in
Figure 4.5. The dynamic pressure sensors are distributed in a way that the
acoustic field can be reconstructed by measuring the amplitudes and phase of the
disturbance at each sensor location. Where optical diagnostics is employed,
sensors PCCDYN7 and PCCDYN8 are not available since they are mounted on a
dummy window. The PSNDYN sensor is mounted to capture the disturbance
resulting from the excitation system downstream the secondary nozzle.
Acoustic disturbances which eventually propagates in the feed lines are monitored
by the sensors mounted in the propellant feed manifolds. The cooling system
features no pressure sensors and so no information is available about the acoustic
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Figure 4.5: Position of dynamic pressure sensors in BKH.[15]

propagation in the window cooling system.
The sampling rate of the sensors is 100 kHz. BKH resonant modes range from 2 to
5 kHz allowing more than 20 measurements recovered within the acoustic cycle.
The BKH optical access system with high-speed cameras is described more in
detail in Chapter 6 when dealing with OH* radiation modeling. Figure 4.6 and 4.7
show a concept of the BKH optical diagnostic setup and a sketch of how
line-of-sight measurement are displayed for an unexcited run of BKH. BKH tests
are performed at test bench P8 which is a French German cryogenic test facility at
the Institute of Space Propulsion in Lampoldshausen. A typical test sequence of
BKH starts with purging the combustion chamber with gaseous hydrogen in order
to avoid the presence of air during the test run. The propellants are then injected
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Figure 4.6: BKH optical diagnostics setup concept.[86]
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Figure 4.7: Line-of-sight optical data from a test run without acoustic excita-
tion [86]

into the chamber with a reduced mass flow rate and ignited. Shortly after the
ignition, the mass flow rates of the propellant are led to the target value of the test.
The tests typically run for 40 to 45 seconds. The operating point considered in
this work has a Ratio Oxidizer to Fuel (ROF) of 6 and chamber pressure (pcc) of
about 60 bar. This operating point is maintained for the whole test duration. The
excitation system is activated before the test start and the electric motor gives the
siren the speed corresponding to the specified excitation frequency of the test.
Once the chamber reaches the stable operating point, the siren speed is increased
to reach the excitation frequency desired for the excitation of the relevant resonant
mode of the chamber. Figure 4.8 shows a spectrogram of a test run at ROF=6,
pcc=60 bar produced by the signal captured by PCCDYN2, placed at the bottom
of the chamber as shown in Figure 4.5. The horizontal bands in the spectrum
show that resonant modes of BKH are weakly excited even when no acoustic
excitation is applied. This is due to combustion noise and turbulence phenomena.
At 2 kHz the acoustic excitation starts, being increased linearly with a rate of 80
Hz/s to excite each of the resonant modes during the test run, appearing as
diagonal lines in the spectrogram.
The raw pressure signal shows the highest amplitude of pressure oscillations
during the excitation of the 1T mode. When the excitation frequency matches a
resonant mode, high-speed optical cameras are triggered and register the flame
dynamics when the flame is subject to acoustic disturbance.

4.2 Numerical approach
RANS and URANS simulations described in this chapter and the whole work are
performed using the DLR in-house TAU code described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.8: Spectrogram and pressure signal registered by PCCDYN2 during
a test run at ROF=6 pcc=60 bar[15]
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The operating point conditions are described in Table 4.1

Property Value Unit
O2 injection temperature 127 K
H2 injection temperature 279 K
O2 Mass flow rate 113 g/s
H2 Mass flow rate 19 g/s
Chamber pressure 60 bar
ROF 6 -

Table 4.1: Values for the single injector configuration simulated operating
point. Mass flow rates are calculated for the single element.

As a first step, a RANS simulation was performed for both the domains considered
in this section, and used as starting solution for the URANS calculations where
acoustic pressure and velocity excitation were applied to describe the 1L and 1T
mode excitation, respectively. The excitation is applied by modulating the
boundary conditions in the region representing the combustion chamber volume.
The URANS simulations are used to study the response of the flame placed in the
central primary injector zone of BKH.
Unsteady simulations were setup using a dual time stepping Jameson type scheme,
with a physical time step of 5·10−6 s. A Cauchy convergence criterion was used to
stop the inner iterations once the convergence conditions were reached.
Figure 4.9 shows the 2D geometrical domain and the boundaries to investigate the
1L mode excitation of the single injector configuration. The 2D axisymmetric

(a) Geometry

Oxygen Inlet

Throttle Section

LOx Post

Hydrogen Inlet

Injection Plane

Side Boundary

Axisymmetry Axis

“Chamber“ Volume

End Boundary

(b) Boundaries prescribed in the domain.

Figure 4.9: Domain and boundaries of the 2D axisymmetric configuration.
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domain is chosen because the pressure fluctuations are imposed symmetrically with
respect to the flame as it is placed in a pressure antinode and velocity node. Under
this conditions, the imposed pressure excitation does not disturb the flame front at
the centerline and so the 2D approximation is justified at this stage. The LOx post
is included in the domain up to throttle of the manifold in order to investigate the
coupling between the LOx post and the representative chamber volume. Urbano
et al. [222] numerically investigated this phenomenon in LES simulations of BKD,
whereas Gröning identified the LOx post coupling [77] as the triggering
mechanism of self-excited instabilities in the same chamber. The throttle section is
then included in this study because it accelerates the flow coming from the oxygen
manifold, causing a consequent pressure drop and consequently decoupling the
domain considered here from the upstream injection system.
The hydrogen post is not included since hydrogen is considered here as an ideal
gas and thus it limits the applicability of the described model. This assumption
leads to errors in density and specific volume 3.8%. This value increases when
pressure raises and temperatures lower.
The domain has an axial extension of 120 mm, so that it extends slightly
downstream the length of the optical access window and the results can be
compared to experimental data. The radial dimension of 10 mm is chosen because
of the peculiar configuration of BKH. In fact the central flame is surrounded by
four neighboring flames and the distance between the inner and the outer flames
measured at the center of each flames measures 15 mm. The 10 mm radius ensures
that the representative element is contained in the domain when subject the
acoustic pressure disturbance.
Mass flow rate boundary conditions are prescribed at the oxygen and hydrogen
inlets. The axisymmetric boundary condition is applied to the centerline. The
LOx post and hydrogen post walls, post tips and injection plane are described by
an adiabatic viscous wall. An inviscid wall boundary condition is applied to the
upper boundary of the domain extending from the injection plane to the end of
the volume, so that no mass flow and velocity normal to the wall are present. At
the outlet, a farfield boundary condition is used. The farfield boundary condition
is set with density, temperature and mass fraction of the species described by the
chemistry model. Equilibrium temperature, density and mass fractions are
computed with the NASA software CEA [70, 239]. The farfield boundary
condition is applied in order to limit the size of the domain being the outlet
sufficiently downstream the flame front [11]. With the farfield boundary condition,
the flux across the boundary is calculated with the difference between the internal
flow state and the specified farfield state.
For URANS calculations, the farfield and inviscid wall boundary conditions are
replaced with a near-field boundary conditions which are modified at each time
step to impose the acoustic disturbance as described in Section 4.3. The near-field
boundary condition is analogous to the farfield one and it is defined by specifying
the thermodynamic state of the mixture at the surface where it is applied,
imposing a property distribution at the boundaries. For the nature of the
near-field boundary condition, the internal flow field follows the distribution at the
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Figure 4.10: Domain of 3D single injector configuration for the investigation
of the acoustic velocity disturbance [15].

boundaries, adapting at each time step. This allows to impose the acoustic
fluctuation on the numerical domain.
Modeling the 1T mode excitation of the single injector configuration followed the
same approach. The main difference lies in the choice of the domain. Here, a 3D
rectangular domain is chosen to correctly capture the response of the flame to the
transverse acoustic velocity excitation. In this case, the flame subject to transverse
acoustic velocity excitation flattens and retracts towards the injection plane. The
single coaxial injector is placed in a pressure node and velocity anti-node, so that
the post coupling is limited. This allowed to reduce the domain not including the
post into the computational domain. Figure 4.10 shows the domain geometry and
characteristics. Here, for the steady state calculations both side boundaries are
treated as inviscid walls and at Z = 0 and axsymmetric plane boundary condition
is imposed. The rest of the boundary conditions are the same as in the 2D setup.
The length of the domain is 120 mm for the same reason of the 2D configuration,
while is 25 mm wide and 50 mm high. These measures are used since they are
representative of the real dimensions of BKH, which contains the window cooling
system and the five flames. The dimensions of the domain also allow the flame not
to intersect the boundaries during the excitation process. URANS simulations are
performed following the same approach described for the 2D configuration,
replacing the side boundaries and the end boundary with near-field boundary
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of the disturbance profiles along the 2D domain.

conditions varied at each time step to impose the acoustic velocity excitation
described in Section 4.3.

4.3 Modelling excitation profiles
The acoustic disturbance is imposed over the mean pressure chamber value p as a
fluctuation p′ as p=p+p′.
In this work, in order to apply a realistic acoustic disturbance profile, not only a
constant pressure disturbance as done by Beinke [15] but also a velocity
fluctuation is imposed. The logic is the same as the pressure fluctuations, so that
v=v+v′ where v represents the mean velocity field and v′ the imposed fluctuation.
As described by Tonti et al., excitation profiles are imposed as:

p′ = Aeiωt (4.1)

v′ = i

ρω
∇p̂eiωt (4.2)

where p̂ is the real part of the pressure fluctuation signal and ω=2πf .
The velocity fluctuation starts about 1/4 after the beginning of the acoustic cycle,
describing the behavior as observed in the experiment, due to delayed response of
the flame to the traveling velocity disturbance triggered at the peak of the
acoustic pressure perturbation signal. The distribution of the pressure and axial
velocity disturbance along the 2D domain is shown in Figure 4.11. Assuming
isentropic expansion and compression of the gaseous mixture, the near-field
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boundary condition is applied at each time step to impose the desired acoustic
disturbance by specifying temperature, density, velocity and composition of the
mixture. The starting steady-state solution gives the values of the gas constant
and specific heats of the mixture.
The near-field boundary condition is built as follows. First the pressure at the
boundaries is specified. Then, the corresponding density is calculated using the
isentropic law for ideal gases. Successively, the ideal gas equation of state is used
to specify the temperature and the steady-state solution mixture composition is
assumed, which corresponds to the equilibrium composition where the combustion
product are mostly hydrogen and water vapor, with the mass fraction of each
species kept constant during the cycles.
This method has the advantage to be computationally cheap, but has some
limitations, as explained by Tonti et al. [218]. The mass injected in the domain
across the boundary has a specified mixture with properties given by the near-field
boundary condition imposed. Here the near-field boundary species distribution is
adapted from the steady-state solution, so the mass entering in the domain has the
same mixture composition as the steady-state solution, this meaning that an
a-priori approximation of the flow outside the boundary is used. The flow entering
in the domain during the pressure peak of the acoustic cycle is therefore not the
same as the one leaving the domain during the low pressure phase of the acoustic
cycle because gradients across the boundary are present. That is the reason why
the single injector configuration is more representative of a single injection element
isolated in a chamber full of combustion products.
The 1T mode excitation is simulated by modeling the transverse acoustic velocity
excitation of the flame. The perturbation is prescribed as a function of the height
of the chamber and the required amplitude of the pressure fluctuation at the wall,
as described in Beinke [15]:

p′ =
∣∣p′

wall

∣∣ sin
(yπ

H

)
eiωt (4.3)

To match the desired pressure, the transverse acoustic velocity disturbance is
imposed as follows:

v′ = i

ρω
∇P̂ eiωt =

= i

ρω
∇
( ∣∣p′

wall

∣∣ sin
(yπ

H

))
eiωt

(4.4)

which becomes
v′ = |p

′
wall|

2ρfH
cos
(yπ

H

)
ei(ωt+π/2) (4.5)

where H =200 mm, ρ = 2.71 kg/m3 is the value of the density for the equilibrium
mixture and f is the frequency of the imposed excitation.
The mesh used in the first part of this chapter is the same used by Beinke for both
the 1L and 1T mode excitation [15]. The last part of the chapter is dedicated to
the study of the effect of the mesh and boundary conditions of the results and
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then the mesh is described in detail there. For the sake of comprehension, here
only the main details of the mesh are given.
The fully unstructured mesh of the 2D domain consists in approximately 160 k
nodes with prismatic and tetrahedral elements, with a minimum size of 0.03 mm
in the shear layer which gradually increases to a maximum size of 0.5 mm
downstream at the end of the domain. The mesh is refined in the reaction zone in
order to correctly capture the shear layer where the ignition of the flame and the
combustion reaction takes place, between the oxidizer and fuel streams.
The fully unstructured mesh used for the 3D 1T mode simulation consists of 590 k
nodes, with a minimum element size of 0.08 mm in the shear layer which gradually
reach 2 mm downstream of the flame. A stretching factor of 1.2 is is used to
progressively decrease the size of the tetrahedral and prismatic elements used in
the mesh.
These values for both configurations were chosen after a mesh convergence study
which did not affect in a significant way the LOx core length and the flame
distribution across the computational domain.

4.4 Steady state results
The starting solution for the simulations of the 1L and 1T mode excitation is in
both cases a converged steady state solution. Here, the steady state fields for both
configurations are briefly described highlighting the main features of the steady
state fields.

4.4.1 2D steady-state field
Figure 4.12 shows the pressure distribution along the domain in the steady-state
solution. The pressure in the chamber has a value of 60.7 bar as prescribed by the
farfield boundary condition. A pressure drop along the throttle and the first part
of the LOx post of about 20% can be noticed, between x = -127 mm and x = 112
mm. This correctly reproduces the pressure drop which typically verifies when the
flow decelerates by the variation of the surface from a narrower to a wider volume.
Downstream x = -112 mm the pressure rises again and then tends to the same
value as in the representative chamber volume. Figure 4.13 show the distribution
of density, temperature, OH mass fraction and heat release, respectively. The
density distribution shows the length of the intact LOx core extending for about
64 mm downstream the injection plane. The combustion zone is indicated by the
OH mass fraction distribution, which surrounds the LOx core. The temperature
field is characterized by a small recirculation zone with relatively cold hydrogen
which extends until the upper boundary of the chamber volume near the corner of
the domain. Downstream of the flame front, the temperature is uniform
corresponding to the adiabatic flame temperature calculated by CEA and imposed
as a farfield boundary condition. The dissociation of water produced the peculiar
shape of the heat release distribution shown in Figure 4.13d. This phenomenon
occurs essentially in the hottest region of the flame. The maximum heat release is
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Figure 4.12: Steady-state pressure field in the 2D domain.

observed in the combustion zone in the shear layer between the LOx and H2
streams in a region close to the injection plane. Heat release is negligible
downstream the combustion region because chemical equilibrium is reached.
Looking at the OH mass fraction and heat release rate close to the injection plane,
the relation between the combustion zone identified via the OH mass fraction
distribution and the maximum values of the heat release can be seen. This is
shown in Figure 4.14. The flame is anchored to the tip of the LOx post between
the inlets of the oxygen and hydrogen streams. The color bar of the heat release
has been adjusted to highlight the values of the distribution.

4.4.2 3D steady state field
The 3D steady state field presents essentially the same flow field distribution of
the 2D configuration, as stated also by Beinke [15]. Figure4.15 shows the density,
OH mass fraction and temperature field. The values are shown for the center
plane at Z=0. The LOx core length measured at the isosurface ρ = 100 kg/m3

results in about 65 mm, slightly longer than in the 2D case. However, varying the
turbulent Schmidt number from 0.3 to 0.2, the LOx core length increases from 65
to about 70 mm, as shown in Figure 4.16.
The influence of the turbulent Schmidt number on flow fields and flames it is still
an open research topic, since there is still no agreement on which value has to be
set when running a CFD simulation and often best fitting values are used. Hwang
et al. [102] investigated the effect of varying the turbulent Schmidt number in a
LES simulation of a LOx/GH2 single injector rocket combustor, the ONERA
RCM-3. The turbulent Schmidt number was varied over a range of 0.2 to 0.8. The
best agreement with the experimental data from OH emission was found for Sct =
0.4 and 0.5 when comparing the inner flame surface size and the oxygen jet
contour distribution. In flows where the density varies both in longitudinal and
transverse direction, the Sct varies with the level of stratification of the flow and
affects mostly mass diffusivity so that with a lower Sct an increase of mass
diffusivity is observed. In this study, a Sct of 0.3 will be kept despite the better
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(a) Density

(b) Temperature

(c) OH mass fraction

(d) Heat release

Figure 4.13: Steady-state distribution of density (a), temperature (b), OH
mass fraction (c) and heat release (d) in the 2D domain.
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(a) OH mass fraction

(b) Heat release rate

Figure 4.14: OH mass fraction (a) and heat release rate (b) closeup.
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(a) Density

(b) OH mass fraction

(c) Temperature

Figure 4.15: Density (a), and OH mass fraction (b) and temperature (c) dis-
tribution in the 3D axisymmetric configuration.
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Figure 4.16: Isodensity surfaces at ρ =100 kg/m3 and ρ = 10 kg/m3 for
Sct =0.2 and Sct =0.3

agreement of Sct = 0.2 with the experimental data in order to have a more direct
comparison with the former work by Beinke [15]. In future work, variable
turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl number calculations should be foreseen, in order to
let the values adapt with the changes of the flow field in time-varying simulations.

4.5 1L mode excitation results
In this section, the response of the flame subject to 1L mode excitation of the
flame is investigated, considering a matrix of exciting conditions which provides
further insights into the flame response. In fact, BKH geometry is optimized to
study the response of the flame to the 1T mode excitation. The amplitude of the
longitudinal mode reached in the experiments is about 3% of pcc. Here, higher
amplitude disturbances are investigated to different frequencies. The range of
frequencies is chosen because it resulted to be of particular interest for BKH. The
resonant frequency of the chamber of the 1L mode is 3300 Hz, while the post
shows from experimental data a 1L mode frequency of 3400 Hz. In this work, the
purpose is to investigate the response of the chamber to acoustic pressure
disturbances of different amplitudes ranging from off-resonance conditions (3200
Hz) to resonant frequencies of the chamber (3300 Hz) and of the LOx post (3400
Hz). It can be considered as a first step towards a FTF for BKH, mapping the
flame response to several acoustic pressure disturbance profiles. Figure 4.17 shows
the pressure signals for the 3 bar amplitude of the acoustic pressure excitation for
f=3400 Hz for the entire physical time of the simulation. Figure 4.18 shows the
same pressure signal once the steady state fluctuations are reached.
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Figure 4.17: Pressure signal in the chamber axis at different locations for the
entire calculation time at f=3400 Hz.
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Figure 4.18: Pressure signal in the chamber axis at different locations for 3
bar amplitude at steady-state fluctuations for f=3400 Hz.
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Frequency (Hz)
Axial coordinate 3200 3300 3400

1.5 bar X = -100 mm +4.2% +5.0% +5.7%
X = -50 mm +3.0% +4.4% +5.4%

3 bar X = -100 mm +6.9% +8.2% +8.7%
X = -50 mm +5.3% +7.2% +7.8%

4.5 bar X = -100 mm +9.75% +10.7% +12.4%
X = -50 mm +7.6% +9.1% +11.5%

6 bar X = -100 mm +13.3% +14.3% +17.3%
X = - 50 mm +10.7% +12.9% +15.5%

Table 4.2: Deviation from the mean pcc at X = -100 mm and X = -50 mm
inside the LOx post at steady-state fluctuations for the different
amplitudes and frequencies of the applied disturbance.

The signals profiles for the different configurations are similar to each other.
Amplitude and frequencies change with the prescribed boundary conditions, but
the general behavior can be described as follows. Figure 4.17 shows that for the
first 2 ms of the excitation, the response of the LOx post at X < 0 is stronger than
the imposed disturbance, indicating the internal resonance of the post. In
off-resonance conditions at 3200 Hz, the difference in the amplitude oscillations
between X = -100 mm and X = -50 mm is higher than in the two resonant cases
once the steady state oscillations are reached. In particular, the amplitude of the
oscillations at the injection plane at X = 0 mm is comparable with the one
measured at X = -50 mm, showing only a slight time delay of about 1·10−4 s and
amplitude reduction of 1.2% of the mean peak-to-peak amplitude. For all the
three excitation frequencies, the signal in the LOx post at X = -100 mm is out of
phase with the other signals, indicating a resonance of the LOx post. At 3300 Hz,
where the resonant mode of the chamber is matched, spurious oscillations can be
identified at the pressure peak of each cycle at X = 50 mm, which coincides with
the tip of the flame. This spurious pressure oscillations are caused by the
axisymmetry boundary condition imposed as all the signals are taken on the axis,
as will be shown in Section 4.7.3.1. The same behavior, although attenuated can
be seen for the 3400 Hz frequency. When the resonant modes of the chamber and
the post are matched, the amplitude of the pressure oscillation grows at X = -100
mm and X = -50 mm, overcoming the amplitude of the imposed disturbance and
indicating a resonant conditions which increases the amplitude of the pressure
oscillations. Table 4.2 quantifies the difference of the signals in the post at the two
locations with respect to the mean pcc. The deviation from the mean pressure
signals increases regularly with increasing amplitude for the corresponding
frequency, with a difference of about 3% for each of the axial locations,
respectively.
Another important parameter for the study of combustion instabilities is the heat
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Figure 4.19: Volumetric integrated heat release rate at different amplitudes
for 3300 Hz excitation frequency.

Q(MW/m3)
3200 Hz 3300 Hz 3400 Hz Amplitude (%)1

1.5 bar 1.2196 1.2198 1.2182 6.5
3 bar 1.1952 1.1953 1.1978 12.5

4.5 bar 1.1646 1.1723 1.1718 18.3
6 bar 1.1253 1.1297 1.1296 29.2

Table 4.3: Mean volumetric heat release at steady state fluctuations.

release rate. Different levels of heat release rate are reached at different excitation
level. Figure 4.19 shows the evolution of the volume integrated heat release rate
over time for 3300 Hz, which is the resonant frequency of the chamber, for all the
four disturbance amplitudes.
For the different excitation amplitudes, the heat release rate fluctuations vary over
time until reaching steady state fluctuations. After an overshoot when starting the
excitation for all the four cases, the volumetric heat release rate tend to stabilize
and reach the limit cycle. It can be seen from Figure 4.19 that the steady state
fluctuations are reached around different mean values of the volumetric heat
release rate, with this value which decreases as the excitation amplitude increases.
At the same time, the amplitude of the fluctuations around the mean value
becomes higher as the acoustic disturbance level increases.
Table 4.3 summarizes the mean value of the volumetric heat release rate signal Q
for the different amplitudes of the signals at the different frequencies.

1Mean volumetric heat release at steady-state fluctuations and amplitude of the heat
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Qgain/Pgain

3200 Hz 3300 Hz 3400 Hz
1.5 bar 1.36 1.38 1.39
3 bar 1.39 1.38 1.35

4.5 bar 1.42 1.38 1.35
6 bar 1.65 1.56 1.55

Table 4.4: Ratio between gain of volumetric heat release rate and pressure
signals.

Q decreases with increasing amplitude of the disturbance for constant frequency
values. The highest values are reached when the excitation frequency matches the
resonant chamber mode, maintaining the same trend as pressure amplitude
fluctuations increase. This explains also the differences in the ratios between the
gain of the fluctuating heat release rate and pressure signals shown in Table 4.4.
The ratio is calculated as follows: once steady-state fluctuations are reached,
pressure and heat release rate fluctuations around the mean value are calculated.

p′ = ptot − p

q′ = qtot −Q
(4.6)

where ptot and qtot indicate the whole signal and p and Q represent the mean
values. Then, the root mean square of the fluctuations are calculated.

p′
rms =

√
(p′)2

q′
rms =

√
(q′)2

(4.7)

The gain of the signals is then derived.

Pgain = p′
rms

p

Qgain = q′
rms

Q

(4.8)

and finally the ratio Qgain/Pgain is obtained.
Table 4.4 shows that the ratio between heat release rate gain and pressure gain
decreases with increasing frequency for each amplitude of the pressure
disturbance, as was also shown by Noiray et al. [149]. For the same frequency, the
ratio varies between different levels of pressure amplitude fluctuations, showing the
highest ratio for 6 bar amplitude disturbance.
Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show the deformation of the LOx core at phase = π
for 1.5, 3, 4.5 and 6 bar at steady-state fluctuations for the minimum and the
maximum excitation frequency.
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(a) 1.5 bar

(b) 3 bar

(c) 4.5 bar

(d) 6 bar

Figure 4.20: Density distribution in the chamber volume for different ampli-
tudes at 3200 Hz.
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(a) 1.5 bar

(b) 3 bar

(c) 4.5 bar

(d) 6 bar

Figure 4.21: Density distribution in the chamber volume for different ampli-
tudes at 3400 Hz.
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Pressure amplitudes (bar) Excitation frequency (Hz)
3200 3300 3400

1.5 +0.97% +1.16% +1.37%
3 +1.52% +2.03% +2.62%
4.5 +1.15% +1.90% + 1.46%
6 +4.5% + 3.28% +4.35%

Table 4.5: Mean difference between the length of the LOx core at steady state
and for the different excitation conditions

The length of the LOx core, defined as the distance in which the dense LOx core
remains intact through the chamber, is slightly affected by the level of the
excitation, resulting in a slight stretch of the LOx core downstream. This happens
at the lowest part of the cycle, corresponding to the lower pressure condition.
With increasing amplitude of the perturbation the flame shows a stronger
wrinkling, presenting wave-like structures at the shear layer between the oxygen
and hydrogen streams as shown in Figure 4.20. The strongest fluctuations are
visible slightly downstream the injection plane. The amplitude of the ripples
decreases as the LOx core density decreases and penetrates into the chamber
volume. Increasing the frequency of the excitation increases the amplitude of the
wave-like structures with respect to the unperturbed field, as can be seen in the
comparison between Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21. Table 4.5 shows the percentage
variations of the length of the LOx core with respect to the value of the
steady-state configuration. A delay in the response of the LOx core to the
disturbance should anyway be considered, in a way that taking the values at the
pressure peak and trough are not necessarily the maximum and minimum values
of the LOx core length.
For the 4.5 bar and 6 bar cases, it can be seen that for the resonant frequency of
the chamber (3300 Hz), the variation of the length of the LOx core is lower than
for the other two examined frequencies. It is interesting to notice that in those
cases, the LOx core is slightly wider than in the cases at lower pressure amplitudes.
Moreover, before steady-state fluctuations are reached, a disruption of the LOx
core occurs for the 4.5 and 6 bar amplitudes of the pressure disturbance occurs.
When the minimum (negative) value of the axial velocity is reached, the LOx core
breaks up, forming a bubble which travels downstream and it is consumed before
reaching the end of the domain. When the amplitude of the imposed disturbances
is lower, this phenomenon is not observed and the LOx core remains intact. On
the other hand, axial velocity disturbance seems not to have any impact of this
phenomenon. Comparing the amplitude of the ripples at the shear layer with
previous simulations from Beinke [15], which imposed a uniform pressure
disturbance, no difference is shown and then it can be concluded that the impact
of the axial velocity on the amplitude of the wave-like structures is negligible.

release rate fluctuations around the steady-state value
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of OH mass fraction distribution at 6 bar 3200 Hz
excitation (top) and steady state solution (bottom)

The axial velocity disturbance has instead a visible impact of the OH mass
fraction distribution. Figure 4.22 shows the comparison between the steady-state
solution and the 6 bar 3200 Hz excitation frequency. This example has been
chosen because of the values of the stretch of the LOx core displayed in Table 4.5,
being the case where the greatest difference in the LOx core length with respect to
the steady-state length is observed. The color scale was adjusted to put stress on
the differences in the distribution.
The OH mass fraction distribution indicates the location of the flame. The length
of the flame is altered by the imposed disturbance, resulting in a stretching of 5%.
The farfield boundary condition imposed at the end boundary as described in
Section 4.3 together with the imposed acoustic velocity disturbance produces the
difference in the distribution between the steady state solution and the transient
solution. The flux is in fact forced from the end boundary, meaning that it acts to
push gas with a different OH mass fraction inside the flow field, thus causing the
discrepancy.
For the evaluation of the effect of the axial velocity disturbance on the flame
length, a comparison with previous results of Beinke [15] is necessary, since in this
simulation no axial velocity disturbance was included. Figure 4.23 shows the
comparison of the 3 bar 3400 Hz excitation frequency which was run also by
Beinke [15].
The axial velocity distribution has an impact on the flame length. When applying
a uniform pressure disturbance, the flame results to be longer and more stretched.
In fact, not only the length but also the volume in which the flame is contained
results to be thinner. Measuring the difference at the tip of the LOx core, the
solution without axial velocity forcing results to be 3.3% longer than with axial
velocity disturbance measured at the same phase π of the signal. For the 1.5, 4.5
and 6 bar the difference results to be about 2.1%.
A comparison of the axial distribution of some relevant quantities at the maximum
and minimum pressure amplitude of an acoustic cycle between the uniform
pressure disturbance and the realistic acoustic distribution gives further insights
into the differences between the two approaches. Figure 4.24 shows both
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of OH mass fraction distribution at 3 bar 3400 Hz ex-
citation with representative pressure disturbance including axial
velocity (top) and with uniform pressure disturbance (bottom)
[15]

approaches at a pressure maximum and Figure 4.25 shows the two distributions at
a pressure minimum.

(a) With axial velocity forcing (b) Without axial velocity forcing

Figure 4.24: Distribution of properties along the axis at the maximum of
acoustic pressure oscillation amplitudes at 3 bar 3400 Hz.

In both cases, the profile of the axial velocity shows visible differences. In
particular, the value of the axial velocity remains constant for the cases without
axial velocity forcing, whereas in the case where the forcing is present the value
fluctuates between 124 and 160 m/s. This has an impact on the density
distribution, which decreases more smoothly at the tip of the flame. The
temperature distribution does not show any difference between the two cases. The
pressure distribution along the axis shows less spurious oscillations in the case
with axial velocity forcing, mainly due to the different version of the TAU code
used for the simulations. Moreover, the value at the end of the domain results to
be higher than in the case without axial velocity forcing due to the different
pressure distribution applied in this work and described in Section 4.3. In the case
of constant pressure disturbance imposed, the value at the end of the domain
coincides with the maximum and minimum value of the amplitude of the
oscillation imposed, respectively. When the realistic distribution is imposed, the
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(a) With axial velocity forcing (b) Without axial velocity forcing

Figure 4.25: Distribution of properties along the axis at the minimum of
acoustic pressure oscillation amplitudes at 3 bar 3400 Hz.

value at the end of the computational domain remains constant and coincides with
the value of the mean chamber pressure obtained with the steady-state solution
and being more representative of the experimental data. Comparing the axial
distribution of the different values helps to explain and show how the flame is
affected from the different excitation profiles imposed, in particular the effects on
the length which is displayed by the density behavior. Density reaches the
minimum values at the location where the intact LOx core is not present anymore
and only combustion products are present in the domain. At about the same
location along the axis, the temperature suddenly raises as the combustion
reaction is completed.
Spurious pressure oscillations are less evident in the results of this work.. This
raised some questions about how the numerical setup of the simulation could
affect this aspect and this is the motivation to investigate the influence of the
geometry and boundary conditions on the simulation results. This will be
discussed in Section 4.7.

4.5.1 Comparison with experimental data

Reconstructed DMD images from Beinke [15] are used here for comparison with
the 1.5 bar amplitude of the perturbation. This choice is justified by the
observation in BKH experiment, where for the 1L mode excitation a maximum of
3% fluctuations about the mean pressure of the chamber are captured by the
experimental setup.
From the comparison, it can be seen that the amplitude of the ripples is
comparable with the experimental data for the same length and height of the
domain, although the intensity in the experimental images are normalized.
Different phase definition is used for the reconstruction of the acoustic modes with
respect to the numerical simulation results. Taking this difference into account,
the position, relative amplitude and spacing between the waves match with the
experimental data.
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(a) Phase 0 (b) Phase π

Figure 4.26: Reconstructed DMD images at different phases of the acoustic
cycle. LOx core in blue [15].

(a) Phase 0 (b) Phase π/4

(c) Phase 5/4π (d) Phase π

Figure 4.27: Density distribution at the same location of the shadowgraph im-
ages at different phases of the acoustic cycle for 1.5 bar pressure
excitation amplitude.
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4.6 1T mode excitation

The 1T mode excitation was run in this work to compare the results produced
with different version of the TAU code This is the reason why only one value for
the amplitude of the transverse velocity excitation was chosen for comparison with
previous results from Beinke [15]. Here, the amplitude of the disturbance
corresponding to 1.25% of the mean pressure chamber was chosen, the frequency
of the excitation was set at 4400 Hz as results from the experimental data for this
operating conditions in BKH. The pressure at the top and bottom of the chamber
present out of phase fluctuations, reproducing the structure of the 1T mode, while
the pressure along the centerline remains constant. The centerline of the
considered domain shows on the other hand a maximum peak of the transverse
velocity as the pressure gradient and the imposed velocity disturbance produce the
desired profile of the transverse excitation. Figure 4.28 shows the length of the
LOx core displaying density isosurfaces at ρ = 100 kg/m3 and 10 kg/m3 after ten
acoustic cycles.

A detailed analysis of the 1T mode single injector configuration excitation varying
the amplitude of pressure oscillations is provided by Beinke [15] and it is outside
the scope of this work. In order to further discuss the influence of the numerical
setup, an overview of the results is however needed. Figure 4.29 and 4.30 show the
pressure profiles at various locations together with the transverse velocity
measured at the centerline when a steady-state behavior is reached and the
integrated heat release rate over time.

As it is shown in Figure 4.29, the pressure at the centerline is not perturbed by
the excitation, whereas a 1T mode behavior is reproduced looking at the top and
bottom wall, where the two pressure signals are out of phase.
Details about the simulation of the 1T mode for the single injector configuration
under different excitation conditions can be found in Beinke [15]. However, a few
comments about the behavior of the LOx core are needed. The transverse acoustic
forcing causes both the transport and deformation of the LOx core, causing the
flattening and the retraction of the core towards the injection plane. As shown by
Beinke [15], when the intensity of the fluctuations increases, the LOx core results
to be shorter and flatter. The retraction is caused by the fact that the flattening
of the LOx core make its consumption more rapid than the surrounding hydrogen
stream. The stabilization of the LOx core is reached after several acoustic cycles
while it is still flattened and transported by the acoustic velocity.
High volumetric heat release rate is observed when oxygen is deflected into the
high velocity hydrogen stream. The frequency of the heat release rate fluctuations
has double the frequency of the imposed acoustic disturbance and it fluctuates
twice per acoustic cycle, with a phase shift of π/4 with respect to the pressure
fluctuations both at the top and bottom of the numerical domain, matching the
behavior observed for the 1L mode excitation.
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(a) XY plane

(b) XZ plane

Figure 4.28: Density isosurfaces at 10 and 100 kg/m3 after ten acoustic cycles
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4.6 1T mode excitation

Figure 4.29: Pressure and transverse velocity profiles at various locations over
time at steady-state fluctuations.

Figure 4.30: Integrated heat release rate for the 1T mode excitation.
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4.7 Influence of the numerical setup

In this section, the influence of the numerical setup on the simulation results is
investigated, namely the geometry and mesh used for the simulations. The
necessity of this study comes from the results shown in Section 4.5. Figure 4.18,
4.24 and 4.25 show some spurious pressure oscillations at the tip of the flame
along the axisymmetry axis. This raised the question if the numerical setup, and
in particular the axisymmetry boundary condition used for both the 1L and 1T
mode excitation could have an important influence on the results. In the next
sections, the configurations used for this investigation are presented, highlighting
the differences with the previously shown configurations and comparing the results
for both the 1L and 1T mode excitation.

4.7.1 Numerical setup: domain and mesh

The boundary conditions for both the 1L and 1T mode excitation were kept the
same, except for the axisymmetry boundary conditions which was removed to use
3D configurations for the single injector modelling. Figure 4.31 shows the two
geometries used for the 1L and 1T mode excitation investigations for the influence
of the boundary conditions on the results.
For the 1L mode investigation, two different 3D mesh setups were used, a fully
unstructured and a hybrid mesh. For the 1T mode investigation, the steady-state
solution was calculated both with a hybrid and a fully unstructured mesh, whereas
the excitation results were calculated only on the full box unstructured mesh. This
was done because in particular for the 1T mode excitation, a particular stress was
placed only on the influence of the axisymmetry boundary condition used. Figure
4.32 shows the hybrid mesh configurations used for the simulations.
For the pressure excitation simulation, the fully unstructured mesh has 0.8M
nodes, whereas the hybrid configuration has 0.7M nodes. Two hexahedral blocks
are used in the structured/unstructured mesh, one in the LOx post and one in the
flame zone. The two blocks are connected with an unstructured zone with the
same mesh density as the 2D configuration. This was done in order to achieve a
good resolution of the shear layer and to save computational resources due to the
lower number of nodes provided by the hybrid configuration. The hybrid mesh for
the velocity excitation consists of 1.0M nodes and the structured blocks
configuration is shown in Figure 4.32b. The radius of the blocks is progressively
increased since at the end of the flame a high resolution as in the flame zone is not
necessary and this helps saving computational time. The resolution in the flame
zone is higher, with a length of the structured cell of 0.4 mm near the injection
plane which progressively decreases in order to arrive at the same final dimension
of the cell provided in the axisymmetric configuration. The other mesh used for
the investigation is the fully unstructured mesh, which is identical to the half
domain mesh but mirrored about the axsymmetry axis, consisting of 1.2M nodes.
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(a) 1L domain

(b) 1T domain

Figure 4.31: 3D domain for 1L mode (a) and 1T mode (b) simulation.
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(a) 1L domain

(b) 1T domain

Figure 4.32: Hybrid meshes for 1L mode (a) and 1T mode (b) simulation.
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2D 3D hybrid 3D unstructured
LOx core length at ρ = 10 kg/m3 (mm) ≈64 ≈60 ≈56
LOx core length at ρ = 100 kg/m3 (mm) ≈62 ≈56 ≈53
L/D ≈18 ≈16 ≈15

Table 4.6: LOx core length measured at different densities and L/D ratio for
the cylindrical configuration.

4.7.2 Steady state results
The influence of the numerical setup can be seen already when comparing data
such as the length of the LOx core between the different configurations. In
particular, when comparing the pressure excitation configuration, the difference
between the 2D and 3D geometries is evident. Figure 4.33 shows the LOx core
length for ρ = 10 and 100 kg/m3. The 2D results are interpolated on a 3D domain
to make it comparable with the new 3D geometries. The isosurfaces are shown at
the centerplane.
Table 4.6 summarizes the results shown in Figure 4.33. L denotes the jet length,
whereas D indicates the diameter of the core measured at the injection plane.
The 2D configuration features the longest and thinnest core, as indicated by the
L/D ratio. The shortest core is the one obtained with the 3D fully unstructured
mesh, whereas the hybrid mesh shows a slightly longer LOx core. This is due to
the different geometry of the elements used for the mesh. The hybrid mesh in fact
has hexahedral elements in the structured zone and the fully unstructured mesh
presents tetrahedral elements in the same zone, which corresponds to the zone
containing the flame. The tetrahedral elements are particularly suited for complex
geometries, but they have the drawback to introduce distortion in the mesh when
the shape function is integrated with Gauss points. This does not happen with
hexahedral elements since they feature a central symmetry. Anyway, the global
solution accuracy for Euler equations should remain second order because the
possible loss in accuracy can occur at the boundaries of the cell and the first order
error terms tends to cancel each other when averaged over several elements. In
viscous regions, second order derivatives play a significant role and canceling of
first order truncation error could not occur. In this case, it will be necessary to
maintain central symmetry of the control volumes in boundary layer regions when
solving the Navier-Stokes equations [182]. This means that when dealing with
strong gradients, as in shear layers and boundary layers, it is better to use
hexahedral elements. This is shown in particular in Figure 4.34, where the shear
layer between the oxidizer and fuel stream is displayed for the three meshes
downstream of the injection plane. Although the number of nodes being less than
in the fully unstructured meshes, the resolution of the shear layer is not affected
and a smoother transition to the fully developed flame is observed.
Another aspect which has to be mentioned is the spread of the flame in the
transverse direction. The flame results to be slightly wider for the 3D geometries,
since in this case there is the possibility for the flux to spread laterally. This
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(a) 2D domain

(b) Unstructured 3D domain

(c) Hybrid 3D domain

Figure 4.33: Density isosurfaces at ρ= 10 and 100 kg/m3. The 2D solution
is interpolated on a 3D domain to make the results immediately
comparable.
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underlines the fact that also geometric effects, and not only mesh configurations,
have an influence on the topology of the solution. This is also true when dealing
with turbulence: mixing and diffusion are never purely 2D phenomena, so 3D
models take into account diffusion phenomena by the transport terms of
turbulence equations.

(a) 2D domain (b) Unstructured 3D domain

(c) Hybrid 3D domain

Figure 4.34: Shear layer close up for the three meshes downstream of the
injection plane. OH mass fraction is used to identify the shear
layer zone.

The same considerations can be done when comparing the transverse velocity
excitation configurations. Figure 4.35 shows the comparison between the density
isosurfaces of the half domain, the fully unstructured mirrored domain and the full
domain with the hybrid mesh and Table 4.7 summarizes the main features of the
three jets. The hybrid mesh configuration shows a slightly longer LOx core, as a
consequence of the same considerations done for the cylindrical geometry. No
substantial difference is observed between the half domain and full 3D
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unstructured domain for the steady-state solution in terms of LOx core length.
In the next section, the results of the unsteady simulation both for the 1L and 1T
simulation will be presented, together with a comparison of the most relevant
quantities to underline the importance of the geometrical difference in terms of
study of the acoustic response of the flame.

Half domain 3D hybrid 3D unstructured
LOx core length at ρ = 10 kg/m3 (mm) ≈65 ≈70 ≈65
LOx core length at ρ = 100 kg/m3 (mm) ≈63 ≈68 ≈63
L/D ≈18.5 ≈20 ≈18.5

Table 4.7: LOx core length measured at different densities and L/D ratio for
the box configuration.

4.7.3 Excitation results
In this section, the comparison of the results of the different configurations when
applying the 1L and 1T excitation profiles is shown. For the 1L excitations, two
different frequencies are considered, 3200 Hz and 3400 Hz. For the 3200 Hz
frequencies, the calculations have been performed for the 2D configuration, the
hybrid and the unstructured mesh, while for the 3400 Hz only the 2D and 3D fully
unstructured configurations are shown. For the 1T configuration, the excitation
frequency is 4400 Hz. Both excitation profiles feature an amplitude of the pressure
oscillations of 1.8% of the mean pressure of the chamber.
In Section 4.5 the evolution of the pressure signal in time and the pressure field
were described, showing spurious pressure oscillations along the axisymmetric axis.
Here, a comparison of the pressure signal evolution in time along the axis at the
tip of the flame is made, comparing the signals of the three configurations at 3200
Hz for the 2D geometry, the 3D hybrid mesh and the fully unstructured grid. The
time step used for the unsteady simulation of the 3D cases is the same as the one
used in the 2D simulations. The goal of the comparison is to understand the origin
of the spurious pressure oscillations and understand why they are present in the
2D and axisymmetric simulations, whereas they do not appear when using a 3D
geometry.

4.7.3.1 1L mode excitation
In this section, an excitation profile is imposed on the steady state solution of the
full 3D configurations and compared with the results of the 2D simulations
presented in Section 4.5. Figure 4.36 shows the signal measured at the tip of the
flame, which corresponds to x=50 mm, on the location of the symmetry axis for
the 2D configuration, y = 0 and z = 0 mm for the 3D geometries. The amplitude
of the signal is reproduced for the three configurations and does not vary with
respect to the imposed amplitude. However, the spurious pressure oscillations
which are present in the 2D configuration are not present in the 3D cases, both
with hybrid and unstructured mesh.
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(a) Half box

(b) Full box hybrid mesh

(c) Full Box unstructured mesh

Figure 4.35: Density isosurfaces at ρ= 10 and 100 kg/m3 for the box config-
uration.
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Figure 4.36: Pressure signal at steady-state fluctuations for the three config-
urations at the tip of the flame, x=50 mm (Amplitude 3 bar,
frequency 3200 Hz).
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Figure 4.37: Pressure signal at steady-state fluctuations for the 2D and 3D
unstructured configuration at the tip of the flame, x=50 mm
(Amplitude 3 bar, frequency 3400 Hz).

Figure 4.37 shows the comparison of the pressure signal over time for an
amplitude of the oscillations of 3 bar at a frequency of 3400 Hz for the 2D and the
3D unstructured configuration at the same location of the signal plotted in Figure
4.36. Also here, it can be seen that spurious pressure oscillations are present on
the symmetry axis for the 2D simulation. This gives an indication of the fact that
the axisymmetry boundary condition is the main cause of the spurious numerical
pressure oscillations observed on the axis at the tip of the flame.
The BKH flame presents a typical behavior when subject to the 1L mode
excitation with the occurrence of wave-like structures on the flame surface. Figure
4.38 shows the density field after 10 ms, when steady-state fluctuations are
reached, corresponding to 16 acoustic cycles at 3200 Hz. The black lines delimiting
the different regions are isolines used to compare the regions with different density.
The 2D configuration features the longest LOx core with a penetration inside the
chamber of ≈ 65 mm. The 3D geometries present a shorter LOx core, where the
hybrid configuration measures about 62 mm and the unstructured configuration
about 58 mm. The hybrid mesh captures the phenomenon of the formation of the
ripples, although the shear layer is smoother than in the 2D geometry due to the
numerical damping given by the hexahedral block. The unstructured mesh
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Figure 4.38: Comparison of the density field after 16 acoustic cycles for the
three configurations.

2D 3D hybrid 3D unstructured
Difference of mean value 1 +17.4% +3.4% +3.5%
Relative at steady state fluctuations (peak-to-peak) reference +6% +6%

1 Compared to initial steady state solution.

Table 4.8: Heat relase rate fluctuations at p′=3 bar f=3200 Hz.

features a considerably shorter LOx core, presenting the detachment of pockets of
oxygen inside the core itself, clearly visible at x = 18 mm.
Heat release rate is a key variable in the study of high frequency combustion
instabilities and thus the correct prediction of this value in CFD simulation has a
fundamental importance, considering also that heat release rate is not
experimentally measurable. In this work, the comparison of the volumetric heat
release rate from the different configurations is made in order to assess how the
setup of the simulations can influence the values of this key variable.
Figure 4.39 shows the steady-state fluctuations of the integrated heat release rate
for 3 bar amplitude at the frequency of 3200 Hz and the results are summarized in
Table 4.8.
At steady-state fluctuations, both the 3D solutions shows an amplitude of the heat
release rate fluctuations considerably higher than in the 2D case. This can be
explained again by the use of the axisymmetric boundary condition. The
axisymmetric boundary condition in TAU is implemented as a first order
boundary condition, whereas the solver implements a second order spatial
reconstruction. A first order upwind scheme uses one upstream point for the
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Figure 4.39: Comparison of the volumetric heat release rate for three different
configurations at steady-state fluctuations.
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computations, assuming the face values being identical to the cell values. A second
order upwind scheme uses two upstream points and Taylor series are used to
evaluate the values at the cell interface from the solution obtained at cell centroid,
resulting in higher accuracy, as shown by Tonti et al. [217]. This difference is
relevant when calculating values which have to be integrated over a volume, and
can lead to an underestimation of the integrated heat release rate.
The same behavior can be seen also for higher frequencies as for f=3400 Hz, where
the difference between steady-state fluctuations of the 2D configuration and both
3D configurations still presents a difference of 6%. This is an indication that there
is a systematic discrepancy,due to the use of the axisymmetric boundary condition.

4.7.3.2 1T mode excitation
The same approach used in Section 4.7.3.1 is employed to study the influence of
the geometry and boundary conditions for the transverse excitation.
When subject to transverse velocity excitation, the flame features a typical
behavior: it flattens, spreading laterally, and retracts towards the injection plane.
In this case, only the comparison between the half box and the full box both with
fully unstructured mesh was made, in order to focus on the effect that the
axisymmetric boundary condition has and isolating it from mesh effects.
Figure 4.40 shows the comparison of the density isosurfaces for the half and the
full domain. The shape and the length are comparable at ρ=10 kg/m3, while the
full domain configuration shows a shorter core at ρ=100 kg/m3. In the full domain
configuration the core looks slightly wider, and the shape of the density isosurface
at ρ=100 kg/m3 is rounder than in the half domain. The effect of the
axisymmetric boundary condition can be seen in this difference of shape in the
inner part of the core, which is smoother.
The most important difference between the configurations can be seen in the
integrated variables, as shown in Figure 4.41 and 4.42.
Looking at Figure 4.41, the behavior of the two curves is similar in the first 1 ms.
After that, the two curves starts to shows different slopes, where the full domain
results to reach the peak concentration shortly before the half domain, although
the peak value is the same, corresponding to 5.25x10−5. Then, the curves assume
here a different behavior: the one representing the full domain tends to stabilize
shortly after towards a value of 4.83x10−5, whereas the half domain tends to the
value of 4.74x10−5, showing still a decrease towards slightly lower values and with
a linear decrease. The full domain shows instead a parabolic decrease. This
underlines once again the difference which exists between the axisymmetric
boundary condition and the full domain.
Another important aspect which was already discussed for the cylindrical
configuration in Section 4.7.3.1 is the difference in the volumetric heat release rate.
Figure 4.42 shows the two signals over time for the full and the half domain during
the entire simulation (a) and at steady-state fluctuations reached (b). Also here,
the difference in the values is considerable. Table 4.9 summarizes the values shown
in Figure 4.42.
The volumetric heat release rate fluctuations results to be higher in the full domain
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Figure 4.40: Comparison of density isosurfaces at ρ=100 and 10 kg/m3 after
ten acoustic cycles.

Half domain Full domain
Difference of mean value 1 +1% +6.2%
Relative at steady state fluctuations (peak-to-peak) reference +3%
1 Compared to initial steady state solution.

Table 4.9: Heat release rate fluctuations for the half and full domain during
1T mode excitation.
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Figure 4.41: OH partial density integrated over the domain for the half and
the full domain.

(a) Entire signal (b) Steady state fluctuations

Figure 4.42: Volumetric heat release rate for the half and the full domain.
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both in terms of mean value and at steady-state fluctuations reached. At steady
state, the shape of the signal is essentially the same, whereas at the time where the
maximum heat is released, the full domain captures more peaks than the half box.
Here, is fundamental to mention that for the full domain all the boundary
conditions are kept the same, except for the elimination of the axisymmetric
boundary condition. This was removed by simply mirroring the geometry and
taking the same mesh of the half domain. This means that the different values
obtained for the two simulations are to be charged to the use of the axisymmetric
boundary condition.

4.8 Summary
This chapter presented single injector simulations representative of the central
injector of the BKH combustor in order to investigate different phenomena taking
place when different excitation conditions are applied. Starting from a simple and
relatively inexpensive 2D axisymmetric computation, the acoustic response of the
BKH element subject to pressure excitation was studied, building a matrix of
excitation conditions ranging from off-resonance to resonant conditions for the
LOx post and the chamber. Here, together with a pressure excitation, also an
axial velocity forcing is considered in order to build more realistic acoustic
excitation conditions. With increasing frequency and amplitude of the applied
excitation, the wave-like structures of the shear layer become more pronounced
and the wavelength shorter. With increasing amplitude of the oscillations, the
LOx core tends to stretch.
Beinke [15] conducted the same analysis for the 1T mode excitation, which
corresponds to a velocity excitation, using an axisymmetric domain although three
dimensional to capture the spanwise spreading of the LOx core, which is
characteristic for this kind of excitation system. Here, the calculations are shortly
presented for an amplitude of the disturbance corresponding to 1.25% of the mean
pressure chamber with a new version of TAU, as an introduction for the next
section.
In fact, some spurious pressure oscillations along the symmetry axis and plane for
2D and 3D simulations, respectively, are observed the tip of the flame, and the
cause of this spurious oscillations had to be investigated. This led to a change of
the setup of the simulations, in particular removing the axisymmetric boundary
condition. In the 1L mode excitation case, the use of a hybrid mesh and a
revolution of the domain of 360° around the x-axis led to the suppression of these
spurious oscillations, identifying the cause in the symmetry boundary conditions.
Moreover, a quantitative difference in the volumetric heat release rate was shown:
the axisymmetric boundary condition leads to an underprediction of the peak and
mean values. This is particularly important when investigating high frequency
combustion instabilities, where the heat release rate is a key quantity as
underlined by the Rayleigh criterion.
The same behavior was observed when studying the 1T mode excitation, here only
considering the mirroring of the domain, without changing the mesh but only
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doubling it. Also here, the integrated quantities such as OH partial density and
heat release rate showed a quite different behavior, leading to the conclusion that
the axisymmetric boundary condition should be avoided not only in TAU, but
more in general when the implemented boundary conditions in the code have
numerical schemes with different numerical orders with respect to the numerical
scheme used to solve the field, in order not to have an underestimation of the key
values when studying instabilities in a rocket combustor.
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The experiment presented in this chapter aims to investigate how the external
excitation system of BKH can be effectively modelled. Chapter 4 investigated the
behavior of the flame in a single injector configuration when subject to an imposed
pressure and velocity profile, defined mathematically and substituting precise
values at each time step of the simulation. Here, the purpose is to model the
secondary nozzle excitation system in order to get closer to a realistic excitation
profile which takes into account not only the pressure disturbance but also the
geometric details of the toothed wheel. In this case, it is worth to spend some
words about the different acoustic excitation systems which produce the acoustic
disturbance which in turn propagates inside the combustion chamber.
Experimental combustors which use an external acoustic excitation system are
typically stable, and the external excitation system is used to study the effects of
the disturbance at different operating conditions for the combustion processes. In
cold flow tests, combustion is not present and the acoustic excitation can be
produced with electronic actuators. Cheroudi et al. [30, 31] studied nitrogen jets
at sub- and supercritical pressure conditions under acoustic excitation using a
piezo-siren acoustic excitation system. Anyway, the disturbance produced by a
system consisting of a nozzle and a siren wheel has not been studied in detail yet.
The purpose of this kind of systems is to produce a smooth sinusoidal signal, but
this is in contrast to what is observed in the experiments. Limited experimental
data have been collected to describe the flow field near a nozzle and siren wheel
system and further analysis of experimental data requires understanding of the
acoustic disturbance perturbing the study element. Furthermore, the disturbance
applied to simulated flames should be representative of that in the experiment in
order to recover a realistic flame response. Therefore, determining the actual
amplitude and profile of the disturbance is quite critical.
Here, a new boundary condition representing the siren which interrupts the flow
through the secondary nozzle is employed on a cold flow test case from BKH. The
experimental data will be shortly presented in the next section, followed by the
numerical setup of the simulation. Then, the numerical results will be shown,
together with a comparison with previous numerical simulations which used a
different approach and with experimental data.

5.1 Experimental data and numerical setup
Figure 5.1 shows the spectrogram of a cold flow check of BKH, where the dynamic
pressure signal is recorded by a sensor placed at the bottom wall of the
combustion chamber at the opposite location with respect to the secondary nozzle.
The horizontal bands in the spectrogram indicate the resonant modes of the
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Figure 5.1: Spectrogram of dynamic pressure data from BKH cold flow test
and dynamic pressure data.

chamber, which are weakly excited during the test. The 1T mode excitation
frequency is about 3400 Hz.
The amplitude of the acoustic disturbance increases when its frequencies match
the resonant modes of the chamber. At 20 sec, the 1T mode of the chamber is
excited. Overtones are also visible, indicating that the profile of the excitation is
not perfectly sinusoidal and produces disturbances at certain frequencies. This is
shown in Figure 5.2, which represent the dynamic pressure signal recorded at the
secondary nozzle sensor position.
From the recorded data, it can be seen that the signal is highly non-linear. The
profile is steep and it also does not oscillate symmetrically around zero. The high
pressure part of the cycle looks smoother than the lower part, which presents a
secondary peak. This secondary peak indicates the first overtone of the excitation
frequency.
The experimental data provided are the basis for the setup of the numerical
simulation. The goal of the analysis was to implement and validate the siren
boundary condition, which is an extension of the exit pressure outflow boundary
condition already implemented in TAU. In order to investigate the results
produced with the application of the new boundary condition, a simplified,
BKH-like geometry was used, with a configuration which features a single dummy
injector but with equivalent mass flow of gaseous hydrogen as in the experimental
setup. A symmetry boundary condition could be used here, since combustion is
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Figure 5.2: Dynamic pressure oscillations at secondary nozzle location from
experimental data during 1T mode excitation.

not present and no effects on the calculation of heat release rate, relevant when
combustion phenomena take place, have to be taken into account. Moreover, this
allows to exploit the vertical symmetry of BKH reducing the computational costs.
The mesh is fully unstructured, with 93 K nodes. Both the main and the
secondary nozzle are cut at the throat since the flow is choked. Figure 5.3 shows
the geometry and mesh used to perform the calculations, Table 5.1 summarizes
the operating conditions.

Property Value Unit
Hydrogen Temperature 295 K
Chamber pressure 30 bar
Hydrogen mass flow rate 1.3 kg/s

Table 5.1: Operating conditions for the cold flow load point.

First, a steady state solution was calculated, with both exit pressures at the
nozzles outlet set to ambient conditions. Then, once a steady flow field was
reached, the siren excitation was applied.
The siren boundary condition specifies the geometrical details of the toothed
wheel, namely length of the teeth and gaps, and the velocity of the siren, which in
this case is set to be in the x direction. These two physical quantities specify the
frequency of the excitation as f [Hz]=u [m/s]/(gap + block)[m]. The length of the
siren gap and block are set to be the same, corresponding to be 0.01 m and the
velocity is set to 72.3 m/s to match the experimental frequency of the 1T mode.
The signal is set as sinusoidal, but the specification of the geometric details of the
siren (gap and block length of the teeth) and the specification of velocity of the
toothed wheel allow to reproduce the passage of the toothed wheel on the nozzle
outlet. This represents a step forward with respect to the previous approach
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Figure 5.3: Simplified BKH geometry used for preliminary testing of the siren
boundary condition.

followed by Beinke [13, 14], where two different excitation profiles were used. One
represented a open-closed condition, the other one was a purely sinusoidal signal
which did not take into account the geometrical specification of the teeth of the
siren nor the velocity of the wheel itself.
Initially, a time step of 5.0x10−6 s for the transient simulation was set, leading to
an under-resolved signal which did not capture the pressure oscillations with
satisfactory accuracy. The time step size has been then changed to 5.0x10−7 s.
In the next section, numerical results are presented and compared both with
experimental data and previous numerical results.

5.2 Numerical results
The previous numerical results used for comparison is the open-closed boundary
condition from Beinke [13, 14]. The motivation for this choice is the better
agreement with the experimental data with respect to the sinusoidal boundary
condition. The limit cycle was reached in this case after 3 ms. The numerical
setup used in this work led to a longer physical time until the limit cycle was
reached, 7 ms. Figure 5.4 shows the pressure signals extracted at the top and
bottom wall sensors for the whole calculation (a) and when steady state
fluctuations are reached (b).
The typical 1T mode behavior is retrieved by the simulation. The top and bottom
wall pressure signals are out of phase. The signal taken at the top wall sensor
shows slightly lower amplitudes with respect to the bottom wall pressure signal,
with a peak-to-peak value of the oscillations of 10% of the mean chamber pressure,
whereas the bottom wall sensor registers a peak-to-peak amplitude of 12.5%.
Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of the dynamic pressure recorded at the top and
bottom wall sensors for the experimental data, the previous open-closed boundary
condition and the new boundary condition at steady state fluctuations. The signal
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(a) Whole signal (b) Steady state fluctuations

Figure 5.4: Pressure signal at the top and bottom wall sensors during 1T
mode excitation.

extracted from experimental data is dynamic pressure, expressed in percentage of
the mean chamber pressure. For the comparison with numerical results, this
physical variable has been chosen.
It can be seen that the new boundary condition recovers the signal shape and
amplitude better than the open/closed boundary condition previously employed
by Beinke [13]. In particular, the largest error can be observed in the upper part
of the dynamic pressure oscillations for the bottom wall sensors, where the
discrepancy of the experimental and numerical data reaches the 24% for the
PCCDYN2, placed at x=7.0 mm and y=-100.0 mm. For the top wall sensors, the
largest discrepancy is observed for PCCDYN5 at x=230.0 mm and y=100 mm,
where the maximum value is 44% higher than in the experiment. These
discrepancies can be explained by the simplified configuration employed for the
simulation. The setup used does not include all the injection elements, and all the
hydrogen is injected though a single dummy injector with an equivalent mass flow.
These can lead to a different distribution of the hydrogen through the chamber,
leading to different values in particular in the zones which are far from the
injection plane, which are the zones where the sensors which register a higher
discrepancy are placed. The general trend however, shows a better agreement of
the the data produced by the new boundary condition in terms of shape and
amplitude for the sensors which are closer to the injection plane.
The same comparison can be made with data from the secondary nozzle sensor.
Figure 5.6 shows the comparison of the dynamic pressure recorded at the
secondary nozzle sensor for the experimental data, the open/closed boundary
condition and the new boundary condition.
Also here, the new boundary condition shows a discrepancy in the amplitude of
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(a) Experimental data (b) Open/closed boundary condition

(c) New boundary condition

Figure 5.5: Comparison of dynamic pressure signals at top and bottom wall
sensors.
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(a) Experimental data (b) Open/closed boundary condition

(c) New boundary condition

Figure 5.6: Comparison of dynamic pressure signals at secondary nozzle sen-
sor.
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the signal which results to be 20% higher than in the experiment. However, the
shape is well recovered, showing also a small peak comparable to the one shown in
the experimental data at the bottom part of cycle. The open/closed boundary
condition, on the other hand, shows a discrepancy both in the amplitude, with an
overprediction of about 30%, and in the shape of the signal. The open/closed
boundary condition shows sharp peaks both at the top and bottom of the cycle,
with a steep profile of the disturbance. Also the small peak shown in the
experimental data is not well recovered from the open/closed boundary condition,
which shows a sharper and higher peak which is not present in the new boundary
condition simulation. The distribution of the dynamic pressure field at the
maximum and minimum phase of the acoustic cycle is shown in Figure 5.7. The
typical 1T mode pressure distribution is shown in the figure, with the nodal line
along the axial coordinate if the domain. The maximum and minimum pressure
alternates at the top and bottom of the chamber, showing a structure which
matches well the experimental data. The discrepancy in the amplitude of the
signal can be due to the fact that in the numerical simulation, no space between
the siren and the nozzle exit is considered, whereas the experimental setup
features a gap which ranges from 0.05 and 0.1 mm depending on the test case
considered. This means that there is not a part of the flow which exits the
secondary nozzle and no pressure losses are taken into account, resulting then in
higher pressure recorded from the sensor.

(a) 90° (b) 270°

Figure 5.7: Normalized dynamic pressure distribution at different phases of
the cycle.

Figure 5.8 and 5.9 show the Fast Fourier Transform of a sample of 2 ms of the
dynamic pressure signal for the bottom wall sensor and the secondary nozzle
sensor.
It can be seen that the frequency of the signal is well recovered both by the
open/closed boundary condition and the new boundary condition. The excitation
profile is also well recovered, especially in terms of relative amplitude of the peaks.
In particular, Figure 5.9 shows that the new boundary condition recovers the
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Figure 5.8: FFT of the dynamic pressure signal of the bottom wall sensor.

Figure 5.9: FFT of the dynamic pressure signal of the secondary nozzle sensor.
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shape of the signal better than the open/closed boundary condition, despite the
amplitude of the signal results higher. At frequencies about 7 kHz, the relative
amplitude of the peaks is exactly matched by the new boundary condition, with
overtones which are also correctly captured. A noticeable difference can be seen on
the other hand on the open/closed boundary condition, where the shape of signal
significantly deviates from the reference experimental data, resulting also here in a
higher amplitude of the signal and in a different shape at higher frequencies.
As already stated by Beinke [13], the second peak in the pressure signal recorded
at the secondary nozzle sensor location corresponds to the peak the pressure signal
of Figure 5.7 (a). When the pressure applied at the secondary nozzle exit plane is
low compared to the chamber pressure and when the transition from subsonic to
sonic flow takes place, this behavior is expected. The new boundary condition
reproduces this phenomenon and gives better quantitative and qualitative results
with respect to the open/closed boundary condition.
In this case, the pressure for the cold flow experiment is about 30 bar with a
critical pressure of gaseous hydrogen which corresponds to approximately 15.8 bar.
The pressure at the exit of the secondary nozzle is atmospheric. When part of
secondary nozzle is not closed by the passage of the teeth of the siren, the flow
experiences the transition to sonic. When the flow is instead interrupted by the
teeth, the pressure rises again and the flow becomes subsonic. The pressure rise at
the secondary nozzle sensor location is reasonably explained by the transition of
the flow from subsonic to sonic. The new boundary condition features a smoother
profile of the excitation because the incomplete closure of the secondary nozzle
exit is taken into account. The discrepancies in the amplitude of the signal and
the FFT are reasonably due to the differences in the setup of the simulation, such
as the use of a single dummy injector and the contact between the toothed wheel
and the exit of the secondary nozzle outlet, where the distance between the siren
and the outlet boundary is not taken into account.

5.3 Summary
To accurately reproduce the excitation system of the BKH combustor, a new
boundary condition which simulates the passage of the toothed wheel on the
secondary nozzle exit area was implemented in TAU code. For validation
purposes, the simulation has been run for a cold flow check of BKH where only
gaseous hydrogen was injected with a chamber pressure of 30 bar. The domain
used for the simulation is symmetric with respect to centerplane and a dummy
injector with an equivalent mass flow was employed to simplify the domain.
The excitation system provided by the toothed wheel intended to produce a
sinusoidal disturbance, but the experimental data showed that the produced
excitation profile does not produce a smooth signal and excited also overtones,
producing a steep profile. A secondary pressure rise also occurs, due to the
transition of the flow from subsonic to sonic conditions in the nozzle throat for
part of the excitation period. Even if the pressure disturbance produced is not
perfectly sinusoidal, the wall mounted sensors record a pressure signal which is
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comparable to a well established 1T mode distribution.
Here, a comparison with experimental and a previously implemented boundary
condition was made. The boundary condition which in the past was in better
agreement with the experimental data was an open/closed boundary condition,
where the secondary nozzle was alternatively opened and closed to simulate the
passage of the siren. The new boundary condition applies a sinusoidal profile
where also the geometrical details of the siren are taken into account. The results
show a better agreement of the new boundary condition with respect to the
open/closed one with experimental data. In particular, the secondary pressure rise
in the signal captured by the sensor placed at the secondary nozzle location is well
reproduced, showing a comparable oscillation in terms of amplitude and shape.
The excitation frequency is also correctly captured, showing a relative amplitude
of the peaks which is comparable with the one shown in the experiments. Also the
overtones at higher frequencies results to be captured by the new boundary
condition, whereas the open/closed one did not manage to recover the profile with
the same precision at higher frequencies.
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6 OH* Radiation Modelling and
Ray-tracing

The comparison between experimental data and numerical simulations has always
been challenging when dealing with rocket combustion chambers, due to the
unfriendly environment developing inside the engines. Extremely high
temperatures and pressures are involved, and collecting experimental data is
extremely challenging. Numerical simulations are a tool which can be used to get
more insights in the physical processes occurring inside the combustion chamber,
but these results have to be validated against experiments.
A physical quantity which is relatively easy to compare is the OH* radiation
produced during the combustion processes. In the experiments, the intensity of
OH* radiation can be recorded by high-speed cameras or optical probes.
Developing a numerical tool which enhances the comparison of OH* radiation
between experiments and numerical results becomes then crucial. In order to do
that, a proper OH* radiation model has to be used, depending on the propellants
combination and the operating conditions of the engines.
The first part of this chapter gives an overview of the OH* radiation for high
pressure LOX/H2 flames and the challenges which the experimental and numerical
work presents, describing the spectrum and discussing the relevant physical
phenomena which can have an influence on the radiation itself. Then, the Spectral
Model (SM) approach is discussed and the choice of this modelling strategy is
justified. The next step is the description of the ray-tracing algorithm developed
to capture the intensity of the OH* radiation originating from the flame and the
application of the model to a representative BKH test case.

6.1 OH* radiation spectrum
In LOx/H2 flames, OH* radiation is the most distinct spectral peak in the UV
range. The central wavelength is 310 nm, and it is deeply in the UV, so that the
background radiation has no influence on the measurement. Moreover, OH is a
species which is present in all the combustion reactions of fuels containing
hydrogen, with well known physical properties. An extensive review on OH*
radiation in flames is provided by Gaydon [65] and Mavrodineau [138]. OH* not
only has a rotational-vibrational spectrum in the infrared, but also a UV part,
which is dominant and has a band-head of 306.4 nm. It originates from the
transition from the first electronically excited state and the ground state, denoted
with A2Σ+ and X2Πi, respectively. When considering the light as a stream of
photons, it can be stated that the transition between the excited state and the
ground state releases an amount of energy corresponding to the difference of
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energy between the two states ∆Ej−i, which in turn corresponds to the energy
released by the photon Ephoton = hν = (hc)/λ. where h is the Planck’s constant, ν
the frequency, c the speed of light and λ the wavelength. In gaseous flames, only
single molecules typically interact with the radiation. The probability of the
transition to occur is represented by the Einstein coefficient Ai→j [144]. The pure
emission spectrum (which does not include self-absorption) is then given by the
Einstein coefficient and the number distribution of OH* molecules. When thermal
equilibrium is reached, the number density1 of the molecular states is defined by
the equilibrium temperature. Figure 6.1 shows an example of OH* emission
spectrum.

Figure 6.1: OH* emission spectrum at p=62 bar and T=3000 K [107]

On the other hand, there is the inverse phenomenon, which is the absorption of
the photon by the ground state OH, which increases the energy content of the
molecule. As for the emission, also this phenomenon can take place only if the
probability of the inverse transition is sufficiently high, and so also an absorption
spectrum is provided. It is important to remark that absorption and emission
occur at the same wavelength, reducing the actual amount of emitted radiance
when OH is present in high concentrations. This last observation states then that
the overall spectrum of the flames is normally not only a function of the emission,
but also of the absorption. The radiation emitted from excited molecules is
subject to the absorption by the same molecules which are present in the ground
state. This process is known as self-absorption. Self-absorption may be defined as
the attenuation of radiation by the sample emitting the radiation. This absorbed
radiation does not reach the detector and, if appreciable, counting efficiencies can
be markedly reduced. Taking self-absorption into account is fundamental to model
correctly the radiation of flames where OH is present as a combustion product in
high concentrations. Generally, for radiation coming from radicals at low
concentrations such as CH or C2, self-absorption can be neglected. This is not
valid for molecules with high concentrations in flames, such as the infrared
radiation from H2O and CO2. Previous studies underlined that self-absorption
affects the flame radiation considerably with increasing pressure [56, 243, 244].

1The number density (symbol: n or ρN) is an intensive quantity used to describe the
degree of concentration of countable objects (particles, molecules etc.) in physical space
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6.1 OH* radiation spectrum

Figure 6.2: Flame emission spectra of BKD for different pressure levels. The
impact of self-absorption becomes more important with increasing
pressure [58].

Figure 6.2 shows the impact of self-absorption at increasing pressure levels in
BKD. When the chamber pressure increases, the intensity of the radiation
increases in turn for the blue radiation, which is about 420 nm for the LOx/H2
flames. This happens because the radiance of the blue radiation increases with the
square of pressure. On the other hand, the intensity of OH* radiation emitted by
a flame is linearly proportional to the pressure and varies exponentially with
temperature. In LOx/H2 flames, the mole fraction of OH is considerable and
significantly attenuates OH* radiation. This effect becomes more important with
increasing pressure. Self-absorption reduces the emitted radiation, as can be seen
in Figure 6.2 at the wavelength of 310 nm.
The hydroxyl radical represents a particular case indeed: in hydrocarbons
combustion, its molar fraction is negligible and then so is self-absorption, in
particular for flames at low temperatures and pressures. Nevertheless, when
dealing with hydrogen/oxygen combustion, OH can reach up to 15% in the
reaction zone and self-absorption has a strong impact on the spectrum. Figure 6.3
shows the difference between the pure emission spectrum, and the spectrum
obtained including self-absorption [56].
In most practical situations, a completely resolved spectrum cannot be obtained,
and optical filters are used in order to reduce the range of wavelength captured by
the detector to a narrower band. The filter is typically centered around the
dominant emission wavelength of the spectrum, which has the value of 308.501 nm
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Figure 6.3: Spectrum of pure OH at T = 3000 K and p = 1 bar. The pure
emission spectrum (e) and radiance spectrum (L) which takes into
account self-absorption are compared [56].

for OH*. The use of filters has the advantage to facilitate the measurements, but
the measurements are in turn sensitive to the filter transmittance, which has then
to be taken into account to correctly simulate the spectrum, and quantum
efficiency of the detectors.

6.1.1 Excitation mechanisms
The excitation mechanism is the key process which allows to investigate the origin
of the radiation and how the chemical steady-state concentration of the excited
molecule M* is reached. The emissivity of a volume element is described as:

eM∗ ∼ [M∗] (6.1)

where M* indicates the sub-species of the ground species M.
The excited species are typically produced by one of the following reactions:

• Thermal collision:
M + Q kth−−⇀↽−−

kQ
M∗ + Q (6.2)

where Q is a generic molecule, kth is the reaction rate of the thermal
excitation and kQ is the reaction rate for the quenching, which is often
referred to as the reverse reaction of thermal excitation.
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• Absorption of photon:
M + hν −−⇀↽−− M∗ (6.3)

• Chemical reaction of species A and B producing M∗:

A + B kch−−−⇀↽−−−
kdiss

M∗ (6.4)

where kch is the reaction rate constant and kdiss corresponds to the reaction
rate of the dissociation process. The reaction can also take place in presence
of a third reactant:

A + B + Q kch−−−⇀↽−−−
kdiss

M∗ + Q (6.5)

The steady-state concentration of the molecule M∗ can be derived from a detailed
balance and considering infinite time for the processes. Generally, the absorption
and dissociation are neglected since the excitation due to these processes is much
lower than the one due to chemical or thermal excitation.
If thermal excitation overcomes chemical excitation, M∗ is in thermal equilibrium
with its ground state molecule M. Its concentration is a function of the
temperature and ground state concentration. This typically happens at
temperatures above 2700 K. For relatively cold flames (temperatures below 2500
K), the radiation coming from excited molecules is much larger than thermal
radiation. In this case, the resulting radiation is chemiluminescence. When
modelling chemiluminescence, absorption and thermal excitation are often
neglected, and the radiation is mainly due to the rate constant of the reaction and
the concentration of the reactants. When chemical excitation is predominant, M∗

is not electronically thermalized with respect to the ground state molecule M.
In particular, for OH* chemiluminescence of hydrogen flames, the dominant
reactions is:

O + H + Q←−→ OH∗ + Q (6.6)

6.2 BKH optical diagnostics
Optical diagnostic setups are used to visualize the flame during experimental test
sequences. OH* and shadowgraph images are recorded using a high-speed camera
as shown in the sketch of the BKH optical diagnostic system in Figure 6.4.
Simultaneous recording is allowed by a dichroic mirror placed at 45° with respect
to the optical axis. This angle is set because ultra-violet light can be reflected
without interrupting the optical path between the back-lighting source and
shadowgraph imaging of the camera. Hardi described in detail the optical setup
used during BKH experiments [86]. Line-of-sight access to the primary injection
region is provided by the quartz optical windows placed at the side walls of BKH.
A sketch of line-of-sight access during a BKH test run is shown in Figure 6.5.
The windows are placed in a position where they can capture the flames and one
side is aligned with the injection plane to have a view of the jets directly
downstream the injection plane. The BKH injectors are configured in a matrix
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Figure 6.4: BKH optical diagnostics setup [15].
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pattern, so line-of-sight optical access can only capture the middle injector and
outer lower and upper injector directly. In BKH experimental images then, the
three injectors appear as vertically spaced oxygen streams and flames.
Shadowgraph imaging is a process which records images of the flames based on the
light passing through media with different refraction indices. This diffracts the
light and then visualization of density gradients through the media is possible.
When using a back-lighting source the light diffracted by the changes in the
refractive index where density gradients are present in the flow field does not reach
the other side of the chamber and the shadow cast as light is diffracted producing
the shadowgraph images.
To record shadowgraph images in BKH, a Photron FASTCAM SA5 is used. On
the opposite side of BKH to the camera a back-lighting source is placed and used
to illuminate the flame zone. An additional optical filter before reaching the
high-speed camera is employed in order to block the combustion light emitted by
the flame which has not to be captured and allowing the light emitted from the
back-lighting source to be correctly captured. The filter has a peak of 314.5 nm
and FWHM of 4 nm. Regions with high density gradients are then displayed in
the images, such as the LOx core exiting the shear coaxial injectors which
propagates downstream the injection plane.
To capture OH* images during BKH experiments, a Photron FASTCAM APX-i2
was employed. An optical filter was placed in front of the camera to filter the
radiation at wavelengths corresponding to the range of interest for OH* emission,
with a wavelength pass-band of 305±5 nm centered on the OH* wavelength.

6.3 The SMART algorithm
In this section, the algorithm developed in the frame of this work is presented.
This algorithm, named SMART (Spectral Model and Ray-Tracing), aims to
produce pseudo-OH* images which can be compared with the experimental data
coming from high-speed cameras and optical probes. SMART takes into account
both self-absorption and refraction phenomena, representing a step forward
towards the modelling of complex phenomena which occur during flame radiation
processes.
The considered range of wavelengths goes from 305 to 320 nm in order to account
for self-absorption phenomena for OH molecules, but this range can be easily
modified by changing the settings in the radiation model part of the algorithm.
Although including self-absorption and refraction, other phenomena which can be
neglected are not considered: diffraction, scattering, dispersion and black-body
radiation from walls are not included in the model. Diffraction is a phenomenon
which should be taken into account when dealing with subcritical flames because
the surface tension produces liquid droplets when the jet disintegrates. However,
for the nature of the rocket flames considered in this work, surface tension is
negligible.
The algorithm takes as input data a CFD solution stored in the nodes of the grid
and treats the data as a quasi-continuum with a inverse distance interpolation
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method based on nearest neighbours.
The first step is the pre-processing of the solution, where the refractive index n for
each node of the input data is calculated. The Gladstone-Dale relation [67] gives
an estimation of the refractive index as:

n(T, p) = 1 + ρ(T, p) · k (6.7)
where T refers to the temperature, p to the pressure, ρ to the density and k is the
Gladstone-Dale coefficient. For fluid mixtures with different species, the
representative Gladstone-Dale coefficient k is employed:

k =
∑

ki · xi (6.8)

with i the species and xi the molar fraction of the species at the evaluated point.
The definition of the points at which the rays are expected to enter is the first step
to obtain the pseudo-OH* images. The two vectors needed are the position vector
r=[rx,ry,rz]T and the vector corresponding to the opposite direction of the light
that would enter the detector T =[Tx,Ty,Tz]T . The eikonal equation which
describes the electromagnetic wave propagation on a path s is then integrated,
assuming geometrical optics in a scalar field of continuously changing refractive
index n(r), following the approach of Born and Wolf [20] :

d
ds

[
n(r)dr

ds

]
= ∇n(r) (6.9)

Equation 6.9 is then split into two first order differential equations and solved with
an explicit Runge-Kutta method of order 5 [45]:

dr
ds

= T
n(r) (6.10)

dT
ds

= ∇n(r) (6.11)

An initial condition vector y0 is required by the solver, described as:

y0 =

[
r|s=0

T
n

∣∣
s=0

]
=


rx|s=0
ry|s=0
rz|s=0

Tx/n|s=0
Ty/n|s=0
Tz/n|s=0

 (6.12)

As the calculated position vector is outside of the defined geometry boundaries the
solvers stops. The solution is given as a set of vectors [r(s = 0) . . . r(s = send)]T
representing the point on the ray.
The nearest neighbour interpolation routine then interpolates the thermodynamic
properties (T ,p, and the mass fractions X = [wH2 , wH2O, wO2 , wOH ]) at the chosen
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point along the ray. H and O mass fractions are neglected as they are close to
zero. These properties are the inputs for the routine which determines the
emission and absorption spectrum eλ and κλ for the respective points.
OH* is not calculated at run time as a separate species in the CFD solution. The
assumption is that OH* is in thermal equilibrium with OH, so that OH* can be
calculated in a post-proecssing step. The necessary inputs are OH mass fraction,
temperature T and pressure p. The mass fraction wi of the i species are given to
accurately simulate the chemical kinetics in the combustion chamber. The spectral
modelling by Potter [166] is used and adapted for the purpose of simulating OH*
radiation in SMART. In particular, the assumption made for the calculation of
emission and absorption spectra is the thermal equilibrium, which states that
translational, vibrational, rotational and electronic temperature are the same:

T = Ttrans = Tvib = Trot = Tel (6.13)

The simulated transition is only the transition A2Σ+ → X2Π and the returned
emission and absorption spectra are calculated for the wavelenghts range of
305-320 nm. Following the approach of Stützer and Oschwald [213], the transition
band ν = 0, ∆ν=0 is chosen. Higher order transitions presented a too low
signal-to-noise ratio, so only experimental data for this first order transition were
collected. The spectra can be calculated for a set number of equidistant spectral
points [166]. The main transition is from the first electronically excited state to
the ground state but the model includes a number of fine rotational-vibrational
transitions between the two electronic states. It also includes the effects of
collisional broadening and Doppler broadening. The Einstein coefficients and
spectroscopic constants are based on references [100, 130, 131, 179].
Figure 6.6 shows a sketch of the ray tracing algorithm. The ray path starts on a
point on the window, passes through the jets and reaches the chamber walls. On
its path, emission and absorption spectra along the ray are calculated. When the
ray reaches the chamber walls, the integration of the coefficient to obtain the
intensity starts, ending at the window [219].
Emission and absorption spectra eλ and kλ are calculated for the chosen points
along the ray path. The Radiative Transfer Equation 6.14 (RTE) is solved,
starting from the physical origin point of the ray and ending at the detector
position for each wavelength:

dLλ

ds
= eλ(s)− κλ(s) · Lλ(s) (6.14)

where Lλ is the spectral radiance. In order to make the results comparable with
the experimental data, the spectral radiance is multiplied by the transmittance of
the OH* pass filter used in the experiments τλ,filter.

Lλ,filtered(s) = Lλ(s) · τλ,filter (6.15)
Finally, the total filtered radiance Lfiltered(s) is obtained by integrating the
spectral filtered radiance over the range of wavelengths of interest, in this case
305-320 nm.
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Figure 6.6: Sketch of the ray tracing algorithm. [219].
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Lfiltered(s) =
∫ 320nm

305nm

Lλ,filtered(s)dλ (6.16)

The total radiance is then obtained for each point along the ray path. Only the
radiance at the end of the ray path is relevant to obtain pseudo-OH* radiation
images because it is the only one collected by the detector. The assumption of
equal sensitivity, quantum efficiency and area is made for the outgoing rays.

6.4 Application to the BKH combustor
Before applying the algorithm to this test case, a previous validation was
conducted by Tonti et al. [219] based on a simpler test case by Fiala [56], where a
counterflow laminar gas-gas flame was considered. In this section, SMART is
applied to a CFD solution of BKH by Beinke [15].
Domain, mesh and operating point used for the simulation are described in detail
by Beinke [15] and here they are briefly summarized.
The domain is symmetric with respect to the x-y plane as shown in Figure 6.7.
The mesh is fully unstructured and refined in the flame zone, with about 2.6 Mio
nodes. The operating conditions are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Operating conditions

Chamber pressure 60.7 bar
Oxygen temperature 127 K
Main hydrogen temperature 279 K
Secondary hydrogen temperature 278 K
Window cooling hydrogen 281 K
Oxygen mass flow rate ( ˙mLOx) 565 g/s
Primary hydrogen mass flow rate (ṁH) 95 g/s
Secondary hydrogen mass flow rate ( ˙mH2) 933 g/s
Window cooling mass flow rate ( ˙mW C) 260 g/s
ROF 6

Figure 6.8 shows the relevant results of the CFD simulation which are used as
input for the algorithm
In this application of SMART, only the rays which exit the chamber perpendicular
to the window are considered, since they are the ones captured by the high-speed
camera. The assumption of parallel rays is acceptable because of the large
distance between the camera and the window, since the solid angel of each pixel is
negligible.
Figure 6.9 shows how refraction impacts the rays. The color of the rays indicates
the integrated total radiance and the thickness gives information about the area
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Figure 6.7: Mesh and domain used for the application of SMART [15]

(a) Temperature (b) Pressure (c) OH mass fraction

Figure 6.8: Temperature (a), pressure (b) and OH mass fraction distribution
(c) in BKH. The load point refers to 60 bar chamber pressure and
ROF 6 [15]. These distributions are used as an input for the ray
tracing algorithm which generates the pseudo-OH* images

where larger emission occurs. Where density gradients are present, the rays are
bent. When the rays pass through the OH-rich reacting shear layer to the other
side of the core, they are attenuated. It can be also noticed that the total radiance
of a ray changes significantly only when the ray is refracted passing tangentially
through the shear layer where OH* is present. The model however does not take
into account diffraction, scattering or internal refraction inside the LOx core.
Figure 6.10 shows the comparison between the experimental data, the previous 1D
integration of OH* radiation performed by Beinke [15] and the application of the
SMART algorithm to the same CFD solution. The plots refer to the intensity of
the signal.
An important thing which has to be noticed is that the main difference between
the results from CFD simulation and the experimental data is that the OH
distribution does not extend until the end of the window at x = 100 mm, but ends
slightly downstream the injection plane. This is an indication of the fact that in
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(a) x = 15 mm (b) x = 25 mm

(c) x = 50 mm (d) x = 80 mm

Figure 6.9: Ray path visualization through refractive index gradient. The
gradients correspond to the increase in the LOx jet density at
different locations.
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(a) Time averaged OH* radiation from experiments

(b) Line-of-sight integrated OH* radiation

(c) SMART

Figure 6.10: Comparison between the time averaged OH* radiation measure-
ments (a), the LOS integrated image [15] (b) and the image ob-
tained with SMART (c). [219]
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the simulation oxygen is too rapidly consumed, leading to a shorter flame zone
which reflects on the distribution of OH inside the chamber. Another element
which can have an influence is that the transport of OH* is not modelled and this
holds true because OH* are considered as a subset of the OH ground state
molecules. OH* molecules are not modeled in a detailed chemistry scheme. The
absence of modelling the transport of OH* could lead to an underestimation of
radiation close to the end of the window at x = 100 mm. Comparing Figure 6.10b
and 6.10c, an overall difference in the intensity of the radiation is clear. Without
taking into account self-absorption and refraction, the intensity of the radiation is
lower in all the domain. In both images, however, the largest intensity of the total
radiance occurs in the shear layer where the jet interacts and in the outer parts of
the jets, where combustion takes place and the temperature results to be higher
than in other regions of the flame, at x = 25 mm. The region slightly downstream
the injection plane is better resolved when SMART is applied, showing a difference
in the radiance intensity also in the zones inside the jets, between x= 10 mm and
x = 15 mm.
An interesting aspect which has to be considered is that SMART takes currently
into account self-absorption and that emission is now spectrally resolved being not
considered as the transition at a specific wavelength. The integrated spectral
radiance Lλ is also multiplied for the spectral transmittance of the filter τλ,filter,
which attenuates the spectral radiance values according to their wavelength.
Moreover, a fully three dimensional ray tracing allows the visualization of high
density regions of the LOx cores according to the physical mechanisms of
refraction [219].
In order to have further insights into emission zones under rocket combustor
chambers operating conditions, several physical parameters along a chosen ray
path are displayed in Figure 6.11. The regions where thermal excitation occurs are
marked with red boxes. They coincide with the zones of OH* presence.
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Figure 6.11: Integrated radiance along the ray path.
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The high temperature and the presence of OH molecules are the main reasons of
increased flame emission. Temperature drops between 10 and 16 mm and 34 and
38.5 mm along the ray path, indicating the regions where the ray passes through
the LOx jet. The four emission zones are highlighted in red and the emission along
the ray path shows a fluctuating behavior where thermal excitation occurs, with a
slight spatial delay with respect to the temperature and OH mass fraction profile.
Stating where the total radiance changes is difficult because radiance values are
obtained integrating the contributions of spectral radiance at different
wavelengths, when Equation 6.14 is solved. The terms of the equation show that
when absorption overcomes emission, then the spectral radiance must be high as
well as the absorption coefficients. This leads to the consequence that
self-absorption has an important effect when dealing with rocket combustion
chambers operating conditions and has an important impact on flame emission.
The integrated radiance has to be obtained first for each wavelength line-by-line,
because self-absorption has a larger effect at wavelengths where emissivity is high
and relatively small where emissivity is low [219]. Figure 6.12 shows the difference
in the solution when including self-absorption in the calculations both along the
single ray path and in terms of relative difference in the whole solution field.
Neglecting self-absorption would give a total radiance 15 times greater than when
self-absorption is considered for rays which pass through multiple flames before
reaching the detector.
Another important aspect of SMART is the inclusion of refraction phenomena and
their effect on the results. The relative difference in radiance on a pixel-by-pixel
basis between the fully ray-traced image and the 1D integrated image is shown in
Figure 6.13. The values are normalised to the pixel values of the 1D integrated
image.
The largest difference can be observed between x=0 mm and x=20 mm. This is
the zone just downstream the injection plane, where the jets interact, and where
the recirculation zones are present. These zones present the largest density
gradients, and so considering refraction becomes particularly important in order to
correctly model radiation at these locations, where a liquid-gas interface is present.
This allows to have a more correct comparison between the pseudo-OH* images
produced by the algorithm and the experimental data.

6.5 Summary
A method for comparing CFD results and optical measurement of filtered
radiation from high pressure oxygen hydrogen flames was developed. Pseudo-OH*
images are generated from the CFD simulation solutions. The SMART
post-processing routine which produces the images first performs reverse
ray-tracing from each pixel of the image, sampling the thermodynamic properties
along the path and modelling the emission and absorption spectra for wavelengths
between 305 and 320 nm. Then the spectral radiance along the ray is obtained by
solving the radiative transfer equation line-by-line. Finally, the spectral radiance is
integrated to obtain the total radiance [219].
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(a) Radiance along the ray path with and without self-
absorption

(b) Relative difference of total radiance neglecting self-
absorption

Figure 6.12: Difference in total radiance prediction with and without self-
absorption
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Figure 6.13: Relative difference in simulated total radiance between fully ray
traced and 1D integrated image.

Two main phenomena which have previously not been taken into account for
cryogenic flames are included in this work, self-absorption and refraction. In
previous works, neglecting self-absorption, the total radiance is overpredicted by a
factor of 15 in the multi-flame rocket combustor test case considered here. The use
of ray-tracing, which models the refraction of the light as it passes through the
chamber, has a significant effect, especially for rays interacting with the LOx jet,
as refraction in these zones can be very high. Comparing the experimental images
with the ones produced by the current method, the difference is still significant
but lies in the ability of the CFD solver to predict the distribution of OH* partial
density in the field of view of the combustor. Comparing LOS integrated images
with fully ray-traced ones, the absolute difference in radiance reaches about 20%
of the normalized image radiance range. In regions where rays encounter the LOx
jets, rays gathering radiance by passing through multiple flames are shown to be
just as bright as those passing through only one, due to self-absorption.
SMART takes into account two very important phenomena contributing to the
flame radiance, which are refraction and self-absorption. This allows to reduce the
overprediction of the flame radiation for a more accurate relative intensity
distribution in a pseudo-OH* image. The comparison with experimental data is
improved, allowing better validation of CFD models using experimental data from
flame visualization. However, the analysis also indicated that for better validation
of OH* flame visualization between experiments and CFD, a chemiluminescence
model should be considered in the CFD simulations in the future.
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This chapter presents the CFD simulation results of the full 3D geometry of the
BKH combustion chamber and the subsequent acoustic analysis performed with
the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics - Acoustic Module in order to
calculate the eigenfrequencies of the main resonant modes of the chamber.
As already mentioned previously in this work, HF combustion instabilities are a
phenomenon which can be potentially destructive for LPREs. Extensive
experimental testing can identify the frequencies of the most dangerous resonant
modes, but the costs of this operation are prohibitive. Then, developing numerical
tools which can identify the resonant modes and correctly calculate their
eigenfrequencies becomes a crucial aspect in the design of a LPRE.
With the development of High Performance Computing (HPC), different
numerical tools can be used ranging from Finite Element Methods (FEM) to
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and in some cases even Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS). With the help of these advancements in numerical simulations,
modelling of transcritical flows has been significantly improved and high-pressure
LPREs stability can now be investigated [16, 186, 188, 222].
Also a flame response function together with an acoustic solver can be used to
identify the main resonant frequencies of the combustion chamber [195, 241], but
this approach needs two fundamental inputs. A baseline flow field is needed,
depending on the solver used for the acoustic analysis. The Helmholtz solver
requires the speed of sound field and the Linearized Euler Equation (LEE) solver
takes the mean velocity field. The other fundamental element needed is a model
for the flame response to perturbations describing the complex interaction between
heat release rate and acoustic pressure fluctuations, as a time lag model. The
baseline flow can be otained with relatively unexpensive calculations, wheres the
flame response model cannot to be obtained easily from theoretical considerations.
The drawback is then that in this approach the accurate determination of a flame
response function is fundamental to obtain a stability map of the engine and
obtain this function is not trivial.
In this chapter a steady-state solution of the BKH combustor is presented,
comparing it with previous numerical simulations and underlining the main
differences and improvements both in the setup and results. A comparison with
experimental data is also performed and the ray-tracing algorithm presented in
Chapter 6 is applied to the OH distribution in the zone corresponding to the
window which provides optical access to the flame in the combustion chamber.
Then, an acoustic analysis of this solution is performed using the LNS solver of
the commercial software COMSOL Multiphyiscs.
Modal analysis of the BKH combustor was already perfomed by Hardi et al. with
a FEM acoustic solver in ANSYS to calculate the acoustic modes, but it did not
consider the variation of the acoustic properties inside the chamber volume. The
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distribution of the relevant acoustic variables was considered constant inside the
chamber volume and estimated with CEA [86, 88]. An improvement was
introduced by Beinke [15] implementing the RANS solution in a COMSOL
Helmholtz solver, taking into account the speed of sound and density distribution
inside the chamber. Nevertheless, the Helmholtz solver suffers of an important
limitation: it cannot take into account the background flow, forcing the
introduction of some simplifications in the acoustic boundary conditions, which
can affect the results and lead to important discrepancies in the calculation of the
resonant frequencies. This gave the motivation to conduct the analysis with a LNS
solver, which can take into account the background flow and remove some
simplifications introduced with the Helmholtz solver.
The next section describes in detail the domain, mesh and boundary conditions
used for the RANS simulation with a focus on the differences with the previous
setup by Beinke [15]. Then, results of the CFD simulation are presented and a
comparison with former simulations and experimental data is given, applying also
SMART. The acoustic analysis is then described with the calculation of the
resonant modes starting from the CFD solution presented in Section 7.2 and
compared with the experimental data from Hardi [86].

7.1 Numerical setup
BKH can operate at a various range of pressures and ROF. The current work
focuses on one specific point which corresponds to a chamber pressure of 60 bar
and ROF of 6. This choice was made to be able to compare the results with the
former calculations of Beinke [15], which conducted the simulations for the same
load point, and because these operating conditions are the ones representing the
highest chamber pressure reached during BKH experiments. The operating
pressure is greater than the critical pressure of both hydrogen and oxygen. LOx is
injected at a subcritical temperature and supercritical pressure. Once it is injected
in the chamber, LOx experiences the transition from sub-critical to supercritical
before mixing with other species in the chamber, resulting then in a trans-critical
injection.
ROF 6 was chosen because it is the highest value reached in BKH tests and
because it is the most representative value for upper stage rocket engines.
Moreover, plenty of experimental data are available for this load point,
representing then an optimal choice for validation.
Table 7.1 summarizes the operating conditions of the selected test case. The
values are slightly corrected with respect to the values presented by Beinke [15]
since there were some slight calibration errors in the experimental setup. Oxygen
mass flow rate has been corrected using online measurements of nitrogen
concentration. Nitrogen is used to pressurise the supply tank, and a small amount
(around 1-3%) mixes with the oxygen which eventually reaches the specimen. The
correction results in a small reduction in the stated value of oxygen mass flow rate.
Secondary hydrogen mass flow rate has been corrected for a systematic calibration
offset in the flowmeter. Data from many campaigns reveals a consistent
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overestimation of flow rate, which have been corrected for the present work. The
oxygen mass flow rate is set now to 565 g/s instead of 566 g/s and the secondary
hydrogen mass flow rate is not correctly set at 899 g/s, whereas before the value
was set to 933 g/s. Temperature and pressure of the propellants are measured in
the domes and the chamber pressure is recorded by a static pressure sensor located
at the top wall of the chamber. Mass flow rates of the propellant are measured
with mass flow sensors. Table 7.2 lists the calculated values for the main inputs of
the RANS simulation.
The values listed in Table 7.2 are the values set as input for the RANS calculation
together with the temperatures measured in the experiments. They refer to
individual elements mass flow rates, assuming a equal distribution of the
considered propellant among the correspondent elements.
The domain used for the simulation is shown in Figure 7.1.

(a) Full chamber (b) Injection detail

Figure 7.1: BKH geometry used for the RANS simulation.

With respect to the simulation by Beinke [15] here the domain is full 3D. The
choice is justified by the analysis conducted in Chapter 4, where evidence of the
fact that the axisymmetric boundary condition affect the results in terms of heat
release rate, giving an underestimation of this variable which is particularly
important when investigating HF instabilities. Moreover, here the LOx injectors
are included in their full length up to the throttle section of the injectors. The
hydrogen post is cut at a length of 2 mm upstream the injection plane. The
injection system of the window cooling was simplified, not describing in details the
injection slots but maintaining the correspondent mass flow rate value. On the
other hand, the window frame features the geometrical details of the real BKH
combustor. The main and secondary nozzle are modelled with a divergent section
for the outlet which exhausts directly into the atmosphere, setting the outlet
pressure at 1 bar. This way, when setting up an unsteady simulation with the
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Measured Values Value Unit Uncertainty
Combustion Chamber Pressure PCC 60.7 bar ±1%
Oxygen

Mass flow rate ṁO 565 g/s ±3%
Dome Temperature TO 127 K ±1.25 K
Dome Pressure PO 80.9 bar ±1%

Primary Hydrogen
Mass flow rate ṁH 95 g/s ±3%
Dome Temperature TH 279 K ±1.25 K
Dome Pressure PH 69.7 bar ±1%

Secondary Hydrogen
Mass flow rate ṁH2 899 g/s ±3%
Dome Temperature TH2 278 K ±1.25 K
Dome Pressure PH2 94.9 bar ±1%

Window Cooling Hydrogen
Mass flow rate ṁW C 260 g/s ±3 %
Dome Temperature TW C 281 K ±1.25 K
Dome Pressure PW C 86.3 bar ±1%

Table 7.1: Experimental data for the considered load point.

Calculated Values Value Unit Uncertainty
Oxygen

Mass flow rate ṁO 113 g/s ±3%
Primary Hydrogen

Mass flow rate ṁH 19 g/s ±3%
Secondary Hydrogen

Mass flow rate ṁH2 18 g/s ±3%
Window Cooling Hydrogen

Mass flow rate ṁW C 130 g/s ±3 %

Table 7.2: Calculated values for the considered load point
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activation of the toothed wheel, it will be possible to cut the divergent part of the
secondary nozzle and take then mean pressure at the outlet surface, which will
represent the pressure set from the system.
The boundary conditions used also differ from the ones used by Beinke [15], in
particular at the inlet of the injection elements. In the current work, all the
injectors are modelled with a mass flow boundary condition, specifying the mass
flow rate and temperature in order to match the experimental data given in Table
7.1, whereas Beinke used Dirichlet boundary conditions at the primary and
secondary hydrogen injectors and for the window cooling, specifying temperature,
density and velocity. All the walls are specified as viscous adiabatic walls.

7.1.1 Mesh
The mesh used in this work is a hybrid structured/unstructured mesh. The oxygen
and hydrogen post walls are described with hexahedral elements. The flame zone
features a structured block starting from 2 mm downstream the injection plane
until 90 mm. A truncated cone surrounding the structured block extends until 110
mm downstream the injection plane providing a further refinement of the mesh.
Figure 7.2 shows the complete mesh and a detail of the mesh at the injection at z
= 0. The remaining zones where filled with unstructured tetrahedra.
The size of the elements was adapted using a number of geometrical sources
according to the zone of the chamber which had to be simulated. The zones where
large gradients are expected were refined with respect to the zones where no
particularly relevant physical phenomena take place. The most refined zones are in
particular the post tip where the flame anchors and the flame zone where large
gradients are expected as where combustion takes place.
The mesh has ∼25 Mio nodes. The hexahedral block is discretized with 180 points
in the axial direction, 290 points in the vertical direction and 220 points for the
width. The minimum dimension of the nodes inside the block is 0.1 mm
downstream the injection plane, where the block encounters a source of
tetrahedral elements which starts from the injection plane and extends until 2 mm
downstream for the five injectors. The cylinder surrounding the block has a
minimum element dimension of 0.4 mm starting from the injection plane, arriving
at 0.8 mm at x = 110 mm, after the full length of the window.
The stretching ratio used for the tetrahedral elements is set to 2 since in regions
far from the flame zone a high resolution of the flow field is not necessary. The
mesh is then refined in the main and secondary nozzle region. The boundary layer
element start with a size of 0.001 mm at the wall location, with 15 layers and a
stretching ratio of 1.3 which allows slightly bigger elements just slightly far away
from the wall.
A mesh independence study was conducted and the choice of this dimension
results from a progressive refinement of specific zones such as the flame zone and
the linking zone between the injection plane and the block containing the flames.
The residuals of the density and the length of the LOx core were considered as
parameters to check the mesh independence. Increasing the number of points did
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(a) Full chamber
(b) Injection detail

(c) Injection detail

Figure 7.2: Mesh of the steady state chamber model.
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not lead to any changes in the LOx core length.

7.2 Numerical results
The RANS simulation results presented in this work are obtained using the DLR
TAU code described in Chapter 3. The simulation was run exploiting the real gas
capability of TAU. The solution is obtained initialising the environment inside the
chamber with the relevant physical variables obtained by CEA considering an
equilibrium fluid. Adiabatic flame temperature, mass fractions of the species and
density are set as initial conditions for the simulation inside the whole domain.
They were computed giving as an input to CEA the experimental chamber
pressure and ROF. The calculations were then started by imposing as boundary
conditions the values described in Table 7.2 and the correspondent measured static
temperatures.
The steady state solution converged after 220k iterations. The simulation was run
on the HPC CARA, running on 20 cores with a DDR4 processor.
CFL number was set to 1.2. The turbulence parameters were set as follows: the
Spalart-Allmaras one equation turbulence model was chosen, the Schmidt number
for Fick’s and turbulent diffusion have a value of 0.3, as well as the turbulent
Prandtl number. The setup here is different from the setup of Beinke [15], in
particular regarding the turbulent Prandtl number. The Schmdit number for
Fick’s and turbulent diffusion were chosen because they provide results which are
in good agreement with experimental data in particular for the length of the LOx
core.
In the previous version of TAU code in fact, it was not possible to define a
turbulent and laminar Prandtl number separately, obliging the user to directly set
the ratio between laminar and turbulent Prandtl number, which was set to 2 by
Beinke [15] after conducting an analysis and a comparison with experimental data
in particular in terms of the LOx core length. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model was selected due to its robustness and ease of implementation, showing also
in previous works a good agreement with experimental data.
In the next section, an overview of the flow field and flame zone is given,
comparing the numerical results of this work with previous numerical results by
Beinke [15] and with experimental data.

7.2.1 Flow field
Density, temperature and OH mass fraction distributions are shown in Figure 7.3
as they would be seen from the optical access window. The purpose of showing the
fields in such a way is justified from the fact that BKH experimental images are
registered having access to the optical window. Moreover, this domain will be the
one considered when running SMART for comparison with the optical data and
the fields shown here are the relevant fields which have to be given as an input for
the algorithm.
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(a) Density (b) OH mass fraction

(c) Pressure and density isosur-
faces at ρ=50 kg/m3

Figure 7.3: Density (a), OH mass fraction (b) and pressure field (c) at steady
state.
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The mean chamber pressure resulting from the simulation is 59.7 bar, being in the
uncertainty range of the experimental data and resulting to be lower than the
mean pressure obtained by Beinke [15] (62.3 bar), which was slightly higher than
the experimental value. The reason could lie in the different geometry used for the
simulation, in the different mesh and in the inclusion of a longer part of the LOx
post. A small pressure drop occurs in fact along the injectors, which influences the
final value of the mean chamber pressure. Moreover, also the geometry of the
nozzles is quite different: at the throat, where the flow is choked in this work we
obtain the value directly from the simulation, not imposing it at the throat.
Looking at the density isosurfaces, they indicated the length of LOx core. The
center jet results to be longer than the surrounding jets, being shielded from the
outer environment. The four surrounding jets are shorter and are deflected with
respect to the central axis of the chamber. Figure 7.4 shows the heat release rate
distribution together with OH mass fraction isosurface which allows to identify the
flame zone which will be taken into account when applying SMART.

(a) Centerplane (b) Outer view

Figure 7.4: Heat release field and OH isosurfaces inside the BKH chamber at
centerplane and outer plane.

The general aspects of the structure of the flow field have already been discussed
by Beinke [15]. Here, a comparison of the results using the different setups are
presented and discussed. Figure 7.5 shows the comparison of the density field as
seen from the window frame in terms of isosurfaces at ρ = 10 kg/m3 of the current
simulation and the previous simulation by Beinke [15].
The length and the shape of the LOx core are different in the two simulations.
The new simulation shows a LOx core which extends further downstream the end
of the window, whereas the previous one reaches a lenght of about 90mm at cutoff
density. A difference is noticeable also in the shape of the outer flames. The LOx
cores result to be thinner in the new simulation, whereas the previous simulation
result to have a thicker LOx core with a deflection of the outer jets further
downstream.
Figure 7.6 shows the comparison of OH mass fraction distribution inside the
chamber for the two simulations. Also here it can be seen that both the shape and
length of the OH mass fraction distribution is quite different in the two
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(a) New simulation

(b) Previous simulation [15]

Figure 7.5: Comparison of the density field as seen from the window between
the new simulation and the previous simulation by Beinke [15].
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simulations. In particular, the new simulation shows a longer and wider
distribution. The two outer flames are visible in both simulations, but the
intensity inside the fields changes considerably, showing that the new simulation
has a higher concentration of OH in the middle of the distribution.

Figure 7.6: Comparison of the OH mass fraction distribution between the new
setup (top) and the simulation by Beinke (bottom) [15]

Figure 7.7 shows the temperature field and OH mass fraction isosurface at 0.08
with the value chosen to have a consistent comparison with the results by Beinke
[15]. This is the starting point of the application of SMART since it shows the OH
mass fraction and temperature distribution in the flame zone.
With respect to the previous simulation of Beinke, temperature and OH mass
fraction fields results to be different, in particular they result to be longer and
wider, covering a bigger area of the window zone. Temperature results to be
higher in the area near the window. As explained in Chapter 6, the thermal
excitation overcomes the chemical excitation when temperature is above 2700 K.
This gives already an idea of the fact that the thermally excited OH* will be
visible in the zones where temperature exceeds 2700 K, giving different results
with respect to previous simulations. Figure 7.8 shows a comparison of the
application of SMART between the simulation presented here, the previous results
and the experimental data.
The results of the application of SMART on the new simulation are compared
with the experimental OH* time averaged image and the application of SMART
on the simulation by Beinke [15]. It is evident that the OH* radiance distribution
now extends towards the end of the window. The radiance emitted from the two
lobes now extends until x=80 mm with a increase of ≃33% with respect to the
previous simulation. The central part of the jet extends over the end of the
window and also the with is more extended than in old CFD results. The
radiation of the zone downstream the injectors up to x = 10 mm is less visible
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Figure 7.7: Temperature distribution and OH mass fraction isosurface.

than in the previous simulation. This can be due to the fact that in the previous
simulation the domain is axisymmetric, whereas the new simulation features all
the five jets and also the other jets which are not visible from the window give
their contribution, resulting in a lower emitted radiance. Since the camera
parameters are linear when getting OH* intensity, the same behavior has been
used to get the images from the CFD. An overall improvement is observable in the
new CFD solution, altough the experimental data are not completely matched.
This is due to the fact that chemiluminescence is not included in SMART, which is
a post-processing tool which takes into account only OH* thermal radiation.
Figure 7.9 shows the comparison between the image obtained applying SMART
and and 1D integrated image. Also here, the same behavior described in Chapter
6 can be observed. The 1D integration sums the mass of OH along the Z direction.
The assumption of optically thin flame is used, where self-absorption is not taken
into account. This leads to an underestimation of the integrated total radiance
whereas the SMART image shows results comparable with experimental results as
shown in Figure 7.8. This underlines the fact that it is crucial to take into account
the optical path of the rays as done with the ray-tracing algorithm.
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(a) Experimental image

(b) New solution

(c) Previous simulation

Figure 7.8: Comparison of experimental data and the application of SMART
on the new solution and previous simulation by Beinke [15].
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(a) 1D integrated

(b) Fully ray traced

Figure 7.9: Comparison of the 1D integrated radiance and the SMART image.
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7.2.2 Acoustic analysis
The results of the CFD solution described in Section 7.2.1 are used to conduct an
acoustic analysis to evaluate the eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies of BKH for the
described operating point. The main purpose is to develop a numerical approach
which allows to use the frequencies of the correspondent modes to setup the
transient simulation, without using the experimental data, in order to develop a
predictive tool to study the transient regime of the combustor when subject to
excitation. Here, a combined approach using CFD results and the Linearized
Navier-Stokes (LNS) solver of the COMSOL Multiphysics commercial software is
used.
The steps described here are the first approach using the LNS solver. Several tries
were done in the past with the LEE solver of COMSOL, experiencing however
several numerical stability problems which are now overcome with the use of LNS.
This is also a step forward with respect to the previously used Helmholtz solver,
which assumed a certain number of simplifications. First of all, the Helmholtz
solver does not take into account the mean background flow, which is instead
present in the analysis with the LNS solver. This implies that the divergent
section of the main nozzle had to be replaced with a proper impedance boundary
condition and the flow through the main nozzle had to be described in a simplified
manner. Moreover, the LNS solver takes into account also variables which are
important when dealing with combustion chambers such as dynamic viscosity,
thermal conductivity and specific heat at constant pressure.
This study is performed at first by averaging the results of the CFD solutions at
given cross-sections. In zones where higher gradients are present, the number of
cross-section taken into account for the analysis is higher than in the zones where
little gradients are observed. In this way, a 1D variation of the cross-sectional
averaged quantities is obtained. This approach has been followed because it is
relatively unexpensive compared with a full 3D simulation in terms of
computational costs and can be easily used also for full scale industrial engines.
The solution field was sliced at relevant parametric locations in order to obtain a
1D variation of radially-averaged quantities, taking into account the configuration
of the thermodynamic field. Depending on the axial gradients of the field, different
slicing refinement regions were taken into account. To identify the flame zone, OH
mass fraction was considered as a marker. A spacing of 1 mm was the considered
in the flame zone, 5 mm in the remaining volume of the chamber and 3 mm in the
main nozzle region. Where strong gradients are presents, further refinement
regions were considered. Figure 7.10 shows the speed of sound distribution at the
centerplane together with the regions where further refinement of the slicing was
needed.
The next step was to extract area-averaged quantities from the CFD data. This
was made by using the IntegrateVariables filter in Paraview, which returns the
integrated variables and the area of the slices. Dividing the integrated variables by
the area of the slices, area-averaged values are then obtained. Note that the
dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat at constant pressure
were not explicitly computed by the CFD, but still required as input for the
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7 BKH Full chamber analysis

Figure 7.10: Speed of sound distribution at the centerplane. The regions with
further refinement are highlighted.

material in COMSOL. The latter was then retrieved by taking their mass fraction
average quantities based on the mass fractions computed by the CFD for the O,
O2, H2O, H2 and H species. Figure 7.11 shows the variation of the species
calculated with Python’s thermolibrary.

Figure 7.11: Variation of the mass fractions of the species along the domain.

Figure 7.12 shows the radial average of the relevant variables needed as an input
for the LNS analysis. In particular, for the background flow are pressure,
temperature and velocity and for the fluid properties density, dynamic viscosity,
bulk viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat at constant pressure, speed of
sound and specific heat ratio are needed.
The domain used for the acoustic simulation is simplified with respect to the CFD
solution. Only the chamber volume is considered, cutting the injectors up to the
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7.2 Numerical results

Figure 7.12: Radial average of the needed properties.

injection plane. Figure 7.13 shows the geometry and mesh used for the acoustic
simulation. The mesh consists of 227.5k nodes, considerably less than the ∼25 Mio
nodes of the CFD simulation.

Figure 7.13: Domain and mesh used in the acoustic solver.

The injection plane and the nozzles are represented as hard wall boundary, namely
acoustically closed boundary conditions. Since the radial-average method
employed does not account for off-longitudinal-axis variations of the fluid
properties, interpolating the various averages of the slices does provide any
information about the flow in the secondary nozzle. Thus, since via this employed
method no sonic throat is automatically achieved, the secondary nozzle was
truncated at its throat.
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7 BKH Full chamber analysis

The results of the acoustic simulation are shown in Figure 7.14 and summarized in
Table 7.3. The values of the experimental data are given by Hardi [86].
Beinke [15] also conducted an acoustic analysis of the CFD results of his
simulation using the COMSOL Helmholtz solver. The boundaries of the domain
were all treated as sound hard walls and since the main and secondary nozzle are
chocked, also for them a hard wall treatment could be used. The injectors were
described with a real impedances, representing a partially reflecting boundary
condition obtained from density and speed of sound value at the inlet of each
injector. Table 7.4 summarizes the results.

1L 1T

1T1L

Figure 7.14: Mode shapes

Comparing the results of Table 7.3 and Table 7.4, a slightly better agreement with
the experimental data can be observed for the Helmholtz solver for the 1T and 1L
mode. Differences in the setup of the simulation have anyway to be considered.
The Helmholtz solver does not consider a background flow in the domain, so that
the velocity field is not given as an input of the simulation. Here, an impedance
condition at the injection was considered whereas in the LNS solver this
simplification was not introduced.
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7.3 Summary

Mode Calculated frequency LNS (Hz) Experimental freqeuncy (Hz) Error (%)
1L 3558.5 3250 8.7
1T 4076.3 4350 6.2
1T1L 5494.0 5450 0.8

Table 7.3: Results of the acoustic analysis LNS

Mode Calculated frequency Helmholtz (Hz) Experimental freqeuncy (Hz) Error (%)
1L 3272 3250 0.7
1T 4433 4350 2.1
1T1L 5318 5450 2.4

Table 7.4: Results of the acoustic analysis Helmholtz by Beinke [15]

Considering the number of simplifications introduced in the model, the LNS solver
gives frequencies which are higher than the experimental data but still with
reasonable values. The effects of the sonic throat in the secondary nozzle were not
taken into account due to the radial average interpolation used for this simplified
approach. The solver could not determine directly the acoustic boundary
condition at the throat and so the ideal close condition was used, determining
already a source of discrepancy the modelling BKH. The effect of the closed
boundary condition can be investigated when imposing an impedance boundary
condition at the exit of the secondary nozzle derived from density and speed of
sound values of the CFD solution. Figure 7.15 shows that the use of the
characteristic impedance pushes the antinode slightly lower into the convergent
part of the secondary nozzle and this in turn reflects on the effective height of the
chamber where the acoustic wave is free to oscillate. The frequency of the 1T
mode then raises to 4124.5 Hz, reducing the error to 5.2%.
The other aspect which can have an influence on the results is the fact that the
injection part was cut for the analysis. This has an impact in particular on the
estimation of the 1L mode frequency. Hardi [86] showed in the experiments that
the longitudinal modes travel also in the injection elements and the presence of the
injectors’ posts play an important role when determining the resonant frequencies
of the chamber. Another source of error could come from the averaging method
used to determine the radial average profiles, which affects the accuracy of the
calculation of the longitudinal modes.
On the other hand, the T1L1 mode is predicted with very high accuracy. Looking
at the shape of the mode, it is only confined at the corners of the chamber and it
is the one least affected by changes in nozzle boundary conditions.

7.3 Summary
A simulation of the steady state field of the BKH combustor was performed. A
different approach was used from previous simulations. The most important
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7 BKH Full chamber analysis

Figure 7.15: 1T mode with impedance boundary condition at the secondary
nozzle.

differences are in the geometry and mesh and in the setup of the diffusion terms of
the simulation and the Prandtl number. Here, the geometry is full 3D with the
LOx injector length considered until the throttle section and the mesh is hybrid,
with a structured block capturing the flame zone.
The main difference with the previous setup is in the LOx core length. The LOx
core results to be longer than in the previous simulations, reaching almost the end
of the window. Also the OH mass fraction and temperature distribution result to
be different, having an impact on the simulated total radiance emitted by the
flame when applying the SMART tool on the CFD solution. The results are now in
better agreement with the experimental data, not reaching anyway the full area of
the window. This can be due to the fact that chemiluminesence is not taken into
account by SMART, since the OH* should be calculated at runtime by a dedicated
chemistry model to cover also the zones where chemical excitation dominates over
thermal excitation, namely where the temperature is below 2700 K.
Then, an acoustic analysis of the solution was performed to calculate the
eigenfrequencies of the main resonant modes of the chamber. The acoustic module
of the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics was employed using a LNS
solver. The LNS solver allows to take into account several physical values which
could be not considered when employing the Helmholtz solver as in previous work.
The main difference is that the background flow is now included in the simulation,
as well as other important quantities describing the fluid as density, dynamic
viscosity, bulk viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat at constant pressure,
speed of sound and specific heat ratio. It was chosen to first conduct the analysis
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7.3 Summary

in a simple and relatively computationally unexpensive way, considering the 1D
radial average of the variables of interest and cutting the injectors up to the
injection plane. The results of the simulation in terms of eigenfrequencies show a
higher discrepancy than the previous Helmholtz results. This is due to the
simplifications introduced in the setup. The analysis of the boundary condition at
the secondary nozzle showed an improvement in the calculation of the 1T mode
when using an impedance boundary condition rather than a sound hard wall.
This is a first step towards a more complete analysis where the results of the CFD
simulation will be interpolated directly onto the acoustic solver mesh, but it was
needed since in the past several numerical stability problems were encountered
when using the LEE solver. This demonstrates the fact that the LNS approach
can be used to have an estimation of the main resonant modes of the chamber,
leading towards a full numerical approach in the calculation of the resonant
frequencies. The frequencies of the main resonant modes could then be used to
impose the excitation frequency of the unsteady simulation, without using the
experimental data and going towards a predictive tool for the investigation of high
frequency combustion instabilities.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook

The investigation of high frequency combustion instabilities in a rocket
combustion chamber is fundamental for liquid propellant rocket engines, since they
are the most dangerous and can lead to the failure not only of the engine, but of
the entire mission. The flame response to combustion instabilities is one of the
most important aspects for their prediction. Knowing the flame response can help
avoiding the onset of the instabilities.
The BKH is an experimental combustor with operating conditions which are
representative of an upper stage engine. It features five shear coaxial injectors fed
with liquid oxygen and hydrogen, both gaseous or liquid and a secondary nozzle
which is opened and closed by a toothed wheel. The toothed wheel periodically
interrupts the flow through the nozzle, producing the acoustic perturbation which
in turn acts on the flame dynamics. This work analysed experimental data and
compared them with the numerical results in order to develop a numerical
modelling methodology to investigate the flame dynamics and combustion
instabilities.
A first analysis was made to identify the flame response to the 1L mode excitation
under a matrix of test cases, from off-resonance conditions to the injector
resonance and finally chamber resonance, at different amplitudes and different
frequencies for a single injector configuration. The in-house DLR TAU code was
used for all the CFD simulations run in this work with real-gas modelling
capability. The results were compared both with experimental data and previous
numerical simulations.
Here, the modelling of the acoustic disturbance was improved with the respect to
previous work, not using a uniform pressure disturbance but a disturbance which
varies along the axis and takes into account the coupling with the acoustic
velocity. The results showed a shorter flame with respect to previous simulations
for all the matrix of excitation conditions, showing that more realistic excitation
conditions give different results both in terms of the length of the flame and in the
pressure distribution along the axis of the configuration.
However, spurious pressure oscillations were visible along the axis. Heat release
rate is a key quantity when investigating combustion instabilities. The accurate
evaluation of the heat release rate becomes crucial. Removing the axisymmetric
boundary condition allowed to remove the spurious pressure oscillations along the
symmetry axis for the longitudinal excitation and symmetry plane for the
transverse excitation and led to a higher amplitude of the heat release rate
oscillations, showing that care should be taken when setting up a simulation.
The second part of this thesis was focused on the implementation of a realistic
boundary condition which could represent the passage of the toothed wheel on the
secondary nozzle exit plane. The investigation was conducted using a rather
simple model of BKH using a cold flow test as a benchmark to investigate the
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response to the 1T mode excitation. Here, since no combustion occurs, an
axisymmetric domain could be used simplifying also the geometry of the injection
elements. A dummy injector was used, with an equivalent hydrogen mass flow
which included all the present injection elements, from the main injectors to the
window cooling. The results of the simulation were then compared with previous
numerical simulations which used a simple open-closed boundary condition to
trigger the excitation and with experimental data. It was observed that the
frequency of the excitation produced by the siren boundary condition matched the
experimental data. The amplitude of the signal was slightly over estimated but
the shape was well recovered, including capturing accurately also the overtones of
the signal. This demonstrated that the new boundary condition implemented in
the code works and can be used also for other transient simulations.
The next part of the thesis addressed the development of a tool which can allow
the comparison of optical data recorded from high-speed cameras and CFD
results. This tool is called SMART (Spectral Modelling and Ray-Tracing
algorithm). It is used in a post-processing step and it allows to estimate the OH*
thermal radiation from the OH mass fraction calculated in the CFD simulation.
The SMART algorithm takes into account both self-absorption and refraction and
it allows to have a comparison including key physical features of the radiation.
The algorithm was first run on a previous RANS simulation for validation
purposes. When comparing the results of OH* radiation with experimental data,
it is clearly visible that SMART better matches the experimental data in terms of
radiation emitted from OH*. Although the results are qualitatively comparable
with the experimental data, a satisfying quantitative comparison is still not
reached. This can be due to the fact that chemiluminescence is not taken into
account and in the zones with a temperature lower than 2700 K,
chemiluminescence overcomes thermal excitation.
The last part of this work is focused on a RANS simulation of BKH changing the
geometry, mesh an boundary conditions with respect to previous works, applying
the SMART algorithm to the steady state solution and investigating the acoustic
behavior of the chamber with a LNS acoustic solver.
The results were compared with experimental data and previous simulations. A
better agreement with experiments in terms of LOx core length with respect to
previous work was found in the steady-state solution. This can be due to the
different mesh used, where the flame region is contained in a structured block. The
use of the hybrid mesh leads to both accurate solutions and better convergence for
the numerical solution methods. Also when applying SMART, the results of the
OH* radiance now almost fill the whole window, leading to a better agreement
with experimental results. This is due to the fact that the flame is now longer and
so thermally excited OH* calculated from OH extend further downstream.
The acoustic analysis was conducted using the acoustic module of the commercial
software COMSOL Multiphysics employing the LNS solver. This is a step forward
with respect to the use of the Helmholtz solver, which does not take into account a
mean background flow and requires impedance boundary condition to describe the
behavior of the nozzles. Here, a simplified approach was used to identify the main
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resonant modes of the chamber. 1D radially averaged quantities were extracted
from the CFD simulations and interpolated on a simpler domain to be imported in
COMSOL. The results are comparable with the experimental data, although a
discrepancy is still present. This can be due to the interpolation method but also
to the fact that the injectors for the acoustic simulation where cut up to the
injection plane, leading to a higher discrepancy for the 1L mode frequency values
due to the fact that the reduction of the length of the domain implies that the
acoustic waves have less space to travel.
Future work should address improving the acoustic analysis by importing CFD
results directly in the acoustic solver and overcoming the limitations of the
interpolation. This will lead to higher computational costs but it expected to
produce results which are more accurate and can be used to setup an unsteady
simulation of BKH. The simulation of the 1T mode excitation of BKH under
representative operating conditions with siren excitation is the next step which
should be done, together with a previous acoustic analysis of the full chamber to
impose the frequency of the excitation directly from the numerical simulations.
A further development of SMART should take into account chemiluminescence
and be extended to calculate the spectra of CH* in order to be able to use the
algorithm also for LOx/methane flames not only in BKH but also for other
combustion chambers with different geometries.
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Appendix

Application of SMART to a LES simulation
The SMART algorithm is a flexible tool and with small modifications of some code
lines can be applied to different simulations.
Here the results of the application of SMART to a LES simulation of BKH. The
format of the output files is different from the TAU files, but the algorithm can
still be applied modifying the format of the input files required.

Comparison of the OH mass fraction distribution in the window region of the
LES simulation and the application of SMART in the same area.

Application of SMART to BKD
In order to apply the SMART algorithm to the REST HF-9 Test case, which is
BKD, it was necessary to model the optical probe which detected the OH*
radiation emitted from the flame.
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The view angle of the probe is determined by the rays that reach the circular
boundary of the fiber-optics face. The probe is approximated to an observation
cone with a vertex representing a sink for radiation, indicated with B. The probe
surface is assumed to be non-reflective. The total radiation reaching the probe is
then obtained by:

ϕ(B) =
∫ ∞

0

∫
Ω

τν,OHIν(B, u⃗)
∣∣u⃗ · n⃗B

∣∣ dΩdν

where τν , u⃗, n⃗B and Ω are the probe’s transmissivity function of the wavenumber
ν, the radiation direction vector, the normal unit vector of the surface at point B
(considered as the probe’s pointing vector) and the solid angle given by the
observation cone, respectively. Iν represents the integrated total radiance.
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(a) α=0

(b) α=π/2

OH mass fraction distribution and ray paths at different phase angles of the
cycle
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(a) α=0

(b) α=π/2

Density distribution and ray paths at different phase angles of the cycle
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